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Appendix 9 Transcripts of In-Depth Interviews

Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang

Interviewee: Mr. B., Director

Date: 10/13/2006

Place: US-IOTWS Team, NOAA/NWS International, D.C., USA

Code: Practitioner-1

Q: You just mentioned the integration is one of the problems. Is there any

solution of this problem?

A: Well there are steps that can be taken to minimize the problem The way to

minimize the lack of connectivity of different types of systems is to have

standards and you need to have standards in terms of data, formats, protocols,

communications, protocols and there needs to be standards of database

architecture and that sort of has to be a function of the United Nations so in

tsunamis the intergovernmental ocean agency is responsible for putting in a

tsunami warning system for the Indian Ocean and they then become the

mechanism for which these kind of standards can be set, now if all the donor

countries and all the technical players follow standards everything will fit it

doesn’t matter what the different hardware, software it does follow the

specifications and standards. That doesn’t exist in some of the areas so the 

contributing countries are providing information that is not meeting the standards

and therefore is of limited use

Q: So the United Nations especially the IOC could play a key role

A: Very key role. Mr. B. They have the responsibility to establish an Indian Ocean

Tsunami Warning System. They are the single organization in the Indian Ocean

region that has that responsibility. So the United States Government supports the

IOC and contributes to the IOC mission to establish an Indian Ocean Tsunami

Warning System.

Q: So maybe that is one of the reasons why the United States government default
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support IOC.

A: Correct, plus the United States government is responding obviously to one of the

biggest catastrophes if not the biggest catastrophe in recent history on the planet.

We have obviously have money to donate we contribute funds to the region to the

countries hardest hit. We also have high technical capacity. We are the leaders in

tsunami warning systems. We have been operating a tsunami warning system

since the 1960s

Q: In Pacific Ocean?

A: Yes, Pacific Ocean and so we have over the years developed the technology the

science and the experience to know how to put together end to end system that

we are very willing to share with the Indian Ocean countries.

Q: You just mentioned the problem of coordination, how is the situation right

now? Is there an authority to have a solution?

A: Well there is a technical leadership role that I have just described to you that the

IOC has but then on authority they have a leadership role, they have a

responsibility. Now there are 27 countries in the Indian Ocean, each county has a

sovereign responsibility to protect its citizens of their country and each country

has a goal to set up a warning system, not just a tsunami warning system, but a

multi-hazard system(?) to minimize losses when disasters occur in each of the

countries. The IOC has recognized the countries in the Indian Ocean are very

diverse in their religion and politics their policies and has therefore agreed that

building up a system in the Indian Ocean will be a national system so each

country then is responsible for building its own system. The problem is that in

order to build national systems you need to be able to build an end to end system

that will allow you to use whatever observational system you can whatever

science you can and to provide a specialized technical capability that will allow all

the countries. The countries are very diverse and there is a huge variability in the

ability of these countries to be able to take care of themselves. There are very

developed countries like Thailand. Australia is probably the most developed.
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Thailand and Australia probably have the biggest capacity but there are other

countries like Sri Lanka that are getting there fast and they do have the technical

capacity and then there are countries along eastern Africa that have very little

capacity and very little resources to do anything. So if you just left it up to each

country to build its own warning system. Some countries would have very

sophisticated robust, like India is a good example. Data networks, sophisticated

models, good communications systems and they will have people well trained

experts and they will have a dissemination system to reach the people on the

beach and they will develop their own system. But that will only benefit the

people of India. It doesn’t help the people in Indonesia for instance; it doesn’t help 

the people in Maldives(?) so what I am getting at is there are certain regional

applications to developing a warning system that are important that every country

will benefit from and this is where I think IOC comes in. IOC can help build a

strong regional framework from which each of the countries can build its own

warning system. Now in order to have a robust warning system you need to have a

regional center that has access to all data. It has models it has a good

communications system. It is 24 by 7 operations. It has, it meets the standards and

in the Pacific Ocean it is the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center operated by the

National Weather Center (NOAA) and the Japanese have the Japanese

Meteorological Station and they operate also a tsunami warning center and

between JMA and Pacific Tsunami Warning Center they cover the Pacific

countries by agreeing who will warn what countries. Now that kind of capability

of being able to take in all the data, analyze the data, run models and then provide

instant…very fast information using high speed communication to make sure the 

countries get the warning. That kind of functionality is needed in the Indian Ocean.

The problem in the Indian Ocean is that when IOC tried to get the developed

countries to accept responsibility or I’ll say interest who wants to be a regional 

center there was no agreement between the countries as to who should operate the

regional center because of the politics and the lack of trust in the region so what

they did is the IOC said OK what we will do we will accept that there are many

countries that do not trust each other but we will find out what countries out there
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are willing to take on the role of a regional center and initially about a year and

one half ago there were 10. So there were 10 countries that said we want to be the

regional center so IOC said fine. Then IOC said we will develop the specifications

and operating characteristics that comprise a regional center and then we will

work with these countries to see which country develops the best capability that

the other countries would accept. Now that hasn’t been done yet and the last IOC 

meeting was in Bali in July of this year. The number went from 10 to 5. Now there

are 5 countries that say we want to be…it is called the regional…they gave it the 

name the Regional Watch Provider. Nobody wants to be called the Center.

Nobody wants to accept that there is a Center in the region so in other words India

wouldn’t accept that Thailand was going to be a center for the region and so what

they did to get around the politics is they called it a Watch Provider. A Watch

Provider does the same thing a Tsunami Warning Center would do but this has to

be created because nobody ..There is no existing watch provider center so the five

countries, that are Australia, Thailand, Indonesia, I think ____La Reunion that is

an island off Africa operated by the French and the fifth is Malaysia. Those

countries have announced and are developing this regional watch provider

capability. IOC will determine exactly what are the characteristics and the

specifications of these watch provider centers are. In the meantime until this

happens because it is going to take time, the Pacific Tsunami Warning System is

providing interim watch provider service for the Indian Ocean. The United States

government is doing this only on a short term until these watch provider centers

can be operational and meet all the specifications that you would have to have for

a watch provider center and in the meantime there is a lot of concern that people

have you can’t have 5 providers for a watch provider region because you will have 

5 different answers from 5 different countries as to whether there is a tsunami or

where it is going to hit so it would present confusion so the hope is that some

point in the future and I don’t know if that is one year or ten years  that 

eventually will emerge a technical leader that will have demonstrated their

intention and their capability and their operational reliability to be the watch

provider center for the Indian Ocean. Right now it’s five. Right now it’s Pacific 
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Warning Center. So this function has to be developed and the IOC is developing

that and following a US model so actually as part of our NOAA project for the US

Aid project we are developing guidelines for establishing a watch provider

center which will be held at the end of this month. Now at the same time that is

happening each of the countries is developing their own country warning service

and what that means is once the regional center sends the bulletin to the national

center the national center then must evaluate that information and make a decision

on what they will do. They must take all the risk uncertainty because if they

evacuate people and nothing happens then you start eroding credibility and people

start to not trust you and your effectiveness goes away down but if you don’t warn 

people and it hits then you have a catastrophe and nobody wants that to happen so

there is a delicate balance an unbelievable set of high stakes when a national

organization has to deal with very little information that is coming in but the

potential consequences are huge for that warning whether it is true or not so and

so it becomes difficult because if you get too much __that is a credibility hit that

the country will start losing the confidence of its people warn yet if it decides not

to warn the data…tsunami hit then they are worse off they are going to lose 

people and confidence so it is a very tough situation. There are some counties like

Indonesia that are located right along the earthquake trench that because they are

so vulnerable and so close that it doesn’t matter what kind of technology you 

throw at it you will only have 20 minutes. So those kinds of cases, the actual

earthquake becomes thewarning. Now most earthquakes don’t cause tsunamis but 

the problem is you don’t have enough time to determine if you actually have a 

tsunami or not from a 7.0 or 8.0 magnitude earthquake. They have to act quickly

to get people out from wherever the most likely zone where a tsunami would

occur…so the...it’s tough Indonesia is probably in the most precarious position 

because they are so close and there are millions of people along the coastline that

are so vulnerable to tsunami and they really don’t have a choice and they don’t 

have enough time to gather enough data to do an analysis to run models to

determine if there is a tsunami if there is one they actually have to take immediate

response and worry about cry wolf later. But other countries like India, India,
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Thailand can have, if we put the right observational equipment in, can have an

hour(?)heading west toward Australia and even further west toward Maldives,

Mauritius, Sri Lanka and of course Africa there will be plenty of warning time so

the elements of the system are putting in sufficient observational systems to be

able to detect, locate the magnitude and determine whether it’s a tsunami or not.  

The second step is to run models to determine the magnitude timing of the

tsunami and to get that information to each of the countries and the country’s job 

is to make a decision whether to evacuate or not if there are going to evacuate to

get that to all the vulnerable locations IT is not a trivial job because a lot of

communities located along coast lines are very remote and they don’t have good 

communications and the other problem is if you get the warning to the people at

risk do they do the right thing do they know what to do so you have to have them

prepared for the risk they have to have the right understanding of what to do when

the warning comes because there is very little time to get to a safe place.

Wang: So we have many natural disasters in Taiwan, especially in the mountain

areas. We have typhoons, many storms and there will be a lot of rain and

sometimes when we read newspapers, some elders who have lived in the

village for 50-60 years and they don’t want to move out. Their home is right 

there and they would like to die at their home is possible.

A: That is everywhere in the world, people don’t want to move and generation after

generation after generation live in the same house, the same area and all of a

sudden the government is telling them they have to move because a flood is

coming and they may not believe the government but even if they believe the

government they may not know where to go and if they know where to go they are

getting away from the safety and security of their house and all their possessions.

Most families in the world that house is their biggest asset in the world and if they

leave that there is a risk they could lose that so there is a tendency to stay with it.

Very tough to get people to get out of the house when big floods come it is very

tough to convince people there is a threat.
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Wang: Several questions come to me. You just mentioned that there are different

national tsunami centers around the Indian Ocean.

A: Each country has its own center

Q: Some countries would like to set regional leader and request the role of

regional leader?

A: Because I think there is a lot to gain from the country if they are seen by other

countries as a regional leader in technology, science warning and it means the

country has emerged as a regional leader that other countries trust their technical

leadership and then it helps them with the political stakes in the region that if they

have this kind of responsibility and influence in the region because of their

superior technical capability that gives them the edge with other countries. So

there is a lot to be gained to being a leader like that.

Q: So if there are any substance benefit for example monetary or funding?

A: The problem is this, each country has its own money limitations on its resources

and if a country steps to the plate and says I want to be a regional center it is not

getting money from anywhere else by doing this it is hoping that at some point it

will get funded because its being regional provides regional services and products

and information to a lot of countries that will benefit from that will save lives

should reduce property damage if they have a good warning system then I think

the idea is that you would get funds from other countries that would benefit from

your services that would pay for the operating expenses that it takes to run the

center I don’t think there are too many countries like the United states to set up a

regional center and do it without help from other countries so eventually I think

there has to be and I think that can be an IOC rule is to coordinate with the other

countries and provide some sort of resource base that could be used to pay for

these expenses that are regional

Wang: Some countries would like to request center role, on the other hand, there

must be several countries which are poor such as Africa and since they are
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poor they don’t have such a technical capacity or resources. I am thinking if

they are poor maybe they like to have their economy development first then

to develop the tsunami warning system.

A: It is a priority system is what you are saying and I think you are right each

government especially if they don’t have much money has to put its money into 

the biggest need that the country has. Now in the poorer countries one of the

biggest needs is housing food water or the basic needs people have they don’t 

have money to put in a warning system so they are going to have to depend on

what everyone does and that is the way it is and that is the status quo of the

regional system buildup there will be some developed countries that will go ahead

and take the lead because they do have the money and expertise and the other

countries hopefully will benefit. That is why the UN is there because they can

help set up a regional system that all these other countries cant contribute but

obviously have the vulnerability that they would suffer if they didn’t get this

warning that they would suffer from this regional system that is just going to have

to be the way it is I don[t see any way around it

Q: Will it become a major difficulty for IOTWS?

A: I don’t know what you mean by difficulty…but the way the system is set up…hang 

on here…what I wanted to show is that the communications today is sophisticated 

enough that information can go anywhere and all countries are linked by what is

called a global communications system and the global communications system is

a high speed link that you can run data products from meteorological service to

meteorological service to all the countries in the world. So all the countries in the

Indian Ocean have a met service and have a link service on the GCS so by taking

observations, by taking warnings and putting on the GCS everyone gets them at

the same time in fact in the Indian Ocean between 2 and 5 minutes everyone

receives the same information that means that all the countries that are poor as

long as they have the GTS they will receive the warning and then that puts the ball

in their court and that puts them in a most difficult situation they have to get the

warning out to the communities along the beach they may not have that type of
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communication system. That might be their wink link for being able to respond

appropriately and minimize losses but there are certain regional blocks that no

matter what country does what …..benefit.  Now there is a problem with India.

There are certain countries like India that won’t share its data so they will put in

seismographs they will put in...gauges they’ll put in some...gauges but they are

very careful how they share that data with other countries in that case you are

limiting information that could affect many other countries in terms of not getting

warning information but I’ll say most countries, the US has a policy that we share 

our data openly freely anything we get involved in gets out. The IOC and the

United Nations has taken that policy and run with it so the IOC says that one of

the frameworks in setting up a tsunami early warning system is that all countries

must share their data so most countries will, some countries may not in which case

that will limit some warning capabilities.

Q: Do you know why they do not want to share?

A: I do know why because of the military. It is because they are very concerned that

other countries will know what they are doing because nuclear testing creates

seismic information they don’t want anyone to know they are doing seismic tests 

or nuclear testing. The refuse to let anything with a 6.0 or less out. They won’t let  

it go out of the country because that would divulge their nuclear testing anything

above a 6.0 they say they are going to share the trouble is they have to screen it

before they release it so the data doesn’t get out very timely. So the seismic data 

doesn’t seem to be flowing freely right now they say I think India might be 

changing but right now India is a problem and the other countries don’t trust them. 

So India is one of the countries that is going to set up a watch provider service but

some don’t trust them?China too will hold on to data some times and not share it.

Q: But the situation in the Indian Ocean is more complex than the Pacific Ocean.

A: probably. Here is another problem I don’t know if you need to know about…how 

organizations work together It is really an amazing process when you think you

have a disaster and you have all these NGOs the US government which has many
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government agencies and then you have all these donors and you have the World

Bank getting involved in this and you have everybody coming in this to help. The

other problem with this is they don’t coordinate with each other.   There is some 

coordination but not enough to avoid duplication. There is a lot of duplication of

effort.because there is no coordination of effort. There is also gaps that occur

because organizations don’t coordinate so therefore certain needs that countries 

may have developing a warning system are not met but there is also the problem

within the country there is not a lot of good coordination either so all the different

ministries within the government structure normally are not very good

communicating with each other and that is at the national level and then you have

below the national level you have states or provinces and they have their own

government structure and they are not well coordinated and then you go to the

community and they are not well coordinated between the national the states

within the community you have hotels recreational , fishing industry and different

industries and they are not always connected and they all have to be connected. If

you are going to have an effective warning system you have to have a free flow of

information all they way down to that person standing on that beach. It is an

amazing….so it doesn’t appear , it is very difficult to get countries to coordinate 

within themselves to take advantage of every company’s (?) contribution to the 

warning and response process of this to take advantage of all the technologies

because what you want to do when you build the system is to take advantage of

what is already there. You don’t want to rebuild things you just want to take 

advantage of things that work and then build on that it is very tough working on

all these organizations all these NGOs all the political restrictions that exist at the

state level at the national level it makes it very difficult if they don’t normally 

coordinate then you have these outside organizations coming in trying to make

them coordinate facilitate the communication the cooperation very tough

Q: Is there any other way to do the international coordination? I saw several

reports of the IOC coordination meeting and do those meetings work?

A: Well uh there are other ways; there are other organizations like UNDP and the
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World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and UNEP. There are some very

good UN organizations that have very good communications within countries and

so I think the hard thing is that UN agencies don’t always talk to eachother either

so we know that WMO and IOC don’t always talk to each other so you have to 

sort of facilitate that or it doesn’t happen naturally. So I guess the answer to that is

that in every country there are certain organizations that have achieved success in

operating all the way from the community level to the national level and those are

the organizations you have to work with to get this kind of coordination you need

to make everybody aware and get everybody to participate in order to take

advantage of what is there. So that means you need to know country by country

who the major players are and how to hook up with them to take advantage of

their...because it is very important that you have trust that you have the ability for

and have open communication channels for that you have a history of success that

you want to build off of so you want to find those organizations that have that that

have the attention of the city fathers or the mayors or the governors those are the

people you are going to get the results from you have to find out where they are.

Like I said every country is different and USAID who is the donor for this project

we are involved with is doing a lot of work in these countries and has good

relations with some of the national people some of the regional people some of the

local people and has helped us get to the right people in the 5 countries that we are

working with so organizations like USAID UNDP(?) are very good at the local

level. Those are the organizations that can really get results. So the answer is yes,

every state is different every country is different and you have to know who the

doers are who the real...are and link up with them

Q: Can I turn the focus on the USAID team or the situation in the United States,

I am wondering why the USAID team or the US government decides to

involve with IOTWS? Because I am curious since there are so many states

around the world, why the US government would like to engage such a huge

money to IOTWS.

A: I think your choice of words is interesting because the Germans are putting 80
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million dollars in Indonesia alone in warning systems. And the US is putting 16.5

million in over 5 countries so I don’t  call 64.5 million huge so if you were to 

look at what it would take to build an effective warning system just for those 5

countries it is probably closer to 200 million and we only have 16.5 million so it is

not huge it is actually a small amount that all we can do is demonstrate and start

the building of an early warning system but we certainly don’t have the time to 

continue working with these countries you don’t build it over night. This is a huge 

process and it takes a lot of time. There are a lot of organizations involved a lot of

capacity building if you want to sustain a system like this it is my opinion that it is

actually a very small contribution. There are also close to 600 million

reconstruction funds. I don’t know if you found the number but I think the US has 

contributed…anyway it is hundreds of millions of dollars in reconstruction forthe

tsunami and the 16.5 million is a small amount compared to that too so warning is

a small amount of money compared to what they really have to do and I think the

reason the US government has been involved in this is because when that tsunami

hit there was absolutely no awareness or even conception that anything like this

could occur in the Indian Ocean. Nobody even thought it could happen. It was the

last thing on everybody’s mind. There had been absolutely no preparation for a 

tsunami. So this caught everybody off guard. When it happened and governments

like the German government volunteered money and technical assistance to help

these countries build a capacity for warning. The only country that has really

achieved this is the United States so the US government felt that we have a lot to

contribute to this. We have already done…we know how to do it. So I think the 

congress felt like this is something we can share with the region with a little bit of

money and a lot of technical assistance would assist them with something nobody

wants to happen again there is this pretty strong determination to build some

resilience for countries so that when things happen like this in the future it wont

be as bad. We can reduce the impact you will never stop loss of life

Q: I have 2 little questions. The first one concerns that is there any law, rule, or

regulation for IOTWS participants or US government to follow or obey?
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A: No there is not any law no

Q: There is nothing that says…

A: No, there is nothing that says the US should be involved in mitigating reduction in

loss of life natural disasters, loss of life, no.

Q: And the other one I am really interested in why Germany contributed so

much.

A: So am I

Q: Why Germans do this and not British and not any other country in Europe?

A: I can give you some background…Germany wants to be a leader, a global leader in 

warning systems. They see themselves. They think they have enough experience

in global technological know how that they can be a world leader. In the last 5

years Germany has hosted 3 conferences on early warning systems, international

conferences and that has been funded by GTC(?) which is the donor for Germany.

I believe this is something you can ask Liz…..I would like to find out what her 

answer is too. My logic is that I think Germany sees themselves as a leader in

early warning systems they want to retain that image and in case of tsunami they

wanted to quickly move in and show themselves that they had this kind of

leadership. But a lot of that project is research and development so using ___

Funds to do research. For instance they had not and there are only 2 countries that

had deep sea detection systems for tsunamis the United States and Japan and

Germany has been doing a lot of research and development on a deep sea buoy

sensing system for Indonesia using German research funds and they still haven’t 

got there yet. They have been developing buoys and putting them out there and

they haven’t been working so they are still working on that. They are apparently

using this a way of getting funds to develop leadership in tsunami warning but

they are not a leader but they want to develop the leadership

Q: Doesn’t the US government want to be a leader?
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A: We are a leader…the answer is yeah we want to be a global leader also. The

difference is we have already demonstrated leadership. We already have the

technology and it works so we have the history to show that we have achieved this

kind of capability and the other countries know this. This is no secret, the other

countries know this and they know there is a research project for Indonesia…they 

don’t like it but they are not going to stop it the money from coming in because a 

lot of that money will benefit Indonesia eventually and they can take advantage of

that and they are not stupid so they can take advantage of the Germans doing their

research and development project and they are going to take whatever is of value

to them but Indonesia is coming to the United States and saying to them ‘you guys 

we want to work with you because you know how to make it work’ so we are now 

in the process of putting together an agreement with Indonesia to help them build

a tsunami warning system that is different from this US AID project It will be an

agreement using Indonesian money to help them build a system. Now what they

are doing is let’s let the German put the darts in the northern part of the country. 

We want the US to put the darts in the southern part of the country to the deep sea

buoy and to help us develop the end to end system which the United States knows

how to do and Germany is learning how to do so they will eventually become the

leader and Indonesia is in a bad situation because they have all this money and

they have all these Germans coming in using this project to develop their expertise

but in the meantime, what happened by the way is the US saw this and there

were 5 countries that took the biggest damage and loss of life from the tsunami

and Congress authorized the funds for this tsunami warning system for these 5

countries Maldives, Sri Lanka, Indonesia and India (missing one). When Germany

announced this huge project, this 80 million dollar project the US interpreted that

we don’t have to work with Indonesia they are being taken care of by the Germans 

so we will focus on some other countries and the Indonesians didn’t like that. 

They really wanted us; they felt like we were the leaders. They finally came to us

and asked us will you work with us, we need you we want you to be our partner so

we misunderstood that. We thought the Germans were going to take care of them.

We didn’t have to do so much work. With all that money we figured they could do 
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a good job but it turned out they weren’t. They were doing their research they 

were doing their development. Things weren’t working. Indonesians weren’t 

happy and the second tsunami occurred in Java and that caused a crisis. A major

crisis in India that was 2 years after the disaster that struck in December 26, 04

and look at all those people who lost their life and no warning . They are

embarrassed. So they have now come to us and said we want to have an

agreement with you. We have money we want to give you the money to help us

produce the warning system similar to the one the United States. Well what about

Germany? We’ll letGermany work up ___We still want the US. The politics is

interesting. You have to be very diplomatic and very open to the way politics plays

out because politics __scientific agency , it knows how to do science and the

operations and the warnings but when you get into a political environment you

have to be flexible and work with however the politics lets you

Q: How about your relations with other NGO or other government unit in the

IOTWS? It seems like you don’t have much cooperation with Germany 

team…

A: Part of that is because the Germans haven’t asked to coordinate with us. They 

haven’t asked to want to cooperate with us.

Q: Why?

A:Mr. B. I don’t know. So I think there is a little bit of OK, if you don’t want to work 

with us we don’t want to work with you. Why do we need to work with them, they

are the ones learning how to use the technology and develop this ---- or whatever

so I think there is a little bit of this if they don’t need us we don’t need them. We 

have plenty to do. There is plenty of work that needs to be done. We’ll just go 

where people want us

Q: You mentioned that there is a lack of coordination between organization s and

who can solve this problem.

A: This is going to have to be. The best solution I see is the IOC. They are in a
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position to do coordination to do facilitation across government between

governments and to get consensus of technical approaches that doesn’t hurt the 

politics too much. They will work around the politics. It is too bad but the IOC

decided, I think it was a mistake, the IOC decided to accept the desire of each of

the countries to work separately instead of working together so each country is

developing its own warning system and they accepted that and they didn’t try to 

come up with criteria to determine which country should be a regional watch

provider and they decided to let each country do its thing and eventually a

technical leader will emerge and that will become the watch provider, the regional

watch provider but in the meantime we are not going to take any sides well that is

the safe way but I think IOC should be a leader I think they should do the

roadmap they should provide the architecture and the elements of an end to end

warning system and they should require the countries to follow that template

including a regional center and they don’t do that. One thing they don’t have a lot 

of resources to do that part of the problem is IOC is very thin not many people,

not many experts and not much money so how in the hell are they going to do all

of this? So I think a lot of people are realizing that even though IOC has this

mandate and they have the responsibility and they probably have a very good

mandate to work with the countries but they don’t have the money or the time or 

the people to do it. So this is where the US comes in we can be a major provider

help the IOC do what they need to do anyway but we can do it quicker and better

and that is the way it is working so the results are not that bad because there is

going to be a buildup of the system and it will be sustainable, it will be reliable

and it will and we have 3 more years to work with them so we go to 2010 and I

like that because it takes time to build systems and train people and get it up so I

think we are on a good track to work the different ministries within each country

to work with each country I think we have a reasonable set of expectations to

come out of this but it is not going to be perfect. Everybody wants, it’s interesting, 

a Lexus, nobody wants a Volkswagen. That is the problem. In most country you

have to put Volkswagen in you can’t keep the Lexus going 
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Q: That is an interesting example. What is the major work of your unit?

A: That is why I gave you this…So we are building an end to end system. We are

updating the communication system for Sri Lanka and Maldives. What they have

right now is very poor, basic dysfunctional communication system. We are

working with NGOs in 3 of the countries to build resiliency at the community

level so that they can learn how to take steps to, if a tsunami occurs, to minimize

the effects of a tsunami to look at all the other hazards to look at the preparedness

and response planning to have an effective warning process within the community

to warn the people, evacuation plans, that sort of thing. We are working with some

of the countries to build dissemination systems. We have a program when the

warning goes out from the Pacific Tsunami warning system goes to satellite and

the satellite can go to receivers in communities that can receive the warning

directly. They don’t have to go through the national government. It goes directly 

from the satellite to the receiver to the community so they know immediately that

something is coming. We are building that kind of warning program. We are

building what is called operational concept and operational concept with 3 of the

countries. Operational concept is you have data coming in you have different

ministries with different responsibilities you have models and forecasts running at

one center you have response at another center you have all these communities.

How do you define your concept of operations so that you can at the most

effective level that when the warning comes in from the Pacific tsunami warning

center? You can make the decision quickly the warning out to the person on the

beach as fast as you can to give that person enough time to save that life. How do

you structure your whole organization so you can take advantage of the data, of

the technology, of the science as quickly as you can to minimize the loss of life at

the coastal area what do you have to do to do that? It is called a concept of

operations. So we are doing that with Sri Lanka, Thailand and Indonesia.

Q: Can you describe the structure US-IOTWS and its interaction with other

agencies?

A: The way we’re organized is this, you have USAID then USAID has a contractor 
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called Tetra___ and they hire them to help them do all their work and then they

have NOAA, USGS, US Trade and Development. We all report to USAID. That is

our hierarchy. So we have responsibility for phone calls every two weeks. Last

night for an hour and one half we have reports, monthly reports, so there is a

whole set of requirements on how we react to the project office in Bangkok and

then NOAA has its project office which I am the director of and then we have a

team working under the project office and then we have a project plan which you

may have. So we have that project plan with different goals and tasks that we have

allocated in there...that NOAA is going to contribute to. Thatis just NOAA…each 

one of the agencies has a plan too and we have a team and within NOAA you have

National Weather Service and then you have National Ocean Service and they are

doing the buoys the ___, the modeling about tsunamis then we have the Pacific

Marine Environment Lab in Seattle and they are doing the modeling, ___buoy

design research and then in ___Mississippi we have the National Buoy Center

which has actually done all the logistics necessary to get the buoy from where it is

manufactured in Bay St. Louis to ..It is going to be deployed out of Phuket Beach

in Thailand. On Nov. 27th a ship is going to sail from Phuket to 9 degrees north

and we are going to put in our first buoy so they are doing their work There is a

team of about 10 people each one of them has a project under the whole NOAA

project to do their work so we do have a hierarchy.

Q: It seems there is very clear responsibility.

A: Clear responsibility, clear deliverables, there is a whole plan on how to get there.

We have meeting every month on how to track what we are doing on each of the

deliverables.

Q: How about the whole system of IOTWS? Does it also have such a clear

defined responsibility?

A: Now you are getting into an interesting area because. The IOC has a plan, they put

together an Indian Ocean Tsunami Warning System, it is not a plan, more like a

framework now that is on the web, you can get that on the IOC website. I think
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the five countries committing to do the watch provider, regional centers, the

reason they are doing that is because it is going to benefit their country. Yes it will

have regional benefits and yes other countries will benefit …The people who are 

trying to do this in the ministries in Thailand are trying to do this to get money

and recognition from the country themselves as leaders, they look good, their

ministry looks good if they get UN recognition that they are a regional leader so

the stakes are pretty good, it is a good motivation for them to emerge as a

regional leader because now they have the recognition from the government that

they are a leader . They have the opportunity to get money in the future to build a

capability that their country will benefit from, region will benefit too. So I think

that this overwhelming buildup of capability by assuming a regional leadership

you also assume a much more robust and capable early warning system type

configuration. it also puts you in a position of attracting talents and attention and

more likely getting a system built that will help in the future with multi hazards

that if you were doing just a national system you wouldn’t get quite as much 

attention. So it opens up a lot more opportunities for them to gain resources to

gain notoriety and to build a system that if it is recognized by other countries puts

them in a very sound political basis doing the best we can and that is what the

politicians want to say, I am building the best that I can build and if you are a

regional leader then your congress...The best you can and that is the kind of

leadership these guys want to have. Big payoff on a domestic level to have a

regional leadership they aren’t doing it to be altruistic.

Q: My final question, you mentioned in the beginning, integration is another

problem, a big challenge. How do you think to overcome the situation in the

future?

A: I don’t know I do know the answer; the answer is standardization that will 

overcome the problems in integration. If you can standardization in data,

standardization in communication, protocols, formats, if you could have

standardization in procedures, in models then you get around the problem of

integration. I have been involved in many projects of hydrometeorology...floods,
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flash floods, hurricanes that sort of thing and when you put these warning systems

in there is a sufficient degree of standardization that allows different

manufacturers to have different types of hardware but as long as whatever that

box is meeting the accuracy requirements, its meeting the precision requirements

of data , its meeting the communication, the transmission requirements that

everybody can get, as long as you have these standards in place any body can

contribute hardware or software and the system still works and connects so the

answer is standardization of techniques, standardization of protocols,

techniques …in models.

Q: How could they do standardization through the UN?

A: Through the UN, the UN is critical. Now in satellites, the satellite owner provides

that for instance a lot of NOAA has a lot of satellites have very strict guidelines on

data production, data transmission, if you don’t meet them, you can’t use the 

satellite. By imposing those restrictions on the users then everybody can benefit

from that and standards in data now everybody can share. if you are a provider of

a satellite you can make a kind of restrictions, standards if you are an international

organization like IOC then you at least have to get a consensus from the countries

that this is what they want to do and then you have to have technical participation

of the countries certainly the developed countries to help provide , produce those

standards that everybody will follow and then it becomes a voluntary thing but at

least you have the majority of the countries buying in or agreeing to participate in

the standardization process that means that the majority of the countries will

benefit . Everybody benefits when you do standards you must have standards, you

must have a standardized system otherwise things never work.

Q: You mean that because you just mentioned the satellite I think most of the

satellites are...?

A: NASA, NOAA, in the United States. The Europeans have satellites and the Asians

have satellites. India has Insat(?). The Japanese haveothers? So there are a number

of countries that have satellites.
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Q: Why do those countries share?

A: They do, because everybody benefits. Then we can get data from the Europeans

we need. There are certain global functions we have in the United States, the US

Weather Service; weather is global so we would like to have satellite data from all

over the globe. It helps us for our forecasting for Washington, DC. It is to our

benefit to have other data to come in real time. The only way that can happen is if

you have standards. The Europeans want the same thing. It turns out the Asians

want the same thing so in this case, the meteorological society is driving the

standards everybody will share and everybody will benefit. There is no dispute

nobody is fighting it, everyone is agreeing. Maybe they dispute on exactly what

the format might be but eventually they all agree and everybody benefits. The

Europeans want to see our satellite because our weather is their weather. It is a

mutual benefit.

Wang: Now I am finished.
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang

Interviewee: Mrs. T., Coordinator, US Department of State

Date: 10/13/2006

Place: Washington, D.C., USA

Code: Practitioner-2

Q: Why the US helps to build the IOTWS?

A: I don’t think you see a lot of feedback from Americans about our investment in 

international capacity building/sect. transfer because, first there’s a lack of 

awareness that we’re even involved in that in the first place. And I think also, you 

need to know that the United States is putting a substantial amount of money into

reinforcing our tsunami warning system. We already have something in place;

it’s only being made better, and that is not being compromised at all by our 

international engagement. So I think the bigger question is, should we be, before

we reinforce our own system, helping others to at least establish some minimum

level of warning? I don’t know, I think that it’s incumbent upon countries to 

protect their own citizens. And so, you know, as long as the political will is there

to accept assistance, I think we have on obligation as a country that can help

others to do so. But as soon as the political will of these other countries dies down,

there’s nothing the United States can do; that’s frustrating.  Because you know 

the whole/all the money that’s coming from the United States that’s going into the 

Indian Ocean system…The source of it was from the supplemental issued from

congress right after the 2004 tsunami… well that money is done; it’s spent by 

2007.  So, the question we’re asking ourselves is, so then what?  Where do we 

get the money to remain engaged? Where do we get the money to help countries

to build their capacity?  And I mean, when I’m talking about money, it doesn’t 

have to be a lot; it’s where do we get money to fund our experts to even travel to 

some foreign countries to them help do the training, to help transfer the

technology…because everything’s got some cost to it and someone’s got to pay 

the bills. So, I honestly think that an area we have not been as aggressive is

looking into our private foundations such as the Gates Foundation, such as the
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Clinton Foundation. These are areas that we have been remiss at campaigning

for assistance. So, that might be a possible source for the future.

Q: I know there is a US-IOTWS team which are composed by NOAA, USAID

and so on.What’sthe role of the State Department?

A: That’s a good question. The State Department’s main role is to facilitate the 

development of the United States’ international policy.  What that means is.…we 

are in charge of US representation when there are international intergovernmental

meetings abroad. So, if we are showing up at a meeting to represent the US

government, as federal employees, we need to be speaking on behalf of the US

government as a whole as opposed to as NOAA, or the EPA, or the Department of

Defense. In theory, when the United States is being represented abroad, the people

who are representing the United States are speaking on behalf of the entire

government as opposed to their own individual agency, and it is the role of the

State Department to make sure that before US government employees go to a

conference, that they know what the United States’ position is as opposed to their 

own agencies’ position on a particular agenda item. So, for instance, if there’s 

some disagreement within the US government about a particular agenda item…be

it how much money we invest in a particular region, be it to what degree we can

engage, like for instance, in the Indian Ocean we are not party, we are not member

states of the Indian Ocean, we have no territories there. So, within the

intergovernmental coordination groups for the Indian Ocean, the United States is

merely an observer. So, what the State Department does, is we craft, we help

develop, in developing the US position. We also take into consideration the fact

that when we engage in the region, we are only to speak when spoken to, we can’t 

speak; we are observers and we should behave accordingly. And so, we want to

make sure that when we show up somewhere we’re respectful to the other 

countries in the region and their desire to take their own leadership. So, in…long 

story short, the State Department serves as the politically correct driver and the

coordinator among US agencies.  So it’s like coming to me was a great idea 

because I know all the players in all the US agencies who are involved with the
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Indian Ocean Program because it’s my job to keep them informed and to make 

sure they are working together.

Q: Do you have a pre-coordination between the/among all the US agencies

before attending the international conference of IOC?

A: We could have several meetings, throughout the year, intercession ally…it’s to 

make sure that we’re coordinated, and that we know what we would like to see an 

outcome from these meetings {noise} even though we’re an observer.  For 

instance, in the Caribbean Ocean, there currently is some debate as to what degree

the United States should be providing the regional warning center. We know that

countries are interested in our involvement.  We just don’t know well enough 

how much they want us to be involved, or totally in control, or some other version.

So, we have an interagency process going on now trying to understand, what are

we comfortable with?  We want to go to the meeting, if we’re asked to do 

something, we want to know how…we want to equip our delegation so thatthey

know how to respond, so they don’t have to say, “Sorry folks, can’t give you an 

answer now…have to go back to headquarters…and we’ll meet, again in three 

months and tell you what we think.”  That’s what we want to avoid.  We want to 

avoid being the bottleneck for any issue. We want to, you know, we want to

come across as being productive, and helpful, and etc…

Q:And, is there any criteria for you to decide to what degree The United States’ 

government is involved in the Indian Ocean Tsunami Warning System? Is

there any criteria, or any other things that will help you to make that

decision?

A:Um, no, not particularly.  Of course, we can’t deny the political relationship of the 

United States with countries in that region, we have to be mindful of that. But I

think what we also have to be mindful of is, in spite of the politics, what we’re 

talking about is saving human lives.  And that’s a substantial reason for 

remaining engaged regardless of the political circumstances.
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Q: There are (so/still) many cases of life-saving around the world, and how do

you design your priorities to involve this case but not the other one?

A:No, I’m a bottom-feeder that’s far above my pay range.  Um, typically, the modus 

operand we work on is, do it until told not to [Do it?]…until told not to. [Okay, 

uh-huh]  And so far, I haven’t been told not to be engaged on this particular 

program. And certainly, when congress passes you, you know 16.6 million

dollars, that’s usually a green light…that usually is a vote in favor of us being

involved. And of course, should the money go away, should congress decide we

shouldn’t be involved, or the administration for that matter, we won’t see the 

money, and therefore we won’t see presence.  It’s amazing how much dollars 

come into play.

Q: Do you have any idea about why the German government wants to invest so

much?

A: I think, what ends up happening, as I mentioned earlier…It’s all about the 

availability of funds, and then, and what competition there is for those funds.

Naturally, the United States has, some, some obligations now. Can I just use that

term?  You know, we’re involved in a lot of international crises right 

now…that…perhaps we brought upon ourselves, perhaps not. But um, that’s very 

difficult to make a case in the Unites States now to be involved in things that are

not related to terrorism…and that is just…fact.  I don’t know that Germany has 

that type of competition. I think I would feel most comfortable if you did ask

Peter this question, because he is from Germany, and he’d probably  be able to 

describe exactly what the conditions were that enabled Germany to cough up that

amount of money. I think that you should sensitive to the fact that although

Germany produced a lot of money, it was not, it may have be well-intentioned, but

it did not produce what the Indonesians were expecting for that level of

contribution. Meaning, they do not yet have a system that’s reliable.  Which, I 

don’t think discounts their involvement, but it’s something worth noting.  You 

know, I hope that some day the German system can be as effective as the US

system. And I know the United States wants to work with Germany to make
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sure that happens. Because, we certainly can’t afford to be engaged with the 

Indian Ocean system, we can’t afford it. But the question is, can we afford to

produce these major contributions to areas that then have to re-build after a major

disaster hits?  I, personally, Liz Tirpak speaking, I’m the State Department, I 

think we need to start thinking about investing in risk mitigation versus always

having to do disaster response.  I mean, we’re always going to have be involved 

with disaster response, but I think a little bit of investment in risk mitigation

may lower those disaster response sectors.

Q: How is your relationship or can you describe how do you cooperate with other

organizations, such as the UN or IOC?

A: I think the United States has very good relations actually, and the relationship is

mutually advantageous…[mutually?]  advantageous. So, the United States 

definitely is engaged because we recognize there is value added to being engaged

in these intergovernmental (core.) I mean, there’s no other way to basically get the 

same group of people in the same room together otherwise. It lends a level of

legitimacy to the process and permanency. So, and vice-versa I think those

organizations…we may frustrate them from time to time, because I think the 

United States comes across as being a very wealthy country.  But it’s all about 

marketing in the end, you know. If we, US government employees aren’t good 

about marketing this investment to the American people, we don’t get extra 

money from the American people to contribute to these global programs. So, it’s 

a…I think, the more effective these…these intergovernmental organizations are

only as effective as their member states make them. And I think if the United

States wants to try to get more resources for those intergovernmental

organizations, we need to help them be as effective as they can be. And I think,

like for an instance, with the IOC, we are currently trying to help them create

performance metrics…I mean (it’s sowing the weeds), but it’s important. .If we 

can prove to our government that the IOC is doing things properly, then it will be

easier for us to justify why we think it deserves more resources to do the work it

does in tsunami warning in particular. But, you know, without us helping make
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the system better, we can’t expect that it will. So.

Q: So, how do you develop the relationships with other organizations? Do you

have long-term interactions, or because you trust each other, or because you

have very abundant resources to help them?

A:Um, I think it’s all of those things that you suggested…uh, bilaterally,  I think it’s 

the same criteria bilaterally as multilaterally…the things that really influence our 

abilities to make partners…Um, yeah, it’s definitely an issue of trust.  And, of 

course, I always think, it’s my impression that it’s very easy to maintain trust 

scientist to scientist, foreign scientist to foreign scientist…no problem.  When it 

comes to spreading that trust throughout the government, much more difficult. For

instance, the United States is always trying to get access to the waters of Russia to

conduct marine scientific research for treaty-based scientific fishery surveys.

Japan recently has had the same issue with Russia. We apply, we follow all the

rules, we give them every piece of information, we offer them to participate in

the cruise, we in fact have Russian participants and partners in the science. We

tell the foreign ministry, “Send your Navy guy, have him come on the ship; we 

don’t care, we just need to do the science!”…Doesn’t matter, it doesn’t’ 

matter…we never get permission. So, in spite of all the work that’s done to 

negotiate treaties, to collaborate scientifically… everyone signs on the dotted

line…doesn’t matter. If the political will isn’t there in the ministries of defense, 

the ministries of the environment, etc…etc...it doesn’t matter.  Pieces of paper 

mean nothing unless the whole government is represented in that signature and

that they abide by that obligation.  So, that’s the trick, it’s the trick.  And I think, 

the UN organizations enable us to have access to those varying levels of country

representation. So for instance, IMO actually is a quite a good venue because

you have more of the defense-related ministers there. And I think the trick in the

future is going to be…and something you may want to look into…There’s 

something called UN Oceans, which is a body that was developed within the last

year to try to facilitate the cross-fertilization of issues across the oceans’ agencies 

in the UN, I’m not so sure how effective it is, I don’t know if it was something 
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that was created and no one’s doing anything with it,  but there might be hope

that that sort of an inter-agency, if you will, group will help UN agencies address

issues together as opposed to independently…and then you’ll get that necessary 

critical mixing of ministers to make sure that, yeah, when agreements are made,

they mean it…they’re not just words on paper.

Q: Do you think that this kind of commitment? How do you make that

commitment credible?

A:Exactly. How? [Yeah]…It’s the work of the delegations that come to the meetings.  

[Hmm?]You know, the delegates…the delegates who come to the meetings, when

they leave the meeting, they have to keep working.  That’s what’s most important.  

But, if your, you know, if  a country sends a delegation and they’re only going to 

talk to their own ministry, and  they’re not going to talk to other ministries,

they’re not going to brief the department of defense, they’re not going to work 

toward the goals that were set forth at that meeting, then nothing happens…and I 

hate to say it, you know, frequently countries…there are countries that send

people who just want a vacation, and they show up at the meeting, they don’t 

make but one intervention because they are required to do so…Those are the ones 

you want to go, {high-pitched sounds}… and usually their interventions are, “We 

need help,” and that’s all they say,  “We  need money.” No definition of what 

they need money for.  Usually, half of us, you know, usually it’s the developing 

countries saying, “Hey, we can’t do this alone, could y’all pitch in?”  That’s the 

hardest part.

Wang:Or it’s justlike “Show me the money [yeah, yeah], show me the money!” 

A: Show us what you’re going to spend it on! Yeah. And usually you know, yeah…

There’s challenges across the board for those looking for resources as well as 

those… everyone’s always looking for resources…we’re all in the same boat, in 

the end.
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Q: So in conjunction with this office, I am wondering why the US government

would like to help other countries, especially in the issue of disasters. Is

there any benefit to US government, any responsibility or obligation?

A: I think the way it works is …well I think it’s the good Samaritan rule. I think you

can allude from that. Someone, for instance, with the good Samaritan if

somebody’s fallen down on the ground, and you try to help them, and in trying to 

help them, you kill them and you’re not at fault because you are trying to assist

that person. So I think it’s just a general rule, a general affect if you will, that if 

you are trying to assist somebody and there’s someone in need of assistance, you 

don’t ignore that call.  I mean I think I mention during hurricane Katrina, how 

many countries actually came to the US to offer us assistance. And we never

asked, but people came from all over, many countries offering everything from

food to shelter to water pumps, whatever, and that was an interesting learning

experience for me because I would think that certain countries can actually sustain

themselves from within, probably china, that would have plenty of resources to

help should a disaster occur, but I think that… I don’t know. I don’t think we have 

an obligation to other than our own personal ethic to assist countries in need.

The other aspects of it is, sure, certainly good press if you help other people … I 

don’t think that’s anything anyone would deny, but I wouldn’t say that was the 

primary reason why the US chooses to engage on these issues. I think the other

aspect of it is, I mean I know from a technological stand-point, if ocean

observations are ever to become a reality, the US can’t do it alone. We have to 

work with other governments. Because of the laws of the sea, the laws of

territorial sovereignty issues, we can’t deploy instruments to get a picture of 
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what’s going on in a regional system without getting the advance consent from 

another country.  Furthermore we can’t afford to keep operational hours as assets, 

for example, the buoy we are working with in Indonesia to deploy in Indonesian

waters we had … in order for us to obligate the funds, we had to already have an 

agreement with Indonesia that Indonesia would take over the operations and

maintenance of the buoy because the US doesn’t have the resources to do it.  

Though looking at our grander budget, you may say that we do the fact of the

matter is, the US government does not allocate resources to make it possible for us

to be the steward of every observation system out there. And so yeah I think it’s a 

necessity that the… we can’t do things alone.  And no doubt there are people 

with great ideas living in other areas of the world so systems that end up being for

people to collaborate on this issues.

Q: Why I asked this question is because when we were in the UN and discussed

the issue, there’s a gentlemen mentioned in his own experience he thinks why 

the nation collaborate just because they can get some benefit from each other.

If they know there are benefits from cooperation maybe the nation wants to

participate in this network. So what do you think about this?

A: If I understand you mentioned, well certainly.  I think I understand what you’re 

saying.  People are motivated to participate because they think they’ll get some

benefit that they think they can’t get doing it alone.  And that’s absolutely true.  

US feels that way and benefit by benefit, it could something as innocent as just

increased intellectual capital. I mean with more minds working on the same issue,

chances are there’s more likelihood that you’ll come up with a better solution at 

the end of the day. Or it could be something not so innocent but I think for the

most part, we invest in tsunami technologies are innocent. There’s enough other 

things going on out there our governments can collect information about other

governments but they don’t need an ocean observations system to do it. I mean 

they do a military surveys which is different from marine science specific research,

so according to US policy, there are very different rules and I can actually send

you a document about US policy about how we define different types of data
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collection, just send me a remainder.

Q: A document?

A: It’s a document about US policy about how we define different types of data

collection. So it differentiates between military surveys versus marine science

research versus other cultural heritage research.

Q: You say that maybe that’s not an obligation to other countries around the 

world.  Do you think it’s kind of a commitment to assisting?

A: I think there is a commitment to saving lives because of the shared value of

mankind.  For example human resources, you can’t have good technology unless 

you have the human resources to handle the technology, to operate the technology,

and to maintain the technology. So that is the great thing about disaster

mitigation is that before it’s an easy sell because there is a very quick correlation 

between investment—putting your money toward equipment that will then show

pretty quick return in saving more lives.  I mean that’s just pretty easy goals to 

explain someone who doesn’t understand the technology. I don’t know if I’m…

Q: And how about the coordination among those countries, can you say maybe

some example or sometimes when we interact, so much people or so much

different organizations, coordination is very important issue because we have

to form the common goal in a very short time especially in a crisis and

disaster issue and how did you do in coordination with other organization or

with …

A: With other bodies? For instance with regards to Matra (?) earthquake how did the

US handle the coordination? [Yes] There’s always room for improvement, and 

there must be.. I don’t know I can just speak just from my general impression and 

from what I’ve read, and you have actually talked with someone who was in a 

month who was in the coordination perhaps someone in the red cross it’d be a 

good place to start. In fact we walked right past the Red Cross building and I
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probably could call and find someone you can talk to there. And you know who

else could better speak to the this question is the people at the office in Jakarta.

Q: Do you have any idea of coordination? How about your own experiences

coordinating within your team?

A: Within our team, the only tricky thing is that there are frequently there are

competing interests. You have agencies are competing for resources for their own

interests. I know that the constant problem with the NOAA is the domestic

agency with primarily a domestic mandate, but the fact of the matter is these are

global issues. So how does the technical agency that has the technical expertise

justify the congress and the taxpayer that its needs to be going to the Indian Ocean

Tsunami meeting? Because general taxpayers in Iowa probably doesn’t care so 

much.  So there’s that conflict.  So what we find is that NOAA is a large agency

that you might see different opinions about the degree and different manners by

which the agency itself remains to be engaged in the issue. So David McKenny,

I don’t know if you had a chance to speak with him, David is the lead from NOAA

on this issue. Did you speak with him?

Wang: No, no. Not yet.

A: Okay. Yeah. He just came back from the Mubasa Institute.

Wang: I will try to contact him.

A: And I’ll remind him that he has to get back to you.  But hopefully.  And people 

shouldn’t.  I’m very impatient when people don’t return my phone calls.  I’m 

very sorry that it took me so long to get back to you. But.. ok so…

Wang: Just in time.

A: Oh yeah, right before you left. Let me think, what else do I have to tell you. US

coordination it’s interesting because the State Dept has its own task-force

whenever for instance, I believe we did something recent for the Earthquake but

essentially as we create an inner-agency office that accepts in-coming calls. And
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of course the state departments primary is taking inventory of US Citizens abroad.

We want to make sure we have account of everybody including the ones that are

still living as well as the ones that are dead. So that’s something that 

immediately … but then humanitarian information units at the State Department 

HIU, it’s and I probably should have you talk with the guy from there.  He is 

more familiar with how, his name is Jordan Muller. He is actually a geologist

who happens to be working in our State Dept. in the HIU. Essentially what they

do is they collate information about a disaster and provide it to our senior officers

so they are aware of what is happening. He knows about the operational side of

how we respond to disasters. And that might be more good information for you.

Wang: Alright thanks. Maybe I have to get permission with those people by

email.

A:Yeah that would be fine, I’m sure.  

Q: I find from some interviewees that the issue of trust is interesting. Before the

tsunami came, those countries around Indian Ocean some are not trust each

other deeply so they cannot cooperate very well. But some other said that

maybe we don’t need trust and we can cooperate well because maybe we have

good institutions, so trust is not a very important element for crisis

management. How do you think the issue of trust?

A: It’s interesting because trust, there’s trust on many levels, trust among the 

responders and its trust that there’s enough communication and that there’s 

duplication of effort there’s sufficient of coordination so the response can be most 

effectively handled.  But there’s also the geo-political trust. For instance, in

order for the tsunami warning system to work effectively, countries need to share

data at a rate faster than the current rate they’re sharing it.  Though India has 

increased their trust level, if you will, to share data in a more timely fashion, it’s 

not there yet. And so how countries addres this issue of building trust for

collaboration for disaster preparation is something that must be efficiently

explored, addressed and hopefully solved. In the world of tsunami detection,
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some countries have seconds to react to a warning, others have hours and the

second counts for anybody involved but especially for those who have very short

led time. And I think that message is hitting home I think the countries in the

region that are starting to grasp the fact that there is no choice but to cooperate or

you might as well just forget being warned. Forget it. I know that the meeting

that happened in Mubasa the US was pretty satisfied with the outcome but I know

that the ….

Q: Can you say the meeting again?

A: The Mubasa meeting.  Mubasa.  I’m sorry it’s in Africa.  Kenya. So there’s a 

meeting in Kenya.

Q: Did you attend?

A: No I didn’t have the budget to attend.  But David McKenny did attend and but 

from what I understand we were pleased with the outcome however one of the

outcome was that the organization itself realized that it had to revise a deadline.

So I’m hoping that meeting report will be out soon so more specifics from the 

meeting will we can explore those and make a judgment for yourself.  So there’s 

a lot of ...the chemistry among the countries that work with ITWS seems to be

good.. Better than ever if you will because not only is it awareness but I think

that there’s resources that are dedicated, you can’t ignore it, and without effort and 

so I think overall we are fairly satisfied, going back to the trust issue, the trust is

not only within the government, among their technical agencies and among

governments but also within intergovernmental organizations and among

intergovernmental organizations. What we hear often times in the IOCs is that

the IOC is not an operational agency and that it should work with other agencies

that have operational capacity. Often times we hear that WMO should play a

stronger role. We also hear people suggest that ISDR which is really a strategy,

it’s not a organization, so when people say these things what do they really mean?

And what practically can be done to capitalize on the strength of all these UN

pieces?  But there’s need for trust among the UN organizations.  No one is 
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going to usurp some other body’s power or some other body’s irrelevance because 

this has been a very high profile issue compared to others. Trust for me, the

body is as well, for instance, I know that currently the IOC has what’s called the 

Tsunami Unit and that’s where and they have a tsunami unit in Paris and for every

regional tsunami unit, in the Indian Ocean, the Caribbean, and Mediterranean,

each one has its own secretaries as well. So there has been a trust issue between

the IOC tsunami unit in Paris and all those regional offices. It’s unfortunate but 

needs to be addressed.  Sometimes there’s a reluctance to create forms of 

references for different things but it’s necessary because if people don’t know 

what their roles are because it’s not written down somewhere then you can be 

guaranteed there’s going to be confusion the next time a disaster occurs.

Wang: I know that the IOC meeting is held regularly maybe half year, I mean, in

Kenya and another in …

A: I believe that may be in the Pacific. Roughly every four years they would meet.

Meeting of all the governments in the region because there’s just there’s never too 

much of the IOC budget dedicated for meeting.  You can correct me if I’m wrong 

on that.  I know that it wasn’t every year they were meeting.  Generally.

Wang: I tried to recall the name of the meeting because in our last talk you say

that maybe I can attend those meetings in the near future so I tried to figure

out how to and what is the name of the meeting I forgot.

A: Well there’s the assembly the IOC assembly which meets every other year so 136

members get together and talk about all the agencies. The last meeting was in

March, the very beginning of March in Kenya. And then I don’t think the whole 

group will meet in year. But they have working groups I think there are six. And

I can send you a summary of the working groups, just remeind me to, but the

working groups will meet more randomly and the schedules are…boy, if you can 

figure out their schedule let me know. Because they are independent working

groups and virtually sometimes they will sit down and for instance there are darth

operating groups…
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Wang: I have checked the website for several participants for this working group

from Japan and you know I plan to go to Japan this July or maybe August

and I would put all this schedules together to find out which is the better way

for me to arrange a trip for travel.

A: I wish I could point you to one place where the IOC kept all of the tsunami groups

and all of the meetings in one place but they don’t have that yet.  We’ve asked 

for themto do that, but …. No I’m just kidding.  
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang and Yan-yi Chang

Interviewee: Head B., Ms. G., and Ms. K.

Date: 03/20/2007

Place: 35th Floor, United Nations, New York City, USA

Code: Practitioner-3, 4, and 5

Q: Can you briefly introduce the role of OCHA in the UN or in global disaster
relief? What kind of role do you think you play?

A: (Woman 1) Well, I have noticed that you printed out the OCHA website issue, so I
think it is pretty defined there. Our role is mixed between coordination advocacy
and information and response. So that pretty much lays out that answer. But are
you curious of what our opinions of that are or…

Q: So I think the information from the website is enough to make me understand
the background.

A: (Woman 1) And what we can also give you is an OCHA 2007 and that will that
give you an idea of some of the different things we do as well. And you can use it
for that question rather than us getting into it because that might be easier because
our whole mandate is disaster coordination and response.

Q: As I know that OCHA is not only in charge of natural disaster and also takes
care of complex emergency but today I will just focus on natural disaster.

A: (Woman 1) In natural disasters, we do a few things. In Geneva, we maintain a
whole bunch of tools and services which are basically things like UNDEC teams
which are these disaster assessment coordination teams that are sent in the first
phase of an emergency to help the government coordinate the response to the
emergency. So during the tsunami, I think about twenty UNDEC teams were
deployed at different times to different countries to respond to the emergency. And
I think if you look under UNDEC on the website that will help you as well. At the
same time for natural disasters we have different logistics support and civil
military coordination support. We also offer some immediate grants which are
called CERF grants, you will read about them in there as well. Basically they are
emergency grants that can be given to different UN agencies to help respond. We
also can offer immediate grants, which will also help in immediate response for
natural disaster. OCHA is also in charge of ISDR, which is the platform for
disaster reduction working with the government.

Q: So, do the twenty UNDEC teams belong to the country or the UN?
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A: (Woman 1) UNDEC teams are composed of different nationalities. Different
government put forward representatives to be UNDEC-trained. So what happens
is that OCHA manages the team response. If there is an earthquake, OCHA will
send out a messages to UNDEC members that have been trained so people from
different governments, countries, organizations, are trained to become UNDEC
team members. So a team could be composed of 6 or 7 people usually and they
range from sometimes someone from the military to someone from a German
technical agency, to someone from the USAID or an OCHA staff member. They
go as an international UN coordination force that helps the government respond to
the initial stages of an emergency, coordinating activities and so on.

Q: Here comes another question. Usually when we think about global
cooperation or coordination, when you meet one situation, that is, one side or
on one hand the global cooperation for disaster relief or humanitarianism, on
the other hand the national security or nation whatever, how do you
coordinate or balance these values? One is collective and one is individual.
Since you are the coordinator, how do you balance these two kinds of
different value?

A: (Woman 2) Because my understanding is that a lot of tsunami-affected countries is
that their governments were accepting of the UN. It requires the cooperation of the
government. So there is no national security issue, that kind of debate. In term of
security there, there is cooperation between the UN Department of Safety and
Security called the DSS but that is more contributing (?) to UNICEF. I am not sure
if I am answering your question. But a lot of information tsunami-related were
shared with UN. Maybe India is different case because India, from the beginning,
decided that they were able to take care of the tsunami issue on their own. Their
government has the capacity to deal with it on their own. The other countries
called the UN for help to coordinate the disaster. I do not know if that answers
your question.

A: (Woman 1) I think you also need to distinguish between response and preparedness
on all these issues. I am saying that on the response side, OCHA relies on the
government, in most cases to request for national assistance before OCHA can
take any action. The only difference to this is that in some cases if there has been
an earthquake, search and rescue teams, even for the international community to
deploy search and rescue teams after an earthquake, it requires the country’s 
agreement for this type of appointment. And this usually happens between foreign
ministries. And basically OCHA, one of its roles is that before the disaster, it
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cultivates relationships with different governments so that it can ensure response
if it is needed. For instance, there is a union that does this in Geneva; it is called
‘apatha’, a field support services unit. For instance, I know that Taiwan and China 
are often in negotiation with this unit because of the earthquake prone nature of
the region that you live in. So that is for the response side. For instance, during the
Pakistan earthquake, India also said that they did not need any assistance; they can
handle it nationally so there was no deployment. But Pakistan however did.
Another issue that may come up on the response side on what you are asking is
that there were some concerns with the response in the Pakistan earthquake
because it was in the Kashmir region. For instance, different airspaces were
needed, logistics support was needed that had to come through India. So the way
to handle this is that for every single one of the individual request, there was
individual negotiation that took place. In some cases, OCHA negotiated those and
in some cases, it was the UN residence coordinator system that did that. And in
some cases, it was the donor that negotiated. There is not one form to get through
these national security issues. I am not familiar with the early warning situation
but I am sure there is another set of negotiations that happen on the front as well
as to how information is shared and used. So I think there is not one global
resolution or protocol, as far as I know, for how that happens. I know that for Red
Cross, right now, the IFRC was looking into the idea of legislation to support
assistance of victims of natural disasters as the Geneva Convention mandates to
victims of war and conflict; they were looking into how it relates to the victims of
natural disasters. But so far that has not been taken forward yet. So that is an
issue you may want to look into.

Q: You mean the negotiation or coordination comes after the country’s request?
A: (Woman 1) Yes, for response. And for preparedness, I think it depends on what is

being discussed on for the issue, for early warning systems or for different stock
complements, or for different community developments or education or
information or for any of the things that happen, there is a different negotiation
happening somehow for the different areas that they are talking about.

A: (Man) If you have time, you should stop at our regional office in Bangkok. There
is a regional coordination with each country to increase national preparedness.

Q: Do you have any example that maybe the country does not request for
assistance but the IO, International Organization, can help them actively?

A: (Woman 1) For instance there was an earthquake last week, no, two weeks ago in
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Western Sumatra. And the Indonesian government said they do not need any
international assistance, they can handle it. However, the UN did send different
people to the site of emergency to help assess the situation and coordinate a little
bit for any international systems that were coming in. Because even if the
government of Indonesia does not make a request for international assistance,
different governments who are already on the ground or working in Indonesia will
go to the site to assess. So, you know, assistance is given but just on a different
scale. So, in some cases even if assistance is not requested, some response
assistance is given as well, to service and check the balance a little bit for the scale
of emergency. But as of right now, natural disaster response is within the right of
the sovereign government to respond to. That is kind of how it in. But like I said
before, it is not just about the response phase. There are also a lot of things that
happen in the preparedness, recovery and all the phases that are required to
manage natural disasters. So if you look at natural disaster management, there is a
lot of different work done by the government all the time on different aspects for
the response, which is very important. A lot of it also has to do with civil military
coordination, looking at different governments’ military assets and how they 
operate regionally and how they can support and things like that.

Wang: I see, since the UN can play such a supernational power in the world and
once there is a disaster maybe local or regional disaster. I believe that the UN
can have some influence in those countries, maybe even if they do not want
any help, I think that the UN can do something maybe for other countries or
other victims.

A: (Woman 1) I think there is also the whole advocacy needed side of it. I think the
UN does make advocacy statements and things like that to increase response for
different area and help on that side as well. But I think what you should do is look
into this international federation of the Red Cross initiative on supporting victims
of natural disasters. And if there is any international law that can be used to push
on the sovereignty issues to ensure that assistance is given. But I think that is
just in the beginning stages the last I have heard. You know there is also the Codes
of Conduct, the Sphere Standards, the Humanitarian Imperative, and there is the
Ombudsman issues, there is all these different international mechanisms that have
been set up over the years to ensure some sort of response to disasters. But there is
not something like the Geneva Conventions that mandates it.

Q: Do you think those mechanisms operate well?
A: (Woman 1) I mean I think they are a start. They are different but I would look into
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what the IFRC have discovered on this. But I can not think of any case in the
recent years where natural disasters have happened and because there was not any
international response that many people have died. I do not know if there is a
massive case like that in the recent history that you can point to, where this is a
major issue. I think it would be interesting to look into China, North Korea and
India as a main example

Q: Since you just mentioned the mechanisms, are there different mechanisms for
different disasters like earthquake or tsunami?

A: (Woman 1) I mean there is a difference between an earthquake and a flood or
something given the search and rescue phase that needs to be put in. You can look
on the website under INSAARG., that is basically the international mechanism for
search and rescue teams and it is international so it has different methodologies
that are agreed internationally for search and rescue activities and how they are
deployed in emergencies. So I think you will be able to find some things there
under Tools and Services for coordination that OCHA does. And that is one thing,
you know.

A: (Woman 2) OCHA has many tools you can use in any disaster; it is just the matter
of deciding what is necessary depending on the situation.

Q: I am more concerned with the issue that, I know the major task of OCHA is
coordination among different countries or different organizations or diff
actors and you strategy is to form the common strategy or common goal,
what is your strategy to form the common strategy?

A: (Woman 1) Well, OCHA is not in charge of coordinating disasters globally; it is
basically in charge of supporting inter-agencies, the UN disaster response. So
through that there is a whole inter-agency standing committee, the IASC
mechanism that regularly set common strategies and judge the priority on disaster
response. And the IASC includes the Red Cross and also the NGO community.
So that is kind of how that works. As far as governments go, I think it is through
‘ECOSOFT?’; there is basically different discussions happening on different 
disaster response and thing like that and different resolutions get packed and
OCHA basically supports that process, the economical and social chamber, the
different topics that get taken up there. And the ISDR works kind of as the global
platform with different governments. So that is kind of how it works.

A: (Man) regional association.
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A: (Woman 1) Right.

Q: Since there are so many different players and actors in this network, I believe
that any of these actors will have their personal or private preferences so how
do you form the common strategies?

A: (Woman 1) Well, I think it is just like what you do for any global issue. There is
negotiations, bilaterals and I think the things are used are like the general
assembly, ECOSOFT (?)…etc. You know, it depends on what you are talking 
about the form that is used.

Q: Can you provide me some example of your case?
A: (OCHA Man) For this one, there is a very good example, the avian flu..

A: (Woman 1) Yeah, you should look at the avian flu for sure; the whole avian flu
response and how the avian flu coordination is happening. I think that would be an
interesting area for you to look into. Is there any stuff on the web for that?

A: (Man) Me and webs…I do not know. It is not my strong point.

A: (Woman 1) Sorry, I have to leave in fifty minutes. There are two more things I
need to do next door before I go. But you can keep on asking them questions. I
will come right back. You know about the avian flu.

A: (Man) No I do not. I do not know anything.

Wang: You are the boss.
A: (Man) The boss knows nothing. Boss delegates.

A: (Woman 2) I think one example I can think of is Ache. When the Indian Ocean
Tsunami happened, the UN, in cooperation with the government built a recovery
strategy, once the tsunami relief is over, transition toreconstruction, so they built a
5-year plan in terms of what they would focus on in reconstruction. And that was a
process that involved the government and various communities.

Q: Who built the plan?
A: (Woman 2) It was the government’s plan but the UN was a part of it. So it was a 

joint project in my opinion. So that would be one of the examples.
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Q: I think another issue is about trust. Since you have many partners like the
NGO or the governments or some cooperation, how does OCHA obtain trust
from each other? The first question I should ask is do you trust each other?

A: (Man) Why should we trust one another?

Q: If we do not discuss the question of trust, actually I can come back to the
previous question. How do you cooperate with each other? What is your
method, way or strategy? I thought you have some sanctions or punishment.

A: (Man) No..

Q: But from the website, the UN, maybe not OCHA, can punish those who do not
obey the policies of the UN. Not OCHA?

A: (Man) We only have the national security council in Chapter 7. I do not think any
other way. My problem with your thing is that you are talking about too many
subjects, you should just concentrate on one subject. I think the most interesting
thing is the avian flu, which opened a lot of grounds and certainly the efforts of
the Asian countries on natural disasters. Everybody knows that they have their
own interest. What is interesting is to see how people come together with their
own agenda and interest in order to address emergency or natural disaster, in order
to address the threat of the avian flue. Vietnam has its interest, China has its
interest, Thailand has its interest, what they are scared of is that the avian flu or a
natural disaster goes beyond their border. Because the consequences go beyond,
they are forced to cooperate. When they are forced to cooperate, they need to
find a common ground. The thing is how the UN and the countries, and regional
associations can find common ground, no illusion, knowing what they are capable
of, that common ground. Then it is by working on the common ground that you
might discover that you can trust; or say a common interest that is depended on.

Wang: What you said is the very basic idea of my dissertation. Since they have
the common thread and environment, people will come together and do
something together. But from some interviews or theoretical discussions,
especially the interviewees told me several interesting stories that said what I
do not think, like the China case or the India case because back to my second
question about sovereignty.

A: (Man) But I do not know anything about China. I know India, as I said, we have
the capacity to deal with it so we do not need international assistance; that is it. I
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mean it is true and it’s very clear. The UN has different approaches depending on 
the capacity to respond, to take preventative measures on different countries.
The policy in Asia is quite different from the policy in Africa; depending on the
country. Asia to a great extent has the capacity whether it is China, Taiwan,
Vietnam, Thailand, they have the capacity to respond and take preventative
measures on the avian flu. Nobody is going to teach them how to do it. If they
need additional expertise coming from the WHO or FAO, we will provide them.
It is an addition to what they already have. There is no added value in sending a
lot of people and telling people to do what they already know what to do. Take
Africa, depending on the country, it is not. It is the question of expertise, the
availability of money. If they do not have the expertise or the fund for it, then they
do not have the capacity for immediate response, then the UN comes in.
Because there is the different value, we can provide the expertise whether it is for
the FAO for avian or the WHO for health, the UN system itself to have the
government inter-ministry coordination. Then there is the question of funding, we
can with the government assess the needs and go to the international community
and so on blahblahblah. Then there is an immediate response; when like in Turkey,
Nigeria, Egypt, suddenly you have a disaster, you can provide the expertise and
money to permit government respond immediately. But all this depends on the
willingness of the government to work with the UN, and as well as the capacity
itself, the expertise available and the fund of the government. If the government
has the capacity and the money, why they should want the UN? They can be
independent. They will not ask. Indonesia has a problem, maybe the avian flu,
then they will ask. If it has an earthquake of a small magnitude, they can deal with
it. They have a good Red Cross network, and etc, they can deal with it. Then they
have this thing of the money with the tsunami, then they can not. Then this is
where the international community and the UN come in. You have to look at all
these perspectives. It is not the question of sovereignty only. I mean an extreme
example is North Korea where they do not want foreigners running around the
country. They will not ask, whether they have the capacity or not they do not want
them. But that is something else and that is where sovereignty and ideology come
in.

Wang: We also have the case of SARS in 2004.
A: (Man) I am not talking about SARS because I do not know it. Sorry.

Wang: In our paper, for ASPA in D.C., we are just talking about the case SARS.
In SARS, for example, China is the original place of SARS and China was
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supposed to be very transparent for their information about their disease but
they were not.

A: (Man) Is China transparent about anything in Asia? Why should they be
transparent about SARS, I mean there was the blood scandal in China, and even
the flu, they were far from being transparent. But you see again, you can have a
country initially that is not that transparent and then receives the benefit of
international cooperation. They need the systems, in case of the avian flu the
WHO, the international community and etc, the usefulness of learning from
others’ experience; when they see that and then they will open up. China has 
opened up recently, it has become much more transparent. So it is not so much
sovereignty, it is local interest and what do you gain and what is the added value;
the opposite exchange. If they see that they will gain something out of the
exchange then in turn you are expected to give something. This is a very old
relationship, nothing new. …

Q: Back to the issue of commitment, for example, when the UN sends your
expertise to Africa, why should they accept your expertise or assistance?

A: (Man) No, they ask for it. We can not go if they do not ask. They ask, we give.

A: (Woman 2) Because I think on the broader issue, maybe I am not understanding
your question, but the UN itself is internationally expected to respect national
sovereignty as a basic principle so I do not see why any country would not have
any trust to the UN.

A: (Man) Because they ask us to come. We can not go into the country if they say we
do not want you, for anything.

Q:So, you already have your reputation or…
A: (Woman 2) No, that is not what I am saying that one of the UN’s basic principles is

to respect for national sovereignty. So if we have that as one of our basic
principles, it is clearly stated that we respect national sovereignty of the
government. So, if the government does not ask the UN to come in, then we won’t. 
When they ask us and we come in, there is no reason for the government to not
trust the UN.

Q: Or to refuse you?
A: (Woman 2) Right.

Wang: Other stories told me that, for example, in the Indian Ocean countries
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especially in South Asia or African countries, because of the different cultural
background, social economy situations, political systems or economical
development, they did not trust each other very much.

A: (Woman 2) Who do you mean by ‘they’?  Who do not trust each other?

Wang: I mean those countries. For example, the other interviewees told me that
the Tsunami Centre was selected from five countries, Thailand, Indonesia,
India and two other ones that I have forgot, all these five countries would like
to request the IOTWS Center to establish it in their country. They have their
own situation or advantage and disadvantage; they did not assist each other
very often before tsunami. Also, for example, between Indonesia and India,
they do not trust each other much, not only before but also after the tsunami.

A: (Man) Well, look at the map. They are completely in different geographical regions;
relationships are limited, political interest is different. That is in bulk true. I could
give you an example of the time when Nehru and Sukarno, a long time ago,
maybe you were not born, they were the normalizers(?) those two were
hand-in-hand with Egypt, NASA, and Yukoslavia ? but the situations have
changed, interests have changed too. What are the common interest between India
and Indonesia? Very limited so not so much of the question of trust.

A: (Woman 2) And I think also for the tsunami thing, a lot of countries wanted it to
base in their own country because they wanted to have the center because it brings
in a lot of capacity, money, exposure and publicity. So in my view, each country
is a new fresh actor, they do what they want in, it is the matter of compromising
and figuring out how or what mechanisms are…

Q: So can I say that the common interest or the benefit is the most important for
the cooperation?

A: (Man) No, it is different than that. Each country has its own interest and they are
there to defend it. Suddenly people are discovering globalization and you have
tsunamis that go beyond your little country or even beyond your big country.
Epidemics do not care about borders. You know that you can not deal with it by
yourself so you have to deal with others who are also suffering from the same
thing. Each has a different interest but they will see between themselves, what is
the common thing, where is the common ground in order to address the
phenomenon, whether it is an emergency, tsunami, avian flu or whatever; where
they have a common interest in order to reach a common goal which is common
to both them because both of them are interested in finding the solution. So they
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will see that if they cooperate, they can do this, this and that, but they can not do it
alone, that is beyond the added value. If there is no such rule with one another,
then there is no reason why they should not do it. There is a limit to that and the
limit is national interest. That is it; it is not more complicated than that.

Wang: Your experience is very important to me.
A: (Man) I think a very interesting example was the avian flu, many nations….

Wang: Actually I would like to do the case of SARS or avian flu in the beginning
but my advisor and other teachers told me that that may be more
complicated with the case of IOTWS.

A: (Man) I think the avian flu is a much better.

A: (Woman 2) I think you are doing a little too much. On your abstract, you wrote
SARS, Avian Flu and also…

Wang: Yes, I picked up IOWTS.
A: Man: You should pick one. It is up to you. I can not speak. In a way, it is going to

be too complex.

Wang: Because they told maybe IOTWS is just involved with the UN and the
NGOs and not involved with so many different actors, but they will be in
SARS or the avian flu.

A: (Woman 2) Actually that is not true. Because for the Indian Ocean Tsunami
Warning System, there is also a lot of actors involved. Not only the UN but also
the government and within the government, there are many ministries and also in
the UN.  My understanding is that it’s a bit constraining for all UN 
administration to agree to participate . But the way it is implemented on the UN
side is through various offices that they have. Like, OCHA has a regional office in
Africa and Bankok is part of that too; it is actually quite complicated. So that is
not really true because there are many levels. I do not just see one agency.

Wang: Why I said that case is complicated is maybe because bird flu also
involves public health and transportation and other private issues. In the
IOTWS maybe there are not so many privacy fields in this case, I do not
know, but since I already have chosen this case.

A: (Man) We shall not take you up your choice, we are far.
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Q: And I am also concerned with this question. Around the Indian Ocean
countries, there are different social development situation so there must be
different kinds of technical gaps among them, how do you eliminate those
kinds of gaps when you do your coordination work?

A: (Woman 2) OCHA is not in charge of all the Indian Ocean Tsunami Warning
System. The Consortium. My understanding is that a lot of it is based on what the
countries have and it is just building on the capacity. Each country basically has a
different capacity to respond to disaster. And I am a little bit behind so I am not
sure if they did with the technical review of all the countries. It is not OCHA who
is in control of it. OCHA is just one of the members of this big consortium.

Wang: Your point of view still shocks me. I still think the cooperation process, in
my own thinking, should be very complicated but your experience tells me
that it is not so complicated and it is simple; it is just that each country just
has their own interest but they have something that maybe they can not do on
their own so they cooperate with other countries, they have to coordinate or
negotiate with other countries for the common interest and that is it. That is
really simple. And I am still thinking is it really such a simple thing to make
the different countries cooperate.

A: (Man) That is it. I told you, you chose the wrong topic. So you got in Vietnam or
Turkey, a few birds that have died. Who cares? You think America would care
because a bunch of Turkish poultry has died? You think the American public cares?
No!

Wang: No.
A: (Man) They stop caring when one, the poultry dies, the people in the village also

die. What does that mean? That means if the virus mutate and then there is a
beginning of an epidemic. In Hong Kong, one of these big Chinese cities, you
have the poultry in the city because you have the big market. The incubation
period is about one week to ten days. A person gets it and goes on the plane. You
know how the air conditioner works on the plane, so everybody gets it. People are
transient. It is a plane from Hong Kong to New York, another one goes to Latin
America, people going back to Canada, America, and another one goes back to
Europe. You see how many centers that start going? With an epidemic which is
calculated that 10% of the people who get it die, then they get scared. Perhaps, it
is a few birds or few people in Turkey that died or a few people in Hong Kong that
have died, but if it hits us and we can not stop it, we have to discuss it with the
Chinese, the Vietnamese, the Thai, so that we can contain it; because if it is not
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contained, it is going to hit us. Then you have the Armageddon scenario that the
Americans love because they love big disasters. All are production, because we do
not stock spare parts, because all the industries are killing them so no stocks are
getting in quickly. It is calculated that with an epidemic, within three months there
will be no more spare parts, then you do not have electricity, you can not catch or
remove things and everything falls down then they start panicking. So you have
already now big industries begin to try to notice the case(?), where is our plan B?
Where do we put the data? Where do we put the spare stuff? Who is the essential
staff so we can continue to run even because we have other interests in other parts
of the world, so they become interested. Their interest is that it does not spread.
So, if it starts in Vietnam, which is close to China and China does not want it and
vice versa. So how can we stop it? Because if it hits them, it is going to hit us and
we do not want it. This is where you start having cooperation, because they
know that if it happens here, it will happen to them, so we better stop it before.
It is not that they love or care about Vietnam or people in Turkey or Egypt.

Q: So following your point of view, can I assume that maybe in this case if the
avian flu started in Vietnam, maybe the US or China or other countries will
not have any commitment, promise or effort in this issue?

A: (Man) No, there is no such thing. What is happening, you see, what is very
interesting is that already you get first the regional cooperation between the Asian
countries, then you get the UN mixed up into this. The UN wants to assist the
countries on increasing their preparedness and litigation capacity so the thing can
be contained. And for this you need money. When you kill all these chickens, you
have to compensate the farms and you need money for that. Vietnam is not going
to come up with all the money to compensate all these farmers so it will not work.
So, you need other countries to chip in. Then, you use the channel of the UN or
the other regional organizations to do this. Because Indonesia is not going to come
up to Vietnam and say, “Here Vietnam, have this!”, they will go through 
international organizations; that is how it is moved.

Q: So just because it is not a pure local issue?
A: (Man) No, that is not the question; it is a local issue. But the consequences of that

local issue will go beyond the national issue; that is why. It is beyond borders then
the immediate neighbours are interested. Perhaps the relationships between the
countries may not be good so they would go through international organizations,
not just the UN but also regional organizations that can work together and also the
bank, so those are the channels that they can use. So they say, “Okay! I give this 
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much.  How much do you give?” So you get countries to focus on one project or 
activity that is of interest for everybody then the people chip in. You can not say
that China gives money to Vietnam but does not give to Indonesia, then what do
they do, who manages the money and all that, so you give it to another body and
that is how it works. he basic is to work around the common interest, something
that is common for them and an additional body that can work everywhere. They
have agreed on a common approach through that body so there is ownership and
that is important, the ownership.

Wang: I think those three cases are very different and interesting, I mean
SARS…

A: Man: I do not like to say things that I do not know. SARS I do not know, tsunami I
do not know..

Wang: But you are a professional about these.
A: (Man) No, I am not professional, I work with the guys down there on the avian flu

and immediately I was very interested. What is very interesting in the avian flu
is how quickly international cooperation came. It came because threat was so huge
and people got scared. If you do not contain it, it will become world wide. So
that is why you have this cooperation at different levels. And you saw in the UN
also, it was very surprising, even the UN agencies took it seriously and cooperated
very quickly. It is very interesting. Now it has calmed down because no birds are
dying. Wait until next winter then it starts again then people will get excited; now,
people are not excited. I mean they still have it in Egypt and Indonesia but others
have contained it.

Wang: Yeah, I will say that SARS is in a similar background with avian flu
because it is also a big threat. But in the beginning I think it is a bit different
from the bird flu because China hid the information so it should have been
controlled in the beginning but it was not.

A: (Man) You are right. There is a certain effect due to transparency in society. It has
happened in Japan, in Philippines, and in China, and North Korea and nobody was
a part of it anyways. Yes, so that is certainly something you have to consider.

Wang: You remind me that maybe because of SARS so people around the world
can cooperate in the case of the avian flu. Because in Taiwan, in our TV News,
we report the case of SARS in 2004 and we recognized the case of bird flu in
2005 so we can better prepare for this issue.
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A: (Man) No, it just happens. Avian flu just gets to human, and it gets controlled, so
you will have a minimum number of people dying. So it is pretty scary. Now, can
we go? Can we close the thing. Now that I have told you that you got the wrong
subject? Because I do not know about tsunami.

Wang: But I have a final little, maybe sensitive, question. Since we are from
Taiwan I have a question, but it is not a political issue.

A: (Man) I hope so.

Q: No political issue. But once Taiwan has such kind of disaster, maybe avian flu,
earthquake or tsunami, how can we get help from the UN or other
international organizations since we are not a member of the global society,
but on the other hand, China can not have any influence on Taiwan, because
we have some degree of sovereignty..

A: (Man) That is what you say.

Wang: Yeah, some degree.
A: (Man) That is what you say. You have a problem.

Q: Yes, so how can we get help?
A: (Man) You have a problem. That is my answer.

Q.From you point of view, how do we deal with this problem?
A: (Man) I am very honest. I do not know.

Q: Yeah, very difficult. Who can we ask?
A: (Man) You ask IPA. International Political Affairs, they will certainly be able to

respond.

Wang: From the humanitarian point of view, someday when we get into this kind
of problem, who can we help us, we are concerned about it. But still do not
know.

A: (Man) Well, I have never looked into the issue. It is an interesting issue. I have no
idea. Theoretically it is going take off your marks, I do not mind.

Wang: Anyway, thank you very much. We are finished!
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang

Interviewee: Mr. N.

Date: 10/15/2007

Place: Asian Disaster Reduction Center, ADRC, Kobe, Japan

Code: Practitioner-6

Q: Is there any condition to become your member?
A: Every Asian country can enter…

Q: Is there anyone not your member in Asia?
A: if the country want to join the agency…also our administration is based on 
membership fee…when one country they should pay the membership fee

Q: So it’s a responsibility forthe member to pay annually?
A: Yes…main activities..information sharing…first one is information sharing…to 
internet homepages…the other part of the…each member country…we provide 
the information…and global…maybe it’s the typhoon? Coming typhoon? 
Earthquake? And for example, Kashmir…we identify this disaster…

Q: Who’s the major initiator country?
A: Japanese government have initiated to the center…Asian area…to a…

Q. Why do you think those Asian countries want to join?
A: Asian countries have many disasters…so they like to know about disaster 
reduction…and so the conference…Korean, Tokyo….they have lots of 
participants…sent to learn about the disaster reduction in Asian areas…not only 
Japan but the other countries….network….for sharing information….the first one
is, for example, Taiwan has many natural disaster…and probably Indonesia, but 
Malaysia doesn’t have so many natural disasters…and maybe other countries have 
not so much disasters…

Q: So why those countries without not so much disasters want to join the
program…and you mentioned about the info-sharing about ADRC is very
important to the member countries…so they can’t get it from other platforms? 
It’s unique?

A: In Asia…full of disasters…but also, tsunami, central Asia countries are high 
mountain areas…and also earthquakes…every countries have a kind of natural 
disasters…but in 1994, Indian ocean tsunami was a major great event…we’re 
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collecting disaster information…so, our challenge, we’re focusing on providing 
information…for member countries…

Q: If I’m not a member form ADRC, can I get the information from that? I have 
to pay a lot of money for joining…

A: It’s on the website, so people can access the information…you can get on the 
website…

Q.since I have to pay such cost, what’s the benefit I canget from that?
A. not only info-sharing but also network…

Q: you just mentioned different countries have different disasters. Since you
have 25 countries in ADRC, maybe China concerns about flood, and Japan
concerns about earthquake. How do you make a common consensus on what
to focus?

A: For a final project every year, member countries can provide a proposal…they can 
propose whatever projects they would like to conduct…

Q. who can select?
A. member countries…so, for example, disaster reduction…pilot in school programs
for earthquakes…we will teach the teachers….for…

Q: You mean that in the meeting, you will call for proposals from different
countries…and they will design 4-5 proposals to discuss…how do they make 
a final decision? They vote?

A: The board will decide, not the countries decide…so also, not all countries….some 
countries are rich some are poor.

Q: How do you decide …is there any criteria? Which one proposal is the 
priority?

A: project before…area…also, main…Japanese government…consider…membership
fee…every six month we have to select from two member countries.

Q: How about Taiwan?
A: Interesting program…and maybe we can discuss

Q: In your experience, do those countries always share their information very
openly? Very honest?
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A. I think it depends on the countries…and also depends on the…network…disaster 
they have been in…paying more attention to disasters.

Q: How do you know they pay more attention to disasters?
A: Overall disaster…central government…we have that kind of information for every
country but it is kind of a criteria of how their system developed…and they are 
eager to cooperate with us…we ask them to provide information….and also,

Q. Do you provide any incentive for them?
A: If they do not pay membership fee…we cooperate…so they do not have to pay for
this project…in Taiwan they do not have much amount…

Q: You mean if they don’t pay the membership fee you will still provide some 
help? What if they don’t want to cooperate?

A: They prefer…they cannot be made clear…but maybe…Asianconference disaster
reduction…and also that we hold the opinion that…foreign country 
awareness…making that material…now we’re focusing on the 
community…capability…disaster reduction…also, disaster management….

Q: How do you know those member countries…some of those member
countries…they want to pay more effort, how do you evaluate their change?
Do you have any criterias?

A: We have participated in international conferences for….now they’re making up the 
system in India Ocean…

Q: The other issue is the topic of…there are some conflicts between different 
values…when we say national security…if we want to cooperate we have to 
be very open to contribute …but when we talk about national security…to 
other countries…in your experience…when those member countries deal
with disaster reduction is there such conflict between countries?

A: No, I don’t think there’s such…not really to the national security…they will ask 
the assistance to U.N….and so that all countries for example, Myanmar 
government of…closed political system…disaster reduction is a…out of the 
question…political…to cooperate…

Q: Since you are in international organization…why those member countries 
want to delegate their power to you to build the regional issue of disaster?

A. I think they don’t delegate power…only cooperate organization…
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Q: Why those countries want to get in the network?
A: Most of the countries cannot deal with the disasters by themselves…giving them a 

know-how for dealing the disaster….but for some countries…developing 
countries…for example Thailand…they have a kind of a development system…by 
using that you know they will …I don’t know but they may expect the countries 
like Thailand to be under…

Q.I’m still curious why rich countries have to help poor countries to do the work? 
Why Japan has to help like Middle East countries do the management work?

A: Almost every disaster we will provide information to the countries…just that the 
government…

Q. Do you have any specific strategy to make those countries can cooperate with
such smoothly or successfully?

A. We provide opportunities to pay attention to disaster reduction and cooperation…

Q. Just like a resource provider/ information provider?
A. We train the officers to conduct the…for participants such as local government 
such as…so they will make presentation…that kind of program is in hunting…not 
only focusing on that…and also teachers…
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang
Interviewee: Chief I. and Mr. Y.
Date: 10/16/2007
Place: Disaster Reduction Learning Center, Japan International Cooperation Agency

(JICA), Kobe, Japan
Code: Practitioner-7 and 8

A: Our center is very young, it was established by JICA and Kyoto government in
May this year. We’re still young and we’re now in the beginning page. Of course 
we should talk about the aim of the center, we’re aiming to include courage and 
efficiency…developed in 1999, number…more focused on the training program. 
And in this new center, systematic training program will be formulated and we’ll 
make it more effective and more efficient, and new material will be developed. In
addition to building and supporting the network of training, we have completed
the training courses and return to their own country, our center will create
database for people. In addition, our center …by developing country 
and …accumulated by Kyoto. If JICA, is it

Q: What’s the organizational level of JICA?
A: JICA is now under ministry of foreign affairs. But this one, independent,

independent administrative cooperation. And this is JICA, I think you can
understand what JICA is doing. Yeah, international disaster cooperation. This is
center focused on training program and the field of disaster prevention.

A: This center is for training but this building is for the whole JICA. This center is
established by JICA and Kyoto government...And we have six steps. And two
staffs are coming from a Hiyogo protection government…

Q: I have some questions related to my research. In the very beginning, I always
have curiosity about…when sometimes government do assistance overseas, 
especially local politicians will argue why do you spend so much to the people
out there but not to ourselves? What’s the situation in JICA? 

A:I told you that I’m not a person of JICA, I’m an officer of Hyogo government, so I
just talk about your own experience/feelings. Well, as a Japanese, your question
was why Japan is cooperate to the world Japan was a country who would assist to
the world. Japan was a defeated nation in World War II. As a defeated country, we
have to receive some assistance from the world, so we have the kind of
responsibility to do feedback now.
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Q: Does JICA have any other partners to work with you around the world? Why
are they willing to join and participate in your training program? For
example, if sometimes Taiwan wants to provide some training program, there
might not be so many countries to come and join, so why are these developing
countries willing to come all the way to Japan to join your programs?

A: So they don’t burden any financial costs, number two, they can learn advanced
technology from Japan. They can use Japanese technology to prevent disaster.

Q: you mean those programs are totally free for those developing countries? I
guess there might be some local politicians criticizing why you’re spending so 
much on this program.

A: :ocal people cannot understand and it’s difficult to feel that it’s their own matters

Q: What do you do to solve this kind of problems?
A: it means our corporation will benefit Japan from the world…to promote your 
international trade…kind of feedback to your nation.

Q: Do your politicians like congress and legislators can agree on your opinion on
these two?

A: National interest…if you use this money in the local area…they are complaining 
using that money abroad…we do have this criticism…we have to contribute to
world peace…we can only contribute to the world by other method

Q: Do you think this can persuade the congressmen to give you more money?
A: Just do it! For long time, I was belonged to the international related work and from

that kind of experience I think we Japan have to do more cooperation and
assistance to the world, it’s my personal opinion I feel it.

A: Because in the short term period it’s very difficult to see the effect of ODA…but 
we have to see the long term period….for example, I said we cancontribute to the
prosperity of the world economically, especially to the developing countries…and 
through our training they can understand Japanese culture…and how Japanese are 
living me and the way Japanese think…I think this is very important because we
can increase their knowledge of the way Japanese think.

Q: In practical, these politicians have their terms…for example, in Taiwan, our 
presidency is four year. How do you balance the short term vision of the local
politicians and the long term mission of yours?
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A: For the politicians they are sometimes acting as an individual, but they still belong
to parties, each politician has their tongue but their own party. And the policy of
the party they have their long time policy and method and their way of thinking
not only the short time.

Q: Is there any selection criteria about your courses?
A: Sometimes our center have eleven course of disaster reduction courses, and for

each course we have the policy of this course we said that the number of training,

Q: Can you talk about the policy?
A: When we make a new course, before that we start from developing countries”

Q: So you have studies about those countries, what they need is…?
A: We have many offices abroad, to study about their countries…

Q: What I’m concerning is about, for example, there are many poor countries in
Africa, Asia, Indonesia, how do you define, Asia first, Africa later, how do you
define the priority, and decide who cannot join and who can come?

A: We have the technological resources in Japan, so we have to make a resources
matching..it’s one of the element that the policy…developing countries..
containing the selections…making the priority of their needs…as a matter of fact 
I’m not sure about this, in Japanese side we search many committees

Q: Who are the members of the committee? Government officials?
A: Including many people of different fields…

Q: Who are the source of lectures?
A: Governmental organization/universities…

Q: Are they from overseas?
A: No, they’re all from Japan

Q: How do you spread this information to developing countries that you have
this kind of programs for them to join?

A: We give information to JICA in the office in the country. For example, this is a
disaster management course and…maybe for Africa/south amerciafor Liberia,
Equador…
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A: Japan has the course we choose to focus on certain countries, only Indonesia
course we have when we set the course before that we search the need of the
country, based on that. We always search for the aiming countries.

Q: Will some other countries request such need to you?
A: JICA has many offices overseas. The main work of the overseas countries is for

this.

Q: Is there any country that would request you and ask you to provide specific
courses to them?

A: Training program is one of the channels in JICA. We also have other channels. I
think you’re talking about that kind of needs JICA will use to others.

A: Well, as for that course, it’s a new need from that country. So we set a new course. 
So as for other countries, they also have the need.

Q: So either passive or active, you just collect whatever the country needs?
A: We’re actively collecting what the country needs, limit of the budget. We have

thess eleven courses, and condition of finance of JICA it’s difficult to add more
new course.

Q: Do they have high performance or better knowledge after learning in the
courses?

A:I mean as for the training course, we provide Japan’s technology or information of 
Japan’s technology, they have to make their own active plan when they go back to
their own country. It’s beyond the control of Japan.

Q: Who are eligible to join the program in the country? For example, , is there
anyone from Taiwan participated in the program?

A: It depends. For all the courses, we focus on government officials related to the
governmental authorizes.

Q: You mention that when those participants go back to their country they will
have to plan an action plan?

A: It’s kind of a problem to do evaluation, before I think in JICA we don’t do much 
evaluation. It’s achallenge if we have to evaluate what they have learned from the
program. We’re making a network…network is very important
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang

Interviewee: Mr. A., Manager

Date: 11/21/2007

Place: Regional Environment Advisor, US Agency for International Development
(USAID), Bangkok, Thailand

Code: Practitioner-9

Q: So can you describe the USAID work related to the IOTWS first?
A: From the beginning of 2005, was identified as the agency to serve as the lead for

the U.S. government to respond to the issue…to help developed IOTWS…so 
USAID was given funding…we had about 16.6 million US dollars for this 
activity…and we assigned some of that funding to U.S government and other 
agencies that have technical expertise in specific areas like USGS, U.S. foreign
service…and also US trade and development agency…to form an…it’s an inter 
agency team…we assign different responsibility to each of the partners...and U.S. 
aid we’re managing the program but we also hire a contractor team to provide all 
the coordination and support for all of the partners together…they have an office 
here in Bangkok…where I mentioned in my email…they provide the logistics 
support and administrative support…reporting support…we have a lot of 
reporting we have to do…every month, every six month to Washington on our
progress…and they also provide technical expertise and some other areas…there 
are some other areas that USAID….traditionally works in and other agencies 
don’t work in…and we were implementing our activities through that…through
this group…and it’s IOG… join center…which is the contractor we hired…I’m 
actually the program manager for the U.S. program…I sit here in USAID…and I 
manage all the activities that the other agencies are doing…and they all have some 
independence to work on their project…but I have to be the one keeping track of 
everything, complaining things are late…and things like that

Wang: So I met the right person.
A:Yeah…

Q: Why are the United States willing to help and assist other countries in the
world?

A: That would require a long answer…but U.S. government has been supporting 
many different projects around the world for a long time…and It’s part of our 
foreign affairs policy to help other countries…and we focus this funding on 
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countries that were worst affected by the disaster in 2004…there were many other 
countries that could benefit from this support but all the funding were really
focused on the five countries that were worst affected……and so that’s where all 
our funding had to go…we’ve also been trying to benefit the entire region by
working with the U.N. through their process but…and I should mention that 
we’ve been…we’ve always worked in the framework of the U.N., the IOC 
because they’re really the one coordinating the effort of the entire region…but 
why are we helping? Well because it was a terrible disaster…the U.S. has among 
the best expertise and experience in tsunami warnings and other disasters…and 
this was really an opportunity to really help make a difference in the Indian
Ocean…

Q: So it’s humanitarianism?
A: I think primarily it is a humanitarian need…this has probably some diplomacy 
involved…the main reason include foreign diplomatic policy…Primarily 
humanitarian…this came under the emergency funding that was provided by U.S. 
congress immediately after tsunami…some of that went to immediate disaster 
relief…a lot of maybe 300 million went for that…and another 600 million or 650 
million went to reconstruction work…and this is part of the reconstruction part of 
the budget.

Wang: So yeah in my previous interviews…some interviewees say that…there 
might be some…especially in Japan…there might be some conflicts between 
domestic politics…and also maybe the international aid…because some 
domestic citizens will argue to the government why do you spend such a lot of
money to other countries around the world and…but you don’t spend this 
much money to the domestic construction…

A:Yeah…I worked in development agencies….so that argument always comes up…I 
don’t know if this is an official response to that but unofficially I would say that
the US government spent one billion dollars after the disaster because there wasn’t 
a tsunami warning system…and that’s why spending money on a warning system 
is actually valuable…a very good use of funding…16 million U.S. dollars is easier
to accept than 1 billion dollars…so…if this disaster happens again…and hopefully 
it doesn’t…many more people will be saved…just from an economic perspective 
it would not cause as much to provide the relief…but also thinking that the human 
lives that are lost…we want to avoid this….add to that…the same time the U.S. is 
providing support to the Indian Ocean…they’re providing a lot more support to 
the U.S. tsunami warning system…so we’re also helping the U.S. tsunami system 
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at the same time…and they expanded not only the Pacific…in the Atlantic…and 
even we’re involved in the Mediterranean…

Q: So, USAID as a member of this international group to build up the tsunami
warning system around the world…I think there must be many work in the 
coordination?

A:Yes…Not enough…

Q: Can you describe a little bit about how do you manage your coordination?
A: There are a few different ways…but one way…We were first relying on the ICG 
and the IOC …their job is to coordinate the entire IOTWS development effort for
the tsunami warning system…they’re responsible for developing an 
implementation plan…I don’t know if you’ve seen this but…I think I have it on a 
file somewhere…I have a report that provides a complete…I don’t have it here on 
my bookcase….it looks like this, but it’s different…very similar…this report is 
basically the overall plan for the tsunami warning system for the Indian Ocean…
but what the IOC sees as necessary and who will do it…and list all the agencies…
U.S., Germany, other countries….and domestic the national governments who are
doing this activity…so that’s one important way to promote coordination…and 
also because our program started so quickly…we were already starting activities 
in 2005…what we recognize that we needed to be in coordinating right away with
other countries and other donors and U.N….and we held series of workshops…try 
to find a way to collaborate with them…these were some steps to begin the 
coordination…honestly it hasn’t been very easy…the tendency of many donors is 
to work independently…you try to find what your expertise is and you work on 
that…if there’s an overlap then you work with another group…then usually 
everything stays fine…we try to coordinate with Germany in particular…and it’s 
been a little bit difficult...because of the way our government work…they only 
work in Indonesia…they don’t have people base in Indonesia…so only when they 
have people traveling to Indonesia can we meet with them…it’s difficult to do 
that…there’s no easy solution for coordination….and for this disaster it’s been not 
so easy to do…so many organization involved…so much money…you can’t 
expect the host country to manage the funding…the UN can only do so much…so 
far it’s been working out ok…Generally the U.N. should have a little
more…clearer role in doing this…we’ve noticed they don’t have enough funding 
to do it…

Q: How is your opinion to the future? How do you think IOTWS will improve in
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the future?
A: How can we improve the program or the system? Our program is going to end
soon…We have another 4 months left…because we were told to finish 
quickly…start early and finish early….that’s actually a big change for us….I think 
the IOC process has been going rather well…so long as they have some 
continuation of discussions…and a real commitment and real action…that I think 
will be ok…a lot of funding….big announcement in the beginning…they talk 
about committing millions of dollars…in the end they have two million…it’s very 
difficult for them to take serious action when the funding isn’t following 
through.….the people are much safer now…the coastlines…they get the 
information from different sources… detection observation….or they don’t even 
have enough time….to get to a safer place…if they feel at risk..so I think there’s 
progress…in the future it would be better to have more coordination early…one of 
our frustrations to be quite frank, our program is a little bit too short….U.S 
program…two years is not enough…all the governments in the U.N. discuss for 
five years or longer….often these things have to wait for a long time….the world 
is a complicated place…it’s actually remarkable that we have such a system that 
protects people.I’ll just be leaving Bangkok….the office is closed…this program 
continues in March…

Wang: Thank you very much.
A: My pleasure.
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang

Interviewee: Mr. R., Advisor and Dr. K. (accompanist)

Date: 11/21/2007

Place: Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation (DDPM),
Ministry of Interior, Thailand

Code: Practitioner-10

Q: In the case of Indian Ocean tsunami, does your department had to interact
with other foreign countries or organizations?

A: Before I go into the details all of my organizations…let me give you some 
background…my dept brings two legal mechanisms…act…and the what we call 
national safety regulation…so that’s national….my dept acts all the 
coordinator…to coordinate…private sector…to mobilize both 
humanitarian…main responsibility of my dept…but this act has been revised and 
it is now it has been effective…so the main has been changed to a…disaster 
prevention and mitigation act…this act has affected the responsibility of my 
dept…right now my dept has to take action during the disaster…so we act as well 
not only coordinator…so during the tsunami…besides coordinating with our 
government agency concern…into the affected area….but due to what we 
call…the name of my dept…the people always translating….all things concerning 
with disaster are responsibilities of my dept…we’re not the actor we’re the 
coordinator….people’s expectation…my dept should be actors…we’re quite
equipped…resources into the affected areas…..

Q: Who take the responsibility to act before this act?
A: Military…basically in history…communist…but soldier as he said…and 
police…not natural disaster…should be the coordinator to support 
resource…endorse…but when tsunami occurred….the government put pressure as 
an actor…

Q: Since you’re coordinator, can you give me some examples how do you
coordinate with other organizations?

A: Actually in the act, they’ll mention about the national…committee…and the
member of the committee comprise the high-ranking of government agencies
concerns…almost approximately 30….including military…navy…army…are 
representative of that….community coordinator…so I will be coordinating among 
the government agency concerns…
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Q: So was that committee always operate very smoothly?
A: Yes…because of that my dept alone cannot...you cannot command the soldier…
supposing I were the dept of the general…I don’t think I can run the…and 
mobilize that into the affected area…chaired by the minister of interior…don’t 
think he can order the military center…the new act…has been changed…to the 
prime minister…all the deputy is assigned by ….you can order everything in the 
country…In the new act…the previous act…chaired by the minister of the 
interior…chaired by the deputy prime minister…

Q: Is there any specific strategy for you to do the coordination? If someday the
military says my budget is not enough to do the relief how do you persuade
them?

A: It is assigned to do that and to go into the affected areas…they will do that…no 
objection…that’s why if they order you can’t deny them….if he himself steps in…
so we can order….for the prevention it has been clear that…before the tsunami 
Thailand has traditionally what we call piece by piece…we alwayshighlight on
the disaster assistance….catastrophic disaster…disaster prone countries…
increased…and frequency…but so….before the tsunami…traditional approach to 
deal with this sector…always emphasize the…thanks to the tsunami…it serves as 
a wake-up call…government all focus on prevention now…my dept has been 
assigned to work on prevention…to create awareness….disaster management…
that through rehabilitation….

A: (Dr. K.)After the tsunami people are more awared….

Q: Is this awareness strong enough for the government to give you more
resources?

A: Like JICA in Japan…right now we have several projects…capacity of the disaster 
management in Thailand…with JICA...three-year project…now is the second 
year…

Q: How did this cooperation with JICA happened?
A: We contact with JICA through Japanese embassy…we have to request…proposal 
to Japanese government through the embassy of Japan…and Thai…so…but…we 
cannot request for the financial support but we can request for technical support…

Q: How do you request the financial support?
A: We cannot directly request that but it will come….we have to co-chair the
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department…counterpart…we pay for the expert…and they pay for personal in 
doing the field work…it seems that you already have long term…and rescue 
agency…from Switzerland…from...local community aspect…I think the project is 
sponsored by EU…it’s a two-year project…to create the awareness of the general 
public…particularly focused on tourist attractions…

Q: Why did JICA cooperate with you? There are still many countries want to
interact with them.

A: I think JICA already has…a very long history with Thai government agency, which
might about 150 years of this cooperation.

Q: In your personal opinion, what is the major factor that you think to make
such cooperation with other countries?

A: I think it depends…many countries…there are many….good relationship with 
governments…government of Thailand and Japanin this region…cooperation…
and the technical cooperation particularly among the members…ASEAN 
communities…so many activities…and there are many fields of technical 
environment…in disaster management….disasters…will help each other…just 
last year….in Indonesia…Malaysia…Singapore and the Philippines… from the 
Indonesian government…other member countries…to send assistance…
mechanism…for this disaster management…from the ministry of foreign 
affairs…in ASEAN….upon request…like in….that’s an earthquake in Indonesia 
but they did not request anything so in that case we don’t send anything

Wang: Do you mean ASEAN report?
A: Yes, we can give you and are willing to distribute…just saw it…

Q: The interviewee told me that in the case of African countries, some
governments just don’t careabout disaster reduction because they just want
to have a better economy development. How can we deal with this?

A: (Dr. K.) I can say fortunately the tsunami has changed the mindset of the
politicians at that time…there might be some decision makers to linger with the 
old…some still prefer to do the relief effort…I don’t want to mention…you get 
political…

Wang: I ask this when I visit Japan last month…in my….i think in disaster 
reduction should be long-term…but for politicians they only care 
short-terms….
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A: (Dr. K.) I read in some books…in some countries…they don’t believe in disaster 
reduction/prevention…millions to prevent disasters which we don’t know when 
will occur..the money should be used in other ways…

Q: How do you think of humanitarianism as you mentioned before? Some news
shows that some south-east countries do not interact very well, but they still
help.

A: (Dr. K.)They would take and distribute…like you and I…you don’t like me and I 
don’t like you…and you don’t have rice to eat…and begging for food…do you 
think that I will be able to spare you without you know…from the humanitarian 
point of view…not from a political point of view…

Wang: We probably have the similar culture. Part of the reason may be because
of Buddhism. I guess Asian people share these values. When I went to
UNOCHA in this March, the interviewee told me that he thinks that
humanitarian doesn’t work in international cooperation…countries only get
involved when they can get something from other countries…

A: I don’t know I’m not that optimistic…the humanitarian issue works in a certain 
way…maybe I’m quite old right now so I always think in a humanitarian way….

A: (Dr. K.) I don’t agree with them…when you talk to UN people, they are like
politicians…when you talk to Thai people….you just…that’s probably it….they 
didn’t ask for help…Indonesian they don’t ask for help that much… ASEAN…
they have to wait until they can get…I don’t think the UN…they have a little bit 
of politics…I don’t refer the answers…international…but…based on our attitude 
based on what we believe…You cannot stand alone….

Q: How about the commitment? Do you think will it facilitate cooperation?
A: I’m not sure about the verbal commitment….I’ll give you 100 dollars to pay for 
the lunch of your kid….ok…if you receive my hundred dollars….you would….for 
me…verbal commitment…I cannot guarantee the other will do likewise…
sometimes you need a written commitment it will serve all party concerns into
forms…I didn’t give you any commitment….you have to have it in black and 
white…I’m not sure that I will answer you right or not…to have the verbal 
commitment it depends on state orders….

Q: It comes to me that can you say something about the leaders of ASEAN? Do
they aware the threat of disasters so far?
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A: I think we cannot give the answers on behalf of each of those people but as long as
the past experience with the coordination among the ASEAN countries…I think 
each has to do their best even Laos…have no…every country do their best…not 
to mention Thailand…we’re quite well-off…personnel…medical team…For 
example in domestic parties…not paying attention to the issue…

Q: Regarding the ASEAN, why these politicians can be aware and signed the
document?

A:Among the relationship of the region…almost 20 years old of the ASEAN….really 
long history of the coordination of assistance among ASEAN countries…
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang

Interviewee: Mr. N. and Mr. D.

Date: 11/22/2007

Place: Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC), Thailand

Code: Practitioner-11 and 12

Q: Can you share some of your experience in the international disaster
management in the beginning?

A: In terms of my…from what I know…attend committee meetings…they are talking 
about the same things… one of their goals is to set a center, a coordinating center 
among the same countries…it was stated in August, two months ago…just last 
month they deliver it again…Singapore…management exercise…now they’re 
talking about if we have situation like this…simple information…I think I can 
provide you something about the center…after the tsunami…in Indonesia…a lot 
of international efforts there…from what I know…there’s a core humanitarian…
boundary…now the UN is doing some disaster assistance…will be the 
information center…I know from…I don’t know if you…are you focusing on this 
partnerships? Resources…certain rescue…coz you might want to look at

Q: How do you coordinate through this technology system?
A: Technical side…There are evaluation stand after this tsunami…I can give you 
some of the information downloaded…collaboration…within the country…
outside the country…they can look at…that’s new information it’s all available 
online I can give it to you…I was in Sri Lanka before this tsunami….as an 
institution what ADPC is doing after this tsunami…I will be happy to share…five 
majorly-affected countries…if you have any leading questions…

Q: In your personal experience what do you think is the major factor that
influence to international disaster cooperation?

A: I can give you the example of Sri Lanka…the decision is made to receive 
international assistance….immediately India has been working with Sri Lanka and 
supporting them….to India for them to send whatever assistance they have….
India…Pakistan to send some assistance so I think this was some of the dynamics 
of some of the countries you would see…international relations….I’m not a
diplomat…so you might have to look for that yourself…why….in this case…
within 18 hrs of Sri Lanka’s request…assistance from India arrived…army…the 
navy...many of them have served in peace corps before…there were major 
floods…they know what to expect and what kind of assistance they should take…
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probably this might…you can check with them…they know ok…which is 
necessary and which is not…they also have to clear one major port…eventually 
they have mapped out everything…effective solution very quickly…

Q: So can I say that diplomatic relations is a very important factor to influence
on the cooperation? They can respond and relieve each other very rapidly? If
they’re not familiar with each other then they can’t respond that quickly?

A:Not necessarily…even they do not have…they might unite together because of the
disaster…

Q: How do they make it effectively cooperate with each other in disasters?
A: This is what I see in Sri Lanka…liberation tigers…NTTE…which have been 
fighting with the government for a long time…but in the beginning it was seen as 
veryoptimistic…because the two opposing force would unite together….

A: I think in addition to that…they demand assistance….after the tsunami…I was 
there with them on the island…the Thai people…but actually it’s good…number 
the beach is cleaner…we’re actually earning more money…before they’re 
fighting before…after the tsunami they’re more organized themselves…even they 
try to do in the family…your family members….

A: I’m not very familiar what kind of mechanisms exist among high levels…but 
UN…within the UN….humanitarian affairs…IOC is not…commission that is the 
party in….IOC was brought into the picture after the tsunami…country 
assistance…visited by the IOC teams….and so on…IOC is to assist and bring 
about tsunami…to decide what do they need and so on…it’s generally the UN
who deal with this…

Q: One interviewee told me that in his experience, countries cooperate do not
because of humanitarianism, but instead, they get benefit from that. What do
you think?

A: You know if I’m a very rich man….you will help me if we have good
relations…it’s all assistance which comes in…you saw this earthquake in India 
and Pakistan…they traditionally against each other…but in this issue they help 
each other…same thing with the tsunami…if you look at the….some assistance 
from Pakistan to Sri Lanka…I’m not in the position to say why countries help 
each other…why would somebody help so much on somebody else…how many 
countries have done this…maybe this is purely humanitarian…you’re sending 
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soldiers…which is their neighbor…why…u look at the US…who knows 
what…you can use this opportunity….

A: Rescue team to other countries…some are maybe soldier and some are maybe I 
don’t know…

A: I just have one disaster experience…five countries sent their search and rescue
team…in that much situation…we should stop that certain rescue…it last for five 
to six days…these five countries don’t want to pull out the support they don’t 
want to be the one who pulls out…political…they talk to governors…you should 
stop on the rescue…go on early recovery.It’s very important…

Q: Disaster reduction is a long-term work. How do you aware the other leaders
or member countries about the disaster issue since they only have short term
duty.

A: If you see the countries who are more prone to disasters…and the negative 
consequences…people are actually working on disaster…not exactly but 
regulations…one regulations…but what to do….not much disaster…prevention...
it’s not beneficial…how do you quantify to say you have saved so much
lives…you’ll get newspaper coverage…it’s not politically good…it’s not gonna 
give you benefits…project-based…where we can bring countries together. Senior
level politicians meet every year…RCC….ADPC member states…you can find 
all this on our website…in Quin Ming…Bangladesh…disaster management 
center…some senior politicians like that…you would find most of the senior 
officials like being…..this event…this is really…many countries working on this 
issue this is probably something we can do on this….

Q: Do you have any specific topics for this conference…to attract people to 
participate?

A: Most of the discussion….one of the strategy….that is one of the objectives…this 
year is on community based….but the meeting itself last year...

A: After the tsunami…so it was a venue for countries to report on their disaster
management system…disaster reduction for government….so….now we have to 
find countries…took by different sectors…main sectors…existing….throughout 
making the disaster safer….which is now part of RCC…but within the 
UN…developing goals…it’s one of the…we’re talking about…we can give you 
the report to Quin Ming….
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A: But this time ADPC…earlier this month…India was the host…ADPC was 
supporting as a partner….from various countries…you can find more details…

Q: Do all the member countries participate enthusiastically?
A:Yes….very.

Q: How is the case of Thailand, since Thailand is a low risk country of natural
disaster?

A: It’s not that…it’s just that reports are better than before…not safe anymore…
routine disasters in here..you have landsides…for long….

A: I want to share about the low-risk countries…Malaysia says we’re more interested 
about this we don’t want to sit down…we want to know each other and they’re 
not supporting some ASEAN….they’re actually more interested now…they’re 
saying you neverknow….

Q: How do you make those Asian countries to influence their own government to
pay more attention to this disaster issue than the economy?

A:What’s happening is that disaster reduction is not seen…telecommunications….it’s 
been seen as something which influences everything…something you should 
consider…something.other cost in investment in the future…they need to 
consider disasters…if we have a choice in making thousand houses are safe…it’s 
very rare that you would find…because of the cost benefit and everything…it’s 
not like they’re not aware….other pressing issues…if you talk to a poor 
household…you know you would have typhoon next year they would say they’re 
planning for just tomorrow…and that the years and the years to come….so that 
becomes a matter of priority.

A: We see a lot of initiatives….education sectors…people would be more aware 
of…for ADPC…which the…integrate…in terms of your question….the 
community…world bank is now supporting the….they’re not supporting….for 
countries to build the dam….different natural hazards…different on their own….

A: We look at risk reduction…if this country is spending….this is a conscious….on 
those….you have to land in risk reduction…

Q: Do you work with other non-profit/governmental organizations?
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A: I think that institution…agreement….individual level…almost every ADPC 
projects work closely with Red Cross…in Cambodia, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka..UN 
is one organizations…

Q: In the case of Red Cross, do you think that they can influence countries?
A: The aftermath of the tsunami…you can find that more NGOs are working with 
countries…they don’t tell how and what to behave…if such is the mindset which 
you do with the countries…you just make the work done….I have to build 
house…I don’t care…these are local levels…you can’t influence…in 
Indonesia…they have one of the not the best but regulations focusing on 
this….local and international in Jakarta…so you can influence the countries 
positively…

A: That may influence the government policies…now they’re finishing this…it’s
called IDRL? It’s actually talking about international agencies…what problems 
they have….talk of rules…positively…negatively influence…probably every 
country have problems with regulations…and traditionally...like in Sri Lanka…
this is predominantly…so on…some political parties...the government have to
ensure what the NGO do…are you trying to… pamphlets…you would not find a 
lot of it here but…they have gone through…every country has workshop they 
collect info they have questionnaire….

Q: I would like to know do ADPC coordinate with resource mobilization or
something like this?

A: In post-disaster…?

Q: For example if somewhere disaster occurred…you know other countries 
might have better technologies how do you coordinate?

A:That kind of assistance…prevention on this reduction…we do seek assistance from 
others…if they don’t have it we seek support from others…training program….
scholarship…in additions…we also get people from that countries…we can bring 
them on as consultant…

Q: Any other cases?
A: This research action grants….so we have..we are regional center we manage…
grand manager…we also review technically we review the….after the 
implementation so in that way they are some research mobilization…we are 
cooperating with southeast asia and asia pacific….other countries…
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Q: Do you have any method/strategy to maintain such good relations with other
countries?

A: If they have a need they’ll find a way to access it…though we have many 
projects…sometimes even if there’s no fund we can work with them…this is what
would differentiate from others…even the UN….i think we can always find ways 
to meet the requirements….it’s probably….benefits of the countries

Q: How do you make this engagement credible?
A:We don’t give money to a country specifically we’re not a profit organization….

A: I think it’s not really ADPC assisting the country…ADPC also demand from the 
country…the commitment is between two parties…creativity…community 
involvement…for the research action grants….this should not be just a research…
more ways on community….different areas….so we become more sustainable…
give budget…we’re able to have…better presentations…better researchers…we 
kind of lessened on the budget…some are receiving…comparing to others…so…I 
don’t…ADPC strategy…this is my personal assessment/ observation.

Q: Why would countries seek for your help? There are many practitioners or
scholars and why they look for your help?

A:We can bring in knowledge…it can be done from anybody you mentioned but this 
maybe just be some of the very same…this area…we have diverse staff we have 
more than people working on this…which you may not get if you go to…they 
don’t….they sometimes bring in…additional value…to add value….other 
knowledge…like that…it’s just that we do differently probably…

A: The staff of ADPC represents for their own country….

A:I may belong to one country but I don’t work for that country…I’m from India, but
I don’t work for India…I work for Sri Lanka and…I have projects in
Cambodia…we don’t bring in prejudice…

Q: In your experience where should we get progressed for better international
cooperation is disaster management?

A: I cannot speak for the organization but I think countries to countries are very
different…they may take some time to…different countries have different 
capacities…I think you can ask somebody in UNOCHA...
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A: But still that is an awareness of what we can done….maximum number…not by 
sheer size….as to what can be done….

Q: How about your comments for the better future?
A: We basically…requirement…just have to do our best….there’s not a lot of….I
don’t think…we just have to be….I’m very hopeful….from what I have seen I’m 
not very familiar with response but from what I have seen in ASEAN meetings…
we have better awareness now….vulnerable people….old people in disaster…
human trafficking…I can’t comment on the gaps…in my personal opinion I’m 
very hopeful…hopefully disaster reduction….slowly people are accepting….
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang
Interviewee: Dr. W., Researcher,

Incorporated Research Institute for Seismology (IRIS) Consortium
Date: 10/13/2006
Place: IRIS, Washington, D.C., USA
Code: Scholar-1

A: The question of exchanging geophysical physical data internationally is a difficult

one, because as you said… the different countries have different cultural

backgrounds. But, at the same time, there’s a long history in seismology of being 

very open to international data exchange, and so seismologists, many of them

working independently with governments, do quite a good job, I think, for most

countries, of exchanging seismological data. And the question about exchanging

data is really only one of the steps, as I’m sure you must realize.  And, the 

establishment of the Pacific tsunami warning center required open exchange of

data but also required people/different countries to set up mechanisms for using

the analysis of those data to warn people. You must have found already that…(I 

heard)… that the people at the Tsunami warning centers new about the earthquake 

in Sumatra very early on, and what did they do?

Wang:I heard that they don’t have any signal to make the people to rescue.

A: Yeah, there was no established means of getting the warning to people and getting

them the lesson of what to do.

Wang: For the issue of information sharing; I also heard that that may be

hard/how to standardize the different, how to integrate or standardize the

different systems/warning systems is maybe a future change for the whole

system.

A: Oh, there are technical hurdles to be overcome, but, basically, the technical hurdles

are not hard….

Q:Mean the…part of obtaining it is not hard?
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A:I don’t think so, no.

Q: Then which part is hard for you?

A: Well, see, let me show you…this is a little summary of what IRIS is…and, IRIS 

has existed for a little bit more than 20 years, and we are a consortium of US

universities.  So, we’re a private, nonprofit corporation. All the members of the 

corporation are universities; and it’s our goal, actually, to further research in 

seismology by those universities.

Wang: And that’s why I wanted to come here to have an interview…because of 

that…you’re a nonprofit organization.

A: And, we have, until very recently, all of our activities fell into one of these four

groups. One of them is we built and we continue to operate the Global

Seismographic Network, and perhaps, you’re already familiar with the global 

seismographic network?

Q:Um, not yet; but I’ve studied something like global public policy and network.

It’s just the beginning of the academic discussion. Maybe this is one great

example for the global public policy network?

A: Well, yes, yes, perhaps. The Global Seismographic Network, what makes it

distinctive is that it has very capable seismometers; those seismometers are

designed to specialize either in small, nearby earthquakes, or, you know, maybe

distant large earthquakes. But the stations of the Global Seismographic Networks

have the capability to record all types of earthquakes. And, this is used both to

study the earthquakes themselves and to study the structure of the earth’s interior.

We also have a program to loan seismometers to people, to organizations doing

experiments in a particular place to understand the earthquakes in a particular

region or to study, again, the structure of the Earth in a particular place. And

then we have a data management center, and all of the data from both of these

systems are stored at the data management center and made available to anybody

at all on the internet. There’s no restrictions on that.  We have an education and 
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an outreach program where we talk with people in high schools; we have

programs, or projects to put seismometers in schools, that display them in

museums, to help the general public.

Q: Is this in the United States, or around the world?

A:This is in the United States. We’re funded by the US National Science Foundation

to do these activities, and so, we primarily…well, the reason the National Science 

Foundation funds us is to serve US seismologists.

Q: But you also do the global network?

A: Yes, because US seismologists are interested in the structure of the whole Earth.

Now, the GSN was built to do research, and when it was originally constructed the

data, because satellite telemetry was not so good then, the data in general were

not all transmitted back to the US in real time….but as the years goes by more and

more of them have been changed to transmitting data in real time. And so, this is

actually a plot of the records from different stations of the Global Seismographic

Network that recorded the earthquake and transmitted the data back to the US in

real time.  And, I’d like to give you a little bit of an explanation about this figure.   

Each one of these lines that waves back and forth is the record at one station of the

GSN, and …the…it shows the displacement of the earth under that station as a

function of time.  Time here is in minutes so you know, this is…one hour would 

be here, and two hours, this is about thee hours…..the whole record is about 6 

hours long, (60 minutes.) The stations are arranged on the vertical axis according

to their distance from the Sumatra earthquake. Seismologists measure distance

in degrees; so, 180 degrees means the opposite side of the Earth. So the nearest

stations were about fifteen degrees, the nearest stations of the GSN that were

transmitting data back to the US in real time, were about fifteen degrees away.

And you see, overtime, the signal is propagating to more and more distant stations,

and there are different types of signals…the P waves travel through the Earth, the 

surface waves travel along the surface of the Earth, and so they take longer to

reach a particular station. But, it takes about 90 minutes, about an hour and a half,
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for the signal to get from the Sumatra earthquake to seismic stations on the

opposite side of the Earth.

Q: Like the earthquake in the Indian Ocean in December of 2004?

A: Yes, yes, that’s right. And so about 90 minutes after the earthquake, the surface 

waves had propagated all the way around the earth and they reached the station on

the opposite side of the Earth in South America, and, then of course, they just kept

going.  And so then, what you see here, is the signal, it’s not really bouncing 

back,  it just keeps going, and so,  the station that was, let’s say,  90 degrees 

away had the surface waves go by in one direction and then an hour and a half

later had the surface waves go by in the other direction…and so about three hours 

after the earthquake, the waves had propagated all the way around the earth and

back to where they started. And they keep going again, and so the waves just

keep propagating back and forth around the Earth. Now as I say, all of these

stations transmit data back to the US in real time. The data are forwarded by

IRIS to the Pacific warning center and to the Alaska tsunami warning center. And

there were people on duty on the tsunami warning centers whom saw the signals

from these very nearby stations; and they knew that a very large earthquake was

happening within a few minutes.

Q: I remember that in these earthquakes, the Pacific tsunami warning center in

Hawaii received the signal and the information, but it cannot reach the

information to Indian Ocean countries because they were not capable to

receive the information. Is that because they don’t have such equipment, or 

such institutions, or something in particular?

A: There were no institutional arrangements made. You know, the people in Hawaii,

based on receiving the information from the Global Seismographic Network,

knew that a very large earthquake was happening.

Q: And, I am just interested in why IOC invited you to join the conference.

A: Because it’s us; it’s the IRIS global seismographic network that detected the 
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earthquake, that provided the information to know where the earthquake was and

how large it was. That was possible within minutes after the earthquake

occurred.  And so, if you’re looking for a way to warn people about an 

approaching Tsunami, you want to talk with the people who have the data, who

already have the network out there to detect the earthquake and to identify it very

quickly.

Q: What is the reason that you devoted yourself to the Indian Ocean?

A: Well, IRIS represents the research interests of its member universities. And, in

order to do more research in global Earth structure, it’s to their advantage to have

more seismological data. And, anything that we can do that helps to open up

access to more seismological data forwards the research interests of our member

universities. We are in a very fortunate position that the goals for research, for

having open data, are exactly what’s needed to produce a good tsunami warning 

system, or a good earthquake warning system. You know, there are instances

where, as an earthquake starts to happen you have a few minutes, to cross on the

other side of the city to warn people before there’s strong shaking…And so, we 

have this very lucky circumstance that exactly what’s needed to make  research 

is exactly what’s needed to make better public policy…more open geophysical 

data are exactly the things needed in order to produce warning systems, in order to

produce systems that tell you how much the Earth shook right afterwards; it’s a 

tremendous advantage in the case of an earthquake that didn’t cause a tsunami to 

be able to know just where things shook and how much it shook very quickly….so 

that you can send the correctly sort of emergency relief so you can have a prompt

assessment of just how much damage occurred so that you can divide the help that

people are going to need.…So the things that you want to serve society better are

the exactly the same thing that you need for research.  It’s not that IRIS focused 

on the Indian Ocean as an area of special interest to its members, it’s that, as you 

pointed out, some of the areas around the Indian Ocean have cultural differences

that lead them to be very closed with their data …and, this is an opportunity to say, 

you can serve research and you can serve all of humanity at the same time. The
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government of India is very closed with its data; it won’t allow seismic data 

out….[I’ve heard of this] And here the Global Seismographic Network…

Wang: Because they have the issue of nuclear weapon.

A: Yeah, yeah, but so does the US, and so does Russia, and so does China. This map

is the Global Seismographic Network. Now, the red stars without any special

decorations are the GSN stations. Those with symbols, with other symbols

appended to them show cooperating networks.  And if they’re very closely 

cooperating stations, like a red star with a triangle like that, there’s one in Mexico, 

I think, well, where there’s a red star with another mark, that indicates it’s a GSN 

station that cooperates with another network.  Where’s there’s just the symbol, 

like that, that means that it’s not part of the GSN, that it’s operated independently, 

in the case of the triangle, just by the French network Geoscope. Now you look,

obviously there are holes in the ocean, big gaps between stations in the ocean

because it’s hard…you can only put seismic stations where’s there’s a place to put 

them…on an island, or on acontinent. And there are gaps in some of the

continents, in Northern Africa; it’s just a lot of empty space and there’s not much 

earthquakes. But, among the continental regions where there are a lot of

earthquakes, India is an enormous hole. There’s not one seismic GSN station in

India. There’s a Geoscope station, a French station.  But, the Global 

Seismographic Network says, in order to be part or our network, you must release

the data to anyone who wants them right away, and India is unwilling to do this.

Russia does it, a formerly closed society, China does it. They don’t do it with all 

of their stations, but there are ten GSN stations in China and the data from those

are available, mostly. But, India is remarkably closed.

Q: So have you overcome this problem?

A: No, no.

Q: Not yet? Are there any good ideas to overcome?

A:Well, we can talk with the seismologists in India and work with them.  But, if it’s 
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the policy of the national government, then it’s a far more difficult.  And it’s not 

a technological problem.

Q: So you gain the data in private, not in public?

A: There are stations in India that are operated by the national government of India.

So, they are public in the sense that they belong to a government. But they are

private in the sense that the sense that the government agencies in India don’t 

make those data available to anybody.

Q: I’m also interested in, for example, you can see that there are so many 

different countries around the Indian Ocean and there are different in the

social and the common living situation in and around these countries.  I’m 

just curious, for example, maybe in the Eastern Africa, maybe they have

more poor countries and don’t have such a technical, or such a well-trained

person to develop the, or to implement the whole network. Is that true?

A:It’s true that in Africa the seismic monitoring systems are less developed than they 

are in some other places.

Q: How do you deal with this kind of situation?

A:Well, there’s also an issue of how strongly motivated the people in those countries

are to do earthquake monitoring.  There are many problems in Africa…there are 

droughts, there are floods, you know, [yeah.] right?You know, if you’re a national 

government and you’re deciding how to spend money on natural disasters, then

earthquakes are not going to be the first thing that you worry about. So, you

might contrast Africa, with let’s say, South America.  And you realize that South 

America is not nearly as poor as Africa.  Nevertheless, it’s not a wealthy 

continent in comparison with North America or East Asia. And, South America is

actually quite well instrumented. There are many seismic stations in South

America. And it’s partly because the earthquake hazard in South America is so 

much worse than it is in Southern Africa. So, money, to some extent, is going to

be spent on what the most important hazard is. Nevertheless, people are making
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progress on improving seismic monitoring in Southern Africa. There is a project

called AfricaArray [Africa ?] Yeah, it’s called AfricaArray. [Array] So, just the

two words run together.  And, that’s a project that’s being developed by a 

professor at Penn State University; his name is Andrew Nyblade. And he’s 

working closely with Universities in Africa, particularly the University of the

Witwatersrand in South Africa. He’s working to… not just to put out some 

seismometers, but to build up the educational programs in Southern Africa. The

best example is the University of the Witwatersrand, but he’s also working with 

the university in Tanzania and a couple of other countries that….and… so, Africa 

is actually an example where great progress is being made.  We’re not running 

into the same public policy hurdles in Africa as we do in India and to a lesser

extent in China. The countries in Africa, with some convincing, some talking,

with some negotiation, are ultimately open to sharing data.  It’s very important to 

us that when people share data with us they understand that it’s not just giving 

data to us. If they allow their data to be deposited in the IRIS data management

center, then we work closely with them to make sure that they know how to get

data, their own data, back out of the data management center so that they can use

it themselves. I’ve got a little…to show you. This is a map ofthe stations of

AfricaArray. The blue triangles are the seismic stations that are being developed

as part of AfricaArray. The red ones are the ones…the red boxes you see are the 

stations that already exist.

Q: Does this also IRIS help them to exist?

A: We are helping them, it’s not primarily our project.  It’s a primarily a project of 

Penn State and the University of the Witwatersrand.  But we’re helping them 

by…well, we say that we’re loaning them equipment, but we’re loaning it to them 

forever. [Like a partner] Like what? [Partner?] Yes, yes, a partner. But because

we are funded by the US government, all of our seismometers actually remain the

property of the US government. The government gives us money, and we buy

the seismometers with the government money.  But they’re not our seismometers, 

they still belong to the US government, and so we can’t just give them away, 
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because we don’t own them.  But, with the approval of the government, we have 

loaned instruments to the AfricaArray program, or project so that they can use

them to establish these stations which are expected to operate permanently.

Q: So, you mean that Penn State University plays the main role in implementing

the project?

A: Yes, Penn State University is implementing the project. The got some money from

the US National Science Foundation, they got some equipment from IRIS, they’re 

working with universities in Africa, and they also talked with petroleum

companies and with mining companies that operate in Africa. Those companies

have a need to hire people with expertise in geophysics, not because they are

worried about earthquakes, but because they use seismology to explore the crust

to learn where there are more minerals, where there’s more petroleum. Many of 

the same skills that are useful in earthquake monitoring are useful in geophysical

exploration methods.  And so they’re…these companies, are helping to fund 

growth of the educational programs at the universities in Southern Africa…that 

contributes to this AfricaArray project. So, the people at Penn State are the center

of it all, and as I’ve said, they have received…they have gone out and obtained 

money from several different sources.

Q: So they have the resources to contribute to the AfricaArray?

A: They have resources that they’ve obtained from the US National Science

Foundation, from some of the governments in Africa [they…resources], and from 

the companies that offer them, mining companies.

Wang: Yeah, so maybe they can give some equipment or something to the

African countries.

A: The AfricaArray project is not simply giving the equipment away, but going in

there and working with the universities to [to train…empowerment] train the 

people and actually install the stations themselves.
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Q: And why...the Penn University, I should say, how, do you persuade the African

government to accept your idea that seismology is of such importance in

other natural disasters? Or, maybe, in my thoughts, I would think that most

of the poorer countries would focus on the economy issue…primary maybe 

the social issue or maybe even the majority sector issue. How do you

persuade?

A: Yeah, I mean, you’re exactly right; the governments of the poorer countries of 

southern Africa, their primary concern is economic development. And so, the

reason that AfricaArray has/is beginning to succeed is that they are addressing this

question of economic development. Because, if you train people in seismology

and geophysics, if you educate them at the university level, they then have skills

that are useful for finding minerals and oil in these countries which can contribute

to the economic development.

Q: So that may be some kind of benefit for their economy to them?

A:Yes, yes, very much so.  I mean that’s a priority of the government and…

Q: Is there any cost to the government, to the African government to develop

such a seismology code/technique?

A: [Yes, yeah] Well…um…

Q:What should they/the African government pay for it? Or…help?

A: To some extent, the governments are already spending money on operating their

national universities. But, the programs within these universities are quite poor,

and they don’t have a lot of resources to go out and do the education that they 

would like.  They, it’s one thing to lecture the students in the classroom, it’s 

another thing to take them out in the field and have them actually operate seismic

instruments or other types of instruments. And, so the national governments will

continue to spend money on operating their own universities. But, the advantage

of AfricaArray is that it brings in a little bit of money from the US National

Science Foundation, a little bit of instruments from IRIS, and a substantial amount
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of money from the mining companies and the oil companies to build up the

research and education programs so that there will be people from those countries

who have been educated in those countries. They’re not going to other universities 

around the world…they’re being educated right there, you’re developing skills of 

the faculty right there in terms of teaching those students, and gradually

improving the capability of the country to take advantage of its own resources.

And also to begin developing a set of people who will be more capable of

educating their own students using…not that they’re not capable of teaching them 

now, but were able to, the AfricaArray project is able to bring in more modern

equipment that the students use and that the faculty learn to use to do modern

seismology.

Q: Is there any rules or regulations or other things ask you to do such kind of

thing?

A: Well, I mean, you’re right, our mission is to advance the research interests of US 

universities who are the members of IRIS. But, the instruments that we’re able to 

share with the Africa Array project have been used for many years in the program

to do…to loan people, like (honor) students experiments around the world.  And, 

recently we’ve been able to buy new, more modern instruments, and so these 

instruments are used less frequently. And they still operate very well; it’s just that 

if you continue to ship them around the world for different experiments and shake

them every time you do, they’ll begin to deteriorate, and so they’re ideal for 

putting in a permanent place.  And we don’t want to put them in another 

permanent station in the US because that’s not our mission…the US government 

already... so, being able to use the the AfricaArray project to get these instruments

installed in a place where’s there’s not many seismic data collected already, is very 

valuable to our members.

Q: Do you think that you already have very good relations with those countries

or maybe with other organizations? If so, how do you maintain, how do you

develop such good relations?
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A: You know, these relationships are built up over a very long period of time.

Q: The time is a very important factor?

A: Yes, yes. You know, we’ve been involved in building the GSN, the Global 

Seismographic Network, for twenty years now. And, so, the people who have

installed the stations, they have gone back many times to upgrade them. They

work with the local organization to…because the local organization helps to 

maintain the instruments and so on, you know in between the visits from the

American seismologists.  And so, there’s a long history of cooperation. You 

know, you’ve talked about different efforts that went into developing the Indian

Ocean Tsunami Warning System.  And, there were people; I have an article; I’ll 

show you a particular example, so I’ll use it. This is our newsletter; it comes out 

three times a year. And this man, Pete Davis, is a professor at the University of

California, San Diego, and he’s been involved in operating the GSN station in Sri 

Lanka. And so, after the tsunami there was an opportunity to give further training

to the people in Sri Lanka and there was money to pay for the travel costs and so

on, but not for anybody’s personal time.  And so Pete…Professor Davis was very 

happy to, at no salary reimbursement or anything like that, to spend a week in Sri

Lanka teaching people from the organization that have helped him to operate the

GSN station there, in how to understand seismic data from the other stations

around the Indian Ocean …and, at some point, begin to distribute their own 

warnings if there’s another tsunami approaching.  And so, you know, he’s doing 

something to build up this trust with the people there.  And it’s not that it’s going 

to make a big difference this year in terms of what those people are willing to do

for his station, but over time, of course, they’ll remember.

Q: Can you give me some example of how to build trust of the people? You just

mentioned that you do something to build the trust?

A: Well, I mean he went there as part of this training course to…Before the tsunami 

happened, the people in Sri Lanka with whom Professor Davis worked asked him

about, you know, “How can we get more training to understand seismology?”  
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And there was no funding in place that he could provide them for, so there was no

way he could give them this training. But when the opportunity came along, he

jumped at the chance. This was his chance to give something to those people, to

offer them this type of training. Another example of building up this type of

trust is the Professor Nyblade at Penn State University...Professor Nyblade is

not…this is not the first time that he has gone to Africa.  I’ve mentioned that we 

have this program of seismometers that we loan to people to go do experiments,

and Professor Nyblade has used those instruments to go do seismic experiments

several times over the past ten years. And so, he goes to Tanzania, or he goes to

Ethiopia, and he wants to do a seismic experiment; he finds out who are the

agencies of the governments in those countries that operate, that do any

seismology whether it’s the university or government agency responsible for some

monitoring.  And, he’s offering them some help; he’s coming in with instruments 

that they will have access to the data from.  And, he’s sometimes got, he doesn’t 

have money that he can give to them, but if doing field work requires driving

around in trucks, he has money to buy fuel to fill up their trucks and go do field

work for, not forever, but for the length of the experiment, maybe two years.

And, so he’s working with them over that period of time.  He’s going in, doing 

his own work, but sharing resources with them and in return, they do a little bit of

work that helps him out in his experiments. And, these experiments by US

seismologists take place all over the world.

Q: Yeah, can I say that both Dr. Davis and Dr. Nyblade and they commit

themselves to do such kind of jobs, so their contribution to the seismic

network in Africa make these commitment credible. And they also gain the

trust of the local people. Can I say this?

A: Yes, yes, that’s certainly true over a period of time.  And, you know,we could

pick other seismologists at other universities who’ve gone back to the same 

country several times. There are several seismologists at the University of

Arizona, Susan Beck and George Sant, who’ve gone back to Chile and Argentina 

several times. There’s a seismologist, Susan Schwartz, at the University of 
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California Santa Cruz who’s gone back to do experiments in Costa Rica several 

times. (There’s) a seismologist at Brown University who has gone back to 

Nicaragua several times. And so, because, seismologists need to go to a particular

region to study the properties of the earth there, to study the earthquakes there. It’s 

not like a chemist who can sit in his laboratory and do experiments, you know you

have to go there, and you have to work with the people there. And so, the

research interests…we get into this task of working with people in every part of 

the world, and sometimes it’s because people already have an interest; they start in 

a country because they already have an interest there. Professor Frances Wu at the

State University of New York in Bighingmton, has done many experiments in

Taiwan, because Professor Wu is from Taiwan originally. And actually,

Professor Nyblade at Penn State, when he was very young, he lived in Tanzania;

his parents were Christian missionaries, and so, he was familiar with that region

already. And so, people have personal motivations, but they also have professional

interests. You can’t do the project without going there.

Wang: So, it looks like that the seismologists are not only the scientists, but also

social workers, because they work with the people.

A:Well, I mean, that’s not their primary goal, [yeah] but it happens.  I mean, people 

are human beings; they end up working with the individuals there, remembering

who they are and developing strong personal relationships with them.

Q: I am interested in how do your GSN operate, or how does it work? Do you

have a specific (charter) of the network?

A: Well, the equipment at the GSN stations now has all been purchased by IRIS with

money from the National Science Foundation. But, some of the sites were used as

seismic stations with older equipment before IRIS even existed. And, a fair

number of those sites were operated by the University of California San Diego.

And, so, the hierarchy is that there’s a team of people at UC San Diego, engineers, 

who are responsible for maintaining those stations, about forty of the

stations...about forty, almost are operated. So, if something goes wrong with one
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of those stations, those people go there to repair it. The satellite telemetry of the

data goes to San Diego, and they look at the data and make sure that everything’s 

OK before sending it on to the IRIS data management center. The rest of the

stations, the operations are done by the US Geological Survey, and so that’s an 

agency of the national government.  There’s a particular office of the US 

Geological Survey in Albuquerque.  It’s called the Albuquerque Seismic 

Laboratory. And again , in Albuquerque, there’s a set of engineers, they receive

the data sent back by satellite from the stations; they’re responsible for the other 

two-thirds of the stations in the GSN, so they look at all the data that come back

from those stations, make sure that they look Ok…send them on to the IRIS data

management center. When they see something wrong with the data, then their

engineers have to go and repair the equipment there.  So, that’s…and each one of 

those organizations, UC San Diego and USGS Albuquerque, each work with

organizations at the GSN stations themselves…And so the Sri Lankan…I think 

it’s actually the meteorological agency for Sri Lanka actually has people on site at 

the GSN station in Sri Lanka…and if something minor goes wrong, then 

sometimes the people in Sri Lanka can repair the station. If not, if they can’t repair 

it, then that’s when the people from San Diego go there.  The stations themselves 

operate, normally, without any human intervention. Many years ago, the stations

recorded...they had a…there’s a seismometer which senses the motion of the

ground, and many years ago it drove a pen which would actually wiggle back and

forth on a piece of paper and that’s they way things were recorded, and so 

somebody had to put a new piece of paper on the recorder every day. But now it’s 

all done electronically, so there’s not a daily task to be done. So, when the stations 

are operating, there’s no human intervention necessary on a day to day basis.  

Q: Do you mean each station work independently?

A: Well, the uh, the operators in the US need to work with local organizations. I mean,

each station needs electrical power. And so, you know, somehow you have to get

hooked up to the electrical power grid wherever you are, and somebody’s got to 

pay the bill. So, there’s a certain amount of local work to be done. And it’s very 

helpful to have somebody…the organizations that you work with there to take 
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care of those details and seeing that the station can continue to operate.

Q:So, who is the major coordinator in this network?  It’s not IRIS?

A: Ultimately, IRIS is the coordinator of it all…they way IRIS…because IRIS is 

comprised of the universities that are it’s members, the policies are set by a 

standing committee for each one of the programs. And so, you see each of the

programs has a committee of people from different universities in the US who

meet several times a year and make any policy decisions that need to be made.

And so the people for the GSN, the chairman of that committee is from Yale

University, there’s a, well, I mean you can read it for yourself…there are people at 

universities all over the country. And you see that there are people from the US

Geological Survey involved in the GSN committee because we need to work very

closely with them, so when it comes time to make decisions about…well, things 

go wrong…there, you know, there can be, there’s…have been in the past, there 

have been stations that have been abandoned…because it’s on the island where 

you thought you could operate reliably, but it turns out there is no electrical

power…a very remote island and, you know, people stop visiting it, nobody 

actually lives there.  And the station never works, so you ultimately say, “This 

isn’t going to work, we’re not going to have a station there, let’s put it somewhere 

else.” Well, it’s the decision of this committee to decide that we’re going to give 

up on a place, and where else are we going to put a station? So, the policy is set

by the committee.

Q: So the site, can I say that the site belongs to IRIS?

A: Well, I don’t know about, “belongs to.” I mean, this is in the territory of other 

governments all around the world. And, in general, IRIS does not purchase

property to own [You cooperate with the government?] Right, we cooperate with

the government and get their permission to, to install a seismic station there. So, I

would…I’m not involved in the details, but I would think that in the majority of 

cases we don’t actually own any land.  I doubt that in many cases at all.  But the 

decisions, the decision to put a station here, or a station there was made by the
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people on that committee.

Q: Since GSN is a global network, so why don’t you have other countries’ 

members?

A: Well, ultimately, the US National Science Foundation pays for everything. [So]

They give us the money to buy the equipment, they give us the money that we use

to hire local people to dig the holes where the seismometers are going to go. And

the National Science Foundation gives us this money in order to build a network

that serves the research interests of American seismologists. As I said before,

we’re in this very, very lucky position that the things that are needed for research 

are exactly the same things that are needed for tsunami warning and for

earthquake monitoring…and so, it’s a wonderful situation that, you know, these

two separate things work together so well. But, the reason the National Science

Foundation, which is an agency of the US government, the reason they pay for

this is in order to support US research interests.  And so, if there’s, you know, a 

placewhere it would be very useful to have another station here, I’m just pointing 

randomly at the map, for tsunami monitoring, but that’s not useful for doing 

research, then, you know, there would be a reluctance to put a station at that

particular place.

Q: Is there any countries that do not want to share the data, as freeriders, but

want to gain the data from you?

A: Sure.

Q: You know sometimes, the more free-riders maybe decrease the efficiency that

the network operates, how do you avoid such situations?

A: Well, uh, seismologists have a long history of sharing data.  Um, it’s sort of built 

into the culture of being a seismologist. I mentioned earlier that years ago

seismometers worked by having an actual pen on a piece of paper that recorded

the data. And, of course, then it was much more difficult to share data, just

because it’s not digital, you can’t just reproduce it.  But, even at that time, when 

a seismologist wanted to study a particular earthquake, you would send letters to
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the observatories all around the world…and you know, say, “Can you/could you 

please send me your data?” And somebody would be responsible at the 

observatory for making a Xerox, a photocopy, of the data that the person was

interested in. And so, it, you know, it becomes part of the culture. And yes,

there are free-riders in the sense of a few countries, in the most extreme cases

India, China is also not good, I mean not Taiwan, you know, mainly China. And,

the work that we do involves talking repeatedly with the groups, offering them our

help in any way that we can.  You know, for example, we…our data management 

center has developed software that is useful for helping people to find the data that

they want on a website and then, you know, ask for it by clicking buttons and

things on a web page, and ultimately receiving it through the internet. And, we

share that software, that software is used by the China Earthquake Administration

to distribute data. So far, they have passwords to protect it, and you have to be an

employee of the China Earthquake Administration to get those data. But we keep

working with the Chinese seismologists in hopes that they will ultimately respond.

And, there are two seismologists from the Chinese Academy of Sciences who are

going to be visiting the IRIS data management center, not just for an hour;

they’re going to spend two weeks there next month…and, we offer this help in the 

spirit of trying to develop good relations with seismologists…individual scientists 

one on one. In the hopes that they will try to influence their own governments,

ultimately, into allowing the release of data.  And so, we’re not trying to solve all 

the problems in the world, we’re not trying to change the Chinese government, 

we’re just trying to change that one seismologist, sothat he can fix that one thing.

If you fix one thing here, one thing there, things get better.

Q: Why are you willing to share the data? Doesn’t it cost a lot to collect the data?

A: Well, they’re spending money to collect data anyway. I mean, there aremany

hundreds of seismic stations in China. And, the additional cost of sharing those

data is very small compared with the cost of operating those stations. So, the

economic cost of sharing the data is very small. We have an advantage over

some other groups, like meteorologists, people who study the weather. I mean,
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those data, it not only cost money to collect them, but they can be used for

commercial purposes…there are lots of people that sell weather forecasts…there 

are lots of people who, I mean if you’re flying an airplane, you want to know the 

weather, and you’re willing to pay for the data…almost nobody is willing to pay 

for seismic data, right?  I mean, it’s used for research, it’s used for the public 

good of tsunami warning and earthquake assessment.  But, there’s no private 

company in the world that pays….well, there’s a few nuclear power companies 

that pay for seismic data right around their own plants, but they pay to operate

their own networks. But in general, you can’t sell earthquake data, nobody’s is 

going to buy it. And so, that makes it easier to make the argument that you should

just share the data because there’s nothing else you can do with it.

Q: Well, I think that may be the last of the questions I have. Maybe, if I have

any other questions in the future can I keep in contact with you?

A:Yes, yes, sure, I’d be happy to get an e-mail from you. [Maybe just by e-mail]

You’re certainly welcome to this summary about IRIS and to our newsletters.
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang

Interviewee: Dr. C., Professor, University of Pittsburgh

Date: 12/14/2006

Place: National Chengchi University, Taipei City

Code: Scholar-2

Q: Since there are so many international/non-governmental organization
involved in this disaster management, how do they make the major
management?

A: First of all, this is very complicated…the Indian Ocean…the nation…though they 
haven’t been in Australia…lot of science down in India…and most..the critical 
factor is…the people who were killed were European…so that encourage the EU 
very greatly…if they wanna travel around the world they have to 
concerned….disaster reduction in Japan…and it just was a critical incident where 
they all acknowledge the significance of it…they are pledged to help…25,000, 
Japan comes in…and Germany…he’s a graduate of U.C. Berkeley… 
logistic…recruit their battle group…through the other nations….but it was…sort of 
one…who can provide that kind of…and the consequence in Japan…the focus 
down Indian Ocean tsunami….the prime minister…deliberately…they don’t 
deliver…Japan wants to deliver…half of their commitment…and so Japan took a 
real leadership in the world that will followed by the other countries in the
world…they all agreed…under the UN…the UN tried to organize…Australia, 
Germany and maybe the U.K….prime minister said, we’re gonna head over and 
help…we will call off this….the real issue….was a…the only existing tsunami 
detection…that’s why left out Japan…if the deep sea ocean…you can find 18% in 
deep water….now in Indonesia and in Indonesian basin….ocean…the tsunami
joined primarily…and the cities in Indonesia….the difficulties is that each of the 
nation has their own technology…each nation decided if there’s some 
resource….international community…to use technology…so they’re giving 
money….for local commercial…

Q: One of my interviewee told me that he thinks one of the major things for this
group isto standardize…

A: They’re not…because you know independent companies are not interested in 
solving world affairs…that will operate our international standard…the UN can’t 
do anything…and they couldn’t agree…and each of the nation, including Sri
Lanka…were most interested...but Indonesia…Thailand offers…we’re the ones 
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that….the most frequent occurrences…if any real kind of imagination…Thailand 
has been connected to this kind of…we don’t need your help…we’re a developed 
country…we’re not gonna play with you….they should moderate the Indian…and 
the median falls down…sort of the international…they propose a major 
project…to actually build and deploy…and did it…and they anchored…the 
typical problem…that is most effective in deep water…you can’t locate 
them…500 miles a part…they’re built…right now they’re not…and the American 
firms…build the tsunami devices. I’m actually involved with two computer 
scientists with two connection center systems…shallow water….it will not…deep 
ocean…and built in the gap…that most important if the system can be deployed 
and maintained by the geological survey in Indonesia and Thailand….and our 
initial...it will collaborate with India…and more tsunami…shallow coast
water…and it appeals more Indian Ocean countries to do that…

Q: How to integrate the system and the consensus?
A: The technical difficulty…to measure scientific…then the communication…if you 
manage to solve…you got the…and interpreted…and use the….one of the real 
Indian ocean tsunami….center…actually did pick up the signal so they knew after 
the major earthquake…so they don’t have the people to contact…they’re sending 
money to Indonesia…they tried to call….they don’t have the name…too late for
Indonesia…and Sri Lanka….the organization…is a very important…the national 
communicator…to the local level…and be able to mobilize…the technical 
problem.” This is a diplomatic learning process…the system…police 
academy…especially designed for the ….the people actually…you got the 
interaction between…international team…scientific…organizational…and 
secondly I think the only way is to demonstrate….through technology in 
Indonesia…and just try it…any kind of system..it’s going to be…the other thing is 
important is that a lot of people are criticizing that you’re building a tsunami 
global system….in fact there are all kinds of things that can be…really be able to 
understand the ocean environment…and much better….the real problem…you’re 
also able to detect…any kind of violation…existing international system…
China…India…are not real excited about doing this….well two sides of 
the…were damaged by tsunami…so they become….issue…and getting India…in 
international agreement…Indonesia is worried that….in one of the real question
we don’t know…if that’s an odd movement…there are technologist who think 
that’s the case….in fact some of these oceans…may have a fact contributed to the 
movement…the Indian scientist are not….but this is the…an international 
issue…that international scientific community…
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Q: Maybe some state/ country do not need tsunami warning system. I remember
one interviewee told me that for African countries, the first priority to their
government is to fight poverty but not to develop the warning system. How
can we pursue them to accept the idea of disaster reduction?

A: African countries of course have little money…the major issue is that we have 
to…it’s a global problem..we understand the condition that we’re living…and it is 
now a question…I think it’s rather a continuing…and I think…Canada, European 
Union…many trained countries…but certainly countries…and…Indian institute 
companies….and trained policy issues…bitterly can control….and it’s a whole 
question shared with…certainly in different degrees…

Q: you remind me the main point of shared responsibility. Do you know why the
U.S. have to take this shared responsibility?

A: Very true…different nations have different degrees…the degrees they are 
able…Indonesia tsunami….initially…for response and litigation…that is a very 
large and with that you can literally know….tsunami detection…that would detect 
not just the tsunami….but change the whole gulf stream…ocean water…better 
understanding of the…certainly left important…and certainly left 
important….contribute…German devices…U.S. devices…Indian…get back to 
commercial aid…and much of the international disaster system…given only as an 
image…but nations forget it…and…sorry we said this before…the U.S. said that 
20 years before…American countries…they’re gonnabe caught up in this
situation…and you know that is a very….developed countries…they can’t do that 
anymore…

Q: I read some articles which mentioned the trust in Indian Ocean countries are
not very good will this influence the cooperation in such a system building?

A: Called…without trust…that you can divide a set up of collaboration…and they 
can’t trust…discuss the method…measurement…verified…and evaluated the 
form…get people to coordinate in the specific content…they do 
interact…overtime they’re likely to build trust…this organization…they actually 
do…if validating this action…I do think this is one way of…that previously…can 
actually agree…this set of condition…because it is depended on…the task is 
to…create a foreign…where all nations are equal…resource…and new 
information system….and…try to do..but you know…definitely have money…to 
provide…

Q: You mean that if those countries do not have trust, they cannot build a
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comprehensive system and also interact well in this system?
A: Indonesia has the strategy…major problem…it’s gonna be there….if long….but a 
significant…but new…but who’s been able to interact in international…try to 
engage in international….I’m really intrigued…and now if the university…the 
scientific funding…that get us back to do governmental work…research 
analysis…

Q: Is this a kind of resources dependent? Like social capital?
A: Social capitol is talking about the willingness to help people…sharing in our 
age…the shared responsibility…very much in…knowledge…responsible action 
in….degree of confidence…manage your own affairs…naïve world…where 
everyone is willing to help everybody else….special degree of…disappear 
very…reasonably government…take responsibility for their own life…a lot 
of…social capital strike me….and also you know….sufficient
understanding…and emotional…to act…if they can…we can help ourselves..we 
can help others…we really recognize this…it is to develop this confidence…a 
little bit backward…so…one thing…make me to do the topic of global 
management…you’re the expert in ….disaster relief process…theocratic norm…
emergent norm…efficiency and the emergent norm… management…so…that 
kind of domestic management…when we discuss the major management…there’s 
no such kind of authority…there are international organization…each of the 
nation…now the united nation developed the program after 30/40 years after 
people…working development…increasingly UNDP is linking toward the 
development….crucial natural disaster management…all the systems….build the 
bridge…and the people in the community said don’t build the bridge…it really 
came longer and much more….that we have to pass…take a global view of this 
issue…others if now emerging…set of mind…really recognize…not as strong as 
it should be…an international community….known people…people understand
it…U.S….Germany….really recognize the matter cannot be solved with any 
single country….I really think that developing…supporting this international 
scientific…she’s back in Thailand…got a brandnew degree…
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang

Interviewee: Dr. L., Professor, Louisiana State University

Date: 03/27/2007

Place: Washington, D.C., USA

Code: Scholar-3

Q: What is the features of global crisis management?

A: Global is the scope of the problem. The ability of the local people to be able to

handle it. So if you have a huge earthquake or a huge—for example Katrina. The

disaster area of Katrina was the size of Great Britain. That’s a big area. And it 

makes, the US is lucky because we’ve got a lot of money and we’ve got a lot of 

people, but let’s say we take that disaster and put it in Uruguay or some other

place, they can’t deal with it. So when you get a disaster of that scale, especially 

in a place that won’t have the capabilities to deal with it, you have to talk global 

and how to handle this on an international basis because it’s just too big, it’s just 

too much. So we know that these disasters are going to occur, we know that

eventually there will be a massive earthquake in CA that will just be amazing. And

we know that there’ll be tidal waves coming in that will be huge and difficult to

deal with. I don’t like the idea of 50,000 human lives, so we have to approach 

these problems on an international basis. Both in terms of anticipating and dealing

with it when they happen.

Q: Since the global issue is such a very big scale, how can the actors, or the

global actors, collaborate with each other?

A: Well what tends to happen is that we do it in a reactive mode we react to the

disaster. One of the panelists was talking about today is trying to think on a

global basis and trying to have the UN that works. Most disasters, there are

things that you can do. For example, with an earthquake, in an earthquake zone,

you have to build your house differently, your tall buildings differently, your roads

differently, and the bridges differently. So if you know that, you can anticipate it
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and do something about it. So number one is anticipating the problem, two is once

the disaster happens, one of things that came out in the panel today that is very

true is that I think she said that there were 20,000 people were buried by the

rubble of the earthquake in her city, and who were the first responders? And the

answer was the neighbors. The neighbors came and helped them out. Well we

know that’s going to be because that’s whatalways happens. And if you look at

the earthquake in San Francisco back 100 years ago, well we know that’s going to 

happen again so what can we do about it? Well the answer is we can have training

sessions, we can have pre-positioned shovels and equipment, things you can use to

dig out. We can pre-position the buildings so that when disasters happen, you can

go to the places if they’re still there, open up the carton and there’s your shovels 

and your equipment and you can begin to dig people out. You can train neighbors

to help neighbors. You can have a little squad, like the civil defense in the US, you

can have a civil defense or a disaster defense. And have these mechanisms in

place so one can anticipate these things and one can train for these things. So that

when the disaster occurs, you’re going to unbury 15,000 people so 20,000 people 

more quickly so that 6,443 people don’t die. You got to minimize, some you can’t 

help, but my guess is that 6,443 people who had died there. If we had

pre-positioned and have exercises and were ready for it, fewer people would’ve 

died. So you can anticipate these things. And is it possible? Yes. And the problem

is that in most cases, the young lady was talking about in the discussion, she says

‘Well, I can’t even get people to practice their fire drills to get them out the

building.  I don’t know the staircase where I’m supposed to go down.’ Unless 

there is a disaster that’s happening all the time, it’s very difficult for people to 

practice for it. The earthquake is going to happen, maybe not in my lifetime. So

that’s the hard part is getting people to prepare for it.

Q: In the case of my study so far, for example, India and Indonesia, they are

neighbor countries, and Thailand or the East Southern Asia, they are

neighbor countries, too, and when the disasters occur, they might not help

each other because of some historical background or other things. How can
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we solve this problem?

A: Enlighten self-interest. You go to them and say ‘what can we do’ and sign 

international treaties before hand. And then agree to have exercises and plan what

you’re going to do, practice exercises in how you’d deal with it. It’s in their 

self-interest to cooperate, and so that’s what you’d do. You know, why would I do 

it? Because it’s going to help me.

Q: Is there any help from the supranational institutions, for example, the UN?

A: Well, right, the United Nations. Yes, could be very helpful in doing that. They can

be help bring people together and say Pakistan and India, you might have- we

anticipate there’s going to be a problem that you’re going to have or earthquakes 

or whatever the situation is and we think it’s good, in both of your self-interests to

create…

Q: How do you think that popular strategies for the UN or the world bank to do

such things to make those countries cooperate?

A: Just say if you had an earthquake, if you had a wave come in to your country, there

would some damage and life would be much better if your neighbor countries help

you. And by subverting that, you’d be helping them. Are you willing to participate

in this sort of operation? And if the tension is lower, from a logical perspective,

there’d be no question that they’d do it, but if they just fought a war, it’s not likely. 

But one tries and because it makes imminently good sense.

Q: Like a common value?

A: Sure, if my house if burning down, I can’t fight the fire myself, I need a fire 

department, I need people to help me out, and it’d be nice if the neighbors turned 

on their hose and helped me put my fire out.

Q: But how if those countries have different preference or priorities in fight

poverty first or prevent disaster first?

A:Well sometimes it’s not going to work, but you can and should, you approach them. 
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Absolutely, absolutely and it’s just in their enlightened self-interest. To appeal to

survival and self-interest, but that’s from a logical point of view, that’s what you 

can do. But let’s move your dissertation, what you have to do for your dissertion is 

to, assuming it’s an empirical dissertation, you need to say to yourself, what are

the independent variables, what are the circumstances that drive the dependent

variable and what for example conflict, one of the independent variable would be

the tension level, come up with a measure of tension levels between two countries.

When was the last time they had war with each other, and try to create some sort

of measure for tension and then the question is the hypothesis would be if the

tension level is higher between the two countries then the likelihood of

cooperation on matters such as this is low.  You see what I’m saying?

Wang: Yeah, I see. So now I try to do my dissertation in this way. From my

interviews, some interviewees told me, for example, trust is not a very

significant issue for people to cooperate.

A:Or maybe, that’s a testable hypothesis. 

Wang:And some feels that’s very important.

A:That’s an empirical testable thing.

Wang: So I just tried to catch up several important concepts for factors.

A: Yeah, that’s a hypothesis.  Does trust or doesnot trust increase the likelihood for

cooperation?  And that’s an empirical thing that you can test.  

Q: I also have a question about your discussion in this panel. You just

mentioned that too many people get together to do something, we can use that

emotional…

A: The problem with disasters is that if you approach it from an intellectual point of

view, the chances of an earthquake in CA in the next 100 hundred years in the LA

area is 98%. You say that and they just yawn or it doesn’t mean anything. But if

you show them a movie on an earthquake in LA, and the actors doing a play in
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effect, and showing them the implications in effect and say that could you be or

your daughter that is lying in the street bleeding to death and because emergency

responders can’t get to her.  And as you mentioned earlier emergency responders 

don’t get there for 10 days, and if I was to say that your daughter is going to die, 

then that means more to you than an academic talking to you about percentages and

chi-squares and you know fancy language that is going to dim in their brains. But

if it’s my daughter that’s going to die on that street, it becomes remarkably personal 

and then I start to care.

Q: How do you encourage or motivate those people to participate or attend your

movie?

A:You tell them that… you make it as personal as possible.  Why should you… you 

have assume that they’re only going to care about themselves.  And it appeals in 

that way.  Of course there are people that are principled figures but that’s not the 

for the larger public. And we fall in the whole range of that scale and we fall in

the one level, and hit them hard with that kind of argument.

Wang: A case in my community in Taiwan but not related to crisis issue is most

of my community residents are only caring about making money. They are

very interested in making money. They careless about public issue, for

example, the safety.

A: Because they don’t think it’s real.  They don’t think it’s going to happen to them 

so what you have to do is have them understand that this could be you, this could

be your situation. And if you can’t use logic, just tell them.  And then after the 

disaster they’ll listen to you. Until it happens, the only thing you can do is just use 

a motive devices you can and then have them think that this could be me, and I

need to prepare.  And sometimes it’ll work and sometimes it won’t work.

Wang: The head of the community told me that everybody in this community

just cares about how to make money.

A:Right. It’s too big of a problem. So it’s very, is that its very difficult and that’s a big 
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cultural problem that can’t be dealt with but it’s that’s what the religious 

community should work on. One can deal with it but it’s not going to be easy, and 

if they’re really bad there’s not much you can really do about it. But you try as

much as you can. And show them that it’s not a very right way to live their lives. 

Q: How can we make people cooperate among different preferences?

A: Well there are two. One you can do it by force, maybe that’s what you’re going 

to have to do. Use the police action. The other is to point out to them that it’s in 

their self-interest to participate and to cooperate. And if you can remove barriers

as I mentioned in the case of New Orleans, where the mayor was well who’s going 

to pay for my workers to send them off and use their time to exercise, they’re not 

going to be able to do their own duties, so I’m going to have to pay double-time or

have to take some extra people to take the duties of the city. So who’s going to pay

for that. So if that’s the problem then you got to make sure that its removed. Have 

a pot of money that will take care of that and the question that concern. To fix

the problem and make sure the money is available. That’s what you can do and 

that’s what you should do.  But typically you don’t do that. What normally 

happens is that unless there’s an emergency that happened last week and a 1000 

people died, we don’t pay attention. One example of society in an example of your 

case, earthquakes come along and those houses are destroyed and the bricks that

are there that fall on the ground. Not a good idea. What you need to do is put some

iron rods in those bricks and more concrete and figure out structurally you can

rebuild it in an intelligent way. Let’s not continue to make the same mistakes time 

after time after time. Let’s learn from our mistakes, let’s grow from them. And 

you’ve got to get that.. you have to get those villagers to understand that that’s 

what they have to do. That they’re going to have another earthquake there so why

not build it so there’s less likelihood that it’ll fall on your head next time. 

Q:So can I say that it’s kind of education or …

A: Sure.  Absolutely. Education.  It’s a matter of zoning. So that you don’t let 

bridges be built that will fall down or houses that will fall down. It’s a matter of 
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having more open space so when an earthquake happens, you have a place to run

out to. So these are all things you can do.

Q: Last few questions. How can we do in the global level to educate and to be

aware?

A: Start with international agreements, cooperating in international agreements.

Q: And how about the some countries in different development levels? I mean

the gap or the capacity of different countries. How can we do this in different

levels.

A: And again, it’d be very nice to be by nations or some other nation that will 

encourage those kind of agreements. You know, the US military has done very

well on terms of reaching out and helping.  Well there’s no reason why a 

government of Taiwan can’t have an agreement with the US saying that in case of 

this kind of emergency, we’re going to need some help.  Can you help us?

Wang: Taiwan is not a member of the UN.

A:Well, I know that but you do have the US navy that’ll help you. But you can make

individual agreements with other nations.

Wang: Sure. I just finished an interview in UNOCHA. I had a good talk with

them.

A: And you might even work on agreements with people’s republic… I don’t know 

who knows. After all, both of you are Chinese.

Wang:That’s a political issue.

A: Well, you know I’m just saying that if there’s an emergency, Taiwan will come to 

the People’s Republic and in emergencies, People’s Republic will come to … Why 

not?

Q: You know, this is my final question in OCHA. I asked him how if this big
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disaster hits Taiwan, what can we do if we need any help from other countries

or maybe the UN? The answer of him is, “I don’t know. I really don’t know.” 

Maybe legally speaking, you should ask some help from China. And I

answered him, I guess our government won’t get any help from chinaright

now.

A: Well I would try. I would try. I would say that sooner or later, there will be this

problem in your place and sooner or later, there will be this problem in mainland.

It’s going to happen even you know it’s going to happen.  So given the reality 

that in one year or a 100 years or 10,000 years it’s going to happen and let’s try to 

be prepared before the trial. And there’s a great deal of animosity that has been 

between the Turks and the Greeks in Eastern Mediterranean but when the Turkish,

the Greeks had a terrible problem some major national disaster, the Turks were

there. And these are people who are spiteful to each toher they came to the aid and

helped them in the emergency. And that happens and your heart softens when

you see something like that. So you need to try and build on that and the

possibility. If they say no, they say no, but at least try. The point is, it’s not a bad 

idea, you know even if you wanted to consider yourself a separate government or

a province of or whatever, that’s all nonsense.  I would say that we will look past 

that nonsense and work out agreements where there is a mutual systems to help

each other. Very doable.

Wang: Well I think those are all my questions so far. Thank you very much.
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang
Interviewee: Dr. M., University of Hyogo, Japan and Researcher K., International

Office for Disaster Management, Cabinet Office, Japan
Date: 03/27/2007
Place: Washington, D.C., USA
Code: Scholar-4 and 5

Q: Is there any difference from the formation or any crisis management before?
Why do you…

A: (Dr. M.) Your question is that is there any difference in crisis management before
and after the earthquake? There’s a lot.

Q: What are the major differences?
A: (Dr. M) First, at the very elementary level, ONS (?), before the 1995 quake, most

of us living in Kobe just assume that there should be no major earthquakes and so
on in Kobe. This is totally wrong and deception based on no scientific evidence
but we just assume that there should be no quake even if there was one in the
Kanto area, Tokyo. I think that the first thing is the ONS among from top to
down to the public; we had no preparation for such major disaster especially in
urban area. We had typhoons in rural area and as Mr. Kochi mentioned, after the
Issei 1 Typhoon in the 60s, we had no such major natural disaster at the national
scale. So I think this is one thing. But after that, our perception changed quite
a lot to see that we could have this kind of big disaster at anytime.

Q: You mean that the awareness for the public and government, at the national
level, how about at the international level? Are you aware that we are at such
a risk society also?

A: (Dr. M) Yes, I think for me and for many academics and professionals in Japan, the
Hanshin Awaji Earthquake in 1995 was the turning point to realize that we are in
the risk society as a whole.

A: (Mr. K.) It depends on the ONS of the people who live in that country. Japan spent
50 years to develop some infrastructure. ONS against wind storm disaster may
now decrease while in active earthquake which we can not anticipate and we still
fear. It’s the terminology of the disaster, crisis change from time to time. After 
World War Two, people in old time Japan worried about wind storms or typhoon
disaster much, and now some people fear about sudden earthquake and also some
criminals, terrorist attacks, missile launch from Korea. Today, it’s going to be 
more complex. It depends on the country, taking a look at other countries like
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Central Asia. I am talking about some central Asian countries like Kazakhstan,
Krygyzstan, and Tajikstan, the ministry in charge of disaster management, also
takes care of any other human-related disasters like terrorists or some conspiracy
of turning over the government, any anti-government activities. Also, different
countries have different terminologies of disasters and crisis. It’s not totally right? 
In global meaning.  We look at ‘global’, there is also another terminology, global
warming, there is no boundary. People in Japan now are starting to notice this kind
of crisis.

A: (Dr. M) Talking about the climate, for us, some people in Japan, it was in 1998 that
there was a flood in mainland China, if you remember. It turned out that this
year was the hottest year in decades or centuries, this year. Who would [thought,
sic] this flood in China, in America and so on, somehow we became aware that
there is such a natural disaster, not only earthquake, but also flood, draught and so
many things happening in the world, not only in individual countries, but at a
global scale. This is the 98.

Q: The 2nd question is, since we are talking about the cooperation among
different countries or different organizations, and I am wondering how to
deal with the value conflict? For example, we may say that we should have
humanitarianism, and on the other hand, some people will strong value
towards defence, national security, you want to assist me but I say no, some
security issues. So I have to refuse you. How do you think about this?

A: (Mr. K.) According to my experience, it is very hard to push the government
because they are the decision makers. Once they deny any scope of assistance,
agencies is finding difficulty to do cooperation. Like Tajikistan, they don’t want to 
disclose some geographic information while other countries say okay because that
information goes to development of hazard map, which is very useful. The
government doesn’t want to disclose for national security defence reasons. What
can we do? Give up?! Another example is like India, they are confident, they are a
large scale powerful country. Even though India suffers from large scale
earthquakes like the Western India Earthquake, Sumatra (?) earthquake, the
government of India wants to take control by itself and doesn’t want to accept any 
international assistance. That’s the tendency, but wants to take this opportunity to 
[see] how the government of India is involved in the reconstruction activity, so
that was a successful case. They talked to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs which is
also in charge of the disaster management. They say okay, after the part has healed,
then we invite other neighbour countries to make some field survey so that is a
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successful study but the overall tendency is some countries don’t want to be 
involved. My sense is that we cannot push, it depends on the negotiation but
sometimes it’s very hard to push forward.

Q:So, what’s your strategy to make such kind of negotiation or coordination?
A: (Dr. M.) Maybe strategy. Maybe it can be described as the overall objective, long

term objective. You know, neighbouring countries can learn much about India
government’s action. Maybe they can incorporate it into their national action plan 
after a disaster occurs and we may also explain that that is not a military action or
we will not blame any because it is a very unfortunate situation, nobody wants to
show off, we know. But we explain our objective, we need patience, that is one of
the strategies. Of course when we build human network, government to
government; actually we talk person to person by email or phone. Personal
network.

A: (Mr. K.): Right, we have 25 staffs and 25 countries so each staff has one or two
countries to pay attention on daily basis. So we try to become like friends.

A: (Dr. M.) The same thing happened to the major flood in China. I was there as a
member of a non-government organization to see the situation and what we could
possibly do to conduct some humanitarian assistance. But the government of
China had a very strong sense that this is their own thing and coming over
receiving many admission from outside is a kind of shame…

Wang: Chinese is too much about face.
A: (Mr. K.) Right, and this is a problem of disclosure. And at the time we had some

evidence from some representatives of some foreign embassy or consulate general
that there were so many people dead and how do you say people’s army in China?

Wang: Ren min jie fang jun.
A: (Mr. K.) Ren min jie fang jun, yes, many dead among soldiers who were engaged

in the rescue activities. But these kinds of things never open to the world. So for
some countries, there’s this problem of disclosure. We don’t have enough facts to 
correct information. But on the other hand, those governments want to deal with
the situation because this is a story that you have to tell to the world with a happy
end scene because it’s a kind of occasion for the leader to say that we managed 
this situation successfully. So they want to deal with the situation…Be in control.
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A: (Dr. M) Right, so to the government there’s benefit and cost to have cooperation 
from outside. Perhaps, we could persuade to those people that the benefit will
outweigh the cost of disclosure.

Q: How do you find out that which government or maybe which level or which
specific government would like have such kind cooperation with outside
resources or outside assistance? And how do you actually overcome the
problem of disclosure? How do you finally overcome and get the truly
cooperation or coordination with the Chinese government in your case?

A: (Dr. M.) Well, it takes time. Actually, in the case of the flood, we were not
successful in getting some cooperation. So actually we worked with local
government who wanted to overcome the situation, and we worked with the
Chinese Red Cross. Red Cross has a branch in China and they are operating from
a different mission, different from the government. So, one way is to work
through this type of organization, like Red Cross, they...NPO or NGO...

A: (Mr. K) So in spite of the difference in governance at the national level, those
people have a common perception about those disasters and about humanitarian
assistance. Even at the very low level, for example, provinces, city, or counties,
they have a network of Red Cross, and those people are very cooperative. So one
way is to work through those kinds of organizations whenever you can’t get 
assistance from a formal government organization. And the government actually
let it go,”okay, I don’t see what’s happening with those Red Cross people with the 
outside persons…”

Q: I saw you mentioned your organizations have many interactions with many
other international organizations such as ISDR, so many other organizations,
can you tell me something about how do you interact with these organizations?
What is the meaning for your organization to interact with them?

A: (Mr. K.) One of the meanings is to acquire some special fund, money, because our
annual fund is limited, one million USD, annually. One million USD come from
all members countries. We charge five thousand hundred for minimum, plus for
premium, we charge depending on the country’s economic side. Therefore, like 
Laos and Cambodia which are really small economic side countries pay five
thousand two hundred while India or South Korea pay like twenty thousand USD.
The total is one million USD and we collect and divide it into smaller projects...
Sometimes we find it’s not enough but the UN nations have allocated special fund 
especially, after a large scale disaster occurs, like the Indian Ocean Tsunami, the
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UN sometimes allocate some special budget after making flash appeal. They call
for any type of organization to acquire a budget, depending what type of project
the institution or organization implement. ADRC always pay attention to such
nomination, we plan on daily basis to make some proposal like disaster
management education or some community-based hazard mapping, UNICL is
special. UNIDR expects ADRC, as the key player in the Asian region to promote
ISDR activity. So, its objective is common. But like UNDP or UNESCO, they are
rich, they are large scale organizations compared to other UN organization. We
interact with them to exchange some information or acquire budget. WMO is an
expert, a meteorological expert. We attend the typhoon committee with UNESCO,
which is a more research oriented meeting. So ADRC participated in that meeting
to promote some of our activities in terms of disaster information system. So
different UN systems are regarded from our organization in different ways.

Q: Since you have so many different organizations to do similar goals or
objectives about disaster reduction, I believe that there should be different
priorities or different preferences in different organizations. How do you
form a common goal? Do you need common goals to do disaster reduction? If
yes, how do you form these common goals, visions or values?

A: (Mr. K.) Sometimes, when we cooperate with other organizations, we always
consider in our mind for the common goals like sustainable development or
achieve some millenium developing goals which was agreed in Johannesburg.
Also, we think our common goal is shorter framework for action of Yokohama in
2005. That target is ten year ahead, from 2005 to 2016 that each country should
follow up the five areas of priorities. We sometimes see some common feature to
implement some programs. Like UNESCO, it has a variety of programs like
cultural things or science things. Actually inside UNESCO, we have a relationship
with the education group, education for disaster reduction. Because UNESCO
made an announcement at the World Conference on Disaster Reduction they say
will focus on education for school, disaster management will start from school,
that is what UNESCO said. UNISDR agreed with that idea, we tried to initiate
some school programs. So there’s always common goals, short-term goals, and
long-term goals.

A: (Dr. M.) We assume that they are globally agreed on already. So there are goals we
have been agreed on. With a different focus according to that specialization of that
organization.
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Q: Some organizations have many resources while some are poor but they really
want to do something without resources. When some poor organization say
that I can only follow one of the rules or principles, but rich organizations
want them to follow the rules. How do you cooperate and coordinate the goal
conflict? Do you have any example?

A: (Mr. K.) Generally speaking, in disaster reduction, it might not need much budget.
If the education or school approves, they can implement as the school curriculum.
So it doesn’t incur much money. Like a poster competition, we can just prepare 
some small prize for first and second place , just let the children draw pictures
regarding disaster reduction. Sometimes, it doesn’t need much money. Also, even 
if such organizations lack money or resource, they may have some regional
networks which ADRC doesn’t have. Like NGO in some developing countries 
they have and know which community can be applied what kind of disaster, we
know and appreciate their knowledge. So if we find an area of cooperation we can
contribute in different ways, jointly sometimes we can apply for some UN
[funding] together. Sometimes, it may happen in NGO because they have
knowledge and network.

Q: Turn to the issue maybe in China’s case or your valuable experience, how do 
you think of the issue of trust?

A: (Dr. M.) So the word trust you mentioned has many dimensions, I guess. Say
someone talked about corruption. Even sometimes you many not trust your
counterpart organization, this could happen when you are cooperating with
agencies in developing countries. So, perhaps you need some classification, what
kind of trust between organizations, in the same network or different sectors
between non-profits and governments, local government, central government.
So…So maybe … in your humanitarian efforts…

A: (Mr. K.) We have a cooperate project with other countries. Frankly speaking, we
see some differences of trust lying in different countries. When we have some
kind of money given away because they don’t have money to implement some 
project, we actually depend on their trust. When we see details in the budget sheet,
we are concerned, that they take some margin, just for their secret Money. We try
not to be so harsh, we know they are not rich. At least we force them to implement
disaster management project with fidelity, that’s the basic rule. Also we need some 
final reports and photographs, and some attendance sheets. Once the country fails
our needs, next year, their application tends to be rejected. Some countries do very
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well with limited budget. It depends on the country, nationality, or personality
inside the government, overall national decency. I think it’s different.

Q: Do you goto those countries to see the results and to demonstrate…
A: (Mr. K.) We pay a visit while they are implementing the project. Actually we

cannot figure out details how much they spent, maybe they just spend little money,
less than planned. We are okay, at least they are doing it right.

A: (Dr. M.) It’s the issue of governance.

Q: Why I ask this question is because I was confused by the two sides of views.
One side says trust is not a big issue. And the other side says if we trust we
can cooperate very well. Since you are an expert in this field, I just wanted to
know what you think of the issue of trust.

A: (Dr. M.) This is a rather classic problem in official development assistance area.
Almost all agencies engaged in international development, they face this kind of
governance issue. So you said trust but in formal terms, it could be governance
problem. So you always have to see some monitoring effort; how to monitor and
how to evaluate so that for the next round you can feedback your experience for
the project finding designing stage. To make such an institution to monitor the
process is very important.

A: (Mr. K.) It doesn’t need some institution. Realistically, it can be some third-party
institution to monitor the government, but sometimes government doesn’t want to 
place such an institution, they just build some internal division to monitor but
sometimes people lose trust against the government. But realistically speaking,
there should/can be a third party. Even in Japan, I don’t think there is a standalone
institution to monitor the activity. Sometimes the government of Japan build some
commission or special committee to monitor. They send out colleagues and
sometimes they invite some professors. But what they report is sometimes not
harsh, especially if serious traffic accidents occur.

Q: Another issue is about capacity building. For example, in Asia area, we have
developed countries like Japan and Korea, and we also have developing
countries such as Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore. We also have
underdeveloped countries like Indonesia. Among those countries we have
different levels of technology development. Since we have to collaborate
among those countries, one thing is how to you eliminate such technological
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gap? And the second thing is how do you help those countries especially
underdeveloped countries not only in Asia area but also around the world to
build their capacity in disaster reduction?

A: (Dr. M.) I suppose one way is training. I guess most of those institutions have their
own technical assistant part as well as training. In Japan, there are many programs
at different levels, national level. From the past disasters, the local government
also learned a lot; their officials, NGOs based on local community have
accumulated a considerable amount of experience and expertise. So there are
resources for these kinds of technical assistance. In Kobe, or in Hyogo Prefecture,
the government of Hyogo has some training capacity. Each year Hyogo
government or municipality government belonging to Hyogo Prefecture, they can
offer training. It can be in-house training, or on-the-job kind training, say for a fire
department or police department. So they offer a variety of trainings in Japan at
national and local government level. And there are institutions, non-government
organizations which can also offer this kind of (training). So normally national
government or local government can be coordinators inviting other private
companies or non-government organizations to form some training programs to
invite overseas or they send experts.

Q: Do you know why those NPOs or NGOs pay for those training programs?
Because that is a lot of money and resources to provide such training and
program, why are they willing to pay? Or why are the government willing to
pay such a large amount of money to help other countries for training?

A: (Mr. K.) Japan pays for them to invite.

Q: Yes. Why?
A: (Mr. K.) Why? Because the government of Japan recognizes itself and thinks she

should be assist to other countries that suffer economically or from disasters or
other problems. That is the responsibility of regional countries. Not like Japan but
also Germany, France, Republic of Korea, China, whoever regards themselves as
a large country send some teams. Japan sends out JICA, they allocate enormous
amount of money to many different countries, or some type of overseas
development aid, ODA.

A: (Dr. M.) They allocate Japanese ODA money to...

Q: Do you mean ODA?
A: (Dr. M.) Official Development Assistance. JICA as he mentioned is the Japan
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International Cooperation Agency, like USAID.

A: (Mr. K.) J-I-C-A. If you go to their website, there is much information. It is very
big government institution. Like the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of
Finance, it is a kind of a government. You know, Republic of Korea has KICA.
Also Germany has GTZ.

A: (Dr. M.) They are interested in technical cooperation aspects.

A: (Mr. K.) They are rich.

Wang: I see.
A: (Dr. M.) And like in Japan, they separate technical assistance and money lending.

So in Japan and Germany, there are two types of agencies engaged in Official
Development Assistance.

Wang: I know Germany is very rich. One interviewee told me that Germany
spent a lot of money to IOTWS because they want to be the number one in
warning systems.

A: (Mr. K.) Sometimes when we assist developing countries, there are arguments
between large scale countries because they want to have more influential power in
that country.

Q: How about Japan?
A: (Mr. K.) Japan is not so aggressive; they want to do the right thing according to the

scale of the disaster. But we see other countries which are more aggressive, like
China. They want to separate from Taiwan and (political issues) ambition in
South Pacific islands without the intention to help. Investments sometimes it
happens. There is more argument. Actually Germany is not a tsunami assistant
country. They have a sea only in the northern part; it is like an inland sea not like
Pacific Ocean. They cannot expect much about Indonesian Programs. Indonesia
has many similarities with Philippines and Japan. We have ocean tectonic
earthquake, volcanoes, like Taiwan too. We are poor countries. We are in the Ring
of Fire. Germany invests much money. The Indonesian government wants to have
some visible instrument, observatory satellite for tsunami warning, warning
floating buoys, or some geographical digital hazard map. Those programs cost a
lot. But there is a doubt; it might not be effective. People or local government
officials don’t know how to manipulate. Because ocean tectonic plates align here
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and an earthquake occurs, tsunami comes in a second, within like in five minutes
sometimes after the earthquake. Sri Lanka, Taiwan, it took 2 hours. So maybe
tsunami ONS networks could be useful supported by Germany. But in Indonesia,
when an earthquake occurs, everybody should know that run to higher places,
more than further places. So it should be more important to promote disaster
education in local people or training for local officers and training for trainers;
that also doesn’t cost a lot. Sometimes the objectives are the same but when we 
made the wrong strategy, it will not be efficient. Investment sometimes cause
expenditure.

A: (Dr. M.) He had a point in saying that training of trainers is sometimes a more
efficient way to use the money, that is one thing. There is a 3rd party, how do you
say it, a 3rd country training, meaning that say if we include, for example,
Singapore as our partner and sometimes it is better for us not to directly send
experts from Japan but first make some training with the Singaporean government.
Then the Singaporean government assumes responsibility to train their
neighbouring countries. So this type of training we call it 3rd country training. This
is one useful efficient way rather than sending Japanese experts directly. So you
train trainers for secondary countries.

A: (Mr. K.) We can avoid political influence when we have training in Singapore.
Maybe other new countries can participate to compare the training ways in Japan

Wang: So that is a kind of interdependence.
A: (Dr. M.) So you can invite non-government organizations and come up with some

appropriate mix of people for trainers and trainees.

Q: So going to the questions I just made a few minutes ago. This is little question
related to maybe priority or preference. Maybe one organization will focus on
earthquake specifically and another one on flood and others on different
disasters. In this situation, how do you coordinate or cooperate?

A: (Mr. K.) There are various types. We only have one counterpart in each country.
So through the counterpart, which is the central government in charge of disaster
management, which is very different from us. So if they say that institution is
involved in that, we can have some common project; otherwise we have limited
staff… There are unlimited of organizations, like in Philippines they have 
PHIVOLCS which a very well-known institute specializing in earthquake. It is a
national earthquake institute. But our counterpart office is civil defence. When we
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see Mt. Mayon volcano erupting, they have a map flaw affected the country last
November. We wanted to dispatch a survey team. We wanted to dispatch quickly.
We know that PHIVOLCS is the right partner but once we decide that official
civil defence in Philippines is our partner, we cannot ignore them, we contacted
the civil defence first and then we just consult with... That is also a trust issue. If
we skip that procedure, maybe they will have bad feeling. With the help of civil
defence, we went to the southern part of Luzon Island then PHIVOLCS helped us.
We have a partner through the counterpart.

Wang: Let me stop here. Thank you very much.
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang

Interviewee: Mr. M., Senior Researcher

Date: 10/15/2007

Place: International Recovery Platform (IRP), Kobe, Japan

Code: Scholar-6

Q: What agencies or organizations involve in IRP?
A: IRP is an international organization. At the moment we have…we’re going to 
develop a global relationship…so called countries…for the management…also
we’re going to develop a network… ADRC…there are some…UN agencies…
UNDP has a country…with the participation of UNDP, UN agency…are globally.

Q: Do all of these organizations cooperate well to do disaster recovery?”
A: For the recovery…and this is the…for the disaster…when the disaster 
occurred…and U.N. will move by the request of the country…in the U.N. system 
if the country asks the U.N…

Q: Do you mean only when the country report to the UN or other international
organization or the situation is out of their control and you will involve in this
disaster relief?

A: U.N. will start…humanitarian support…UNDP…coordination team…to get the 
damage information…many…when they come one by one…the government 
cannot control…

Q: How do they develop themselves/how do they evaluate if they have the
capacity. For example, Katrina…couple years ago…most of us will think the 
U.S. will have better preparedness in that case…but in that city of New 
Orleans is seriously damaged…we can see a lot of people involved in the 
matter…how can we say it’s enough/good preparedness before the disaster 
comes?”

A: Umm…for example, in member countries in Asia…they have no good 
preparedness…but the power of nature is too immense….and human 
capacity…and national government…

Q: Capacity in disaster and in some crisis is very important to
government/country. While ADRC and other countries are increasing their
capacity, are there any criteria to measure the capacity? Any indicators?”
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A:…low in management/evaluation and whether they have the management plan…

Q: Are and all of these countries welcome the support team of UNDP/ADRC to
do that?”

A: Because of lack of fund/expert…we have good guidance…but outside we cannot 
do the work…good guideline…do those organizations will do the 
work…cooperation among those countries…when disaster occurred…when 
earthquake occurred…

Q: How has the mechanism formed ten years ago?
A: You can imagine with the mechanism…but government cannot coordinate…how 
many lost their family/houses…where are the people located…they try to be the 
coordinator of this…but not so long history…”

Q: Why do these countries willing to join your program?
A: Humanitarian support…WFP or…habitat…humanitarian support recovery…so I 

mean that are those countries willing to joining this program because of benefit or
some other reasons.

Q: Any responsibility for countries to join this team?
A: Some countries like Japan and European countries they have international support
team…and they’re mainly in charge of international support work…rescue team
by JICA…support team…developing countries…such development will be 
cooperated…and support….recovery…and also are important contributions…

Q: Let me make my question easier…why Japan wants to help other countries in 
disaster? Why Japan have to do this contribution?

A: From the point of human security…every human being should…”

Q: When we donate to international issues…human security… humanitarianism..
some boys of local...some residents will ask why do our government give such
big money to other places but not my cities…that’s why I’m asking because is 
there any specific reasons….to be friends with one staff….contribute to the 
international society just because they can get some interest?

A: They have raised their feasibility…

Q: Some people say the countries cooperate only because they can get some
benefit from those actions. Do you agree with that?
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A: Yeah…you mean for the terrorism/tsunami disaster…management…all of the 
world will be secure…that will be the benefit for countries…then the world will it
be…get some benefit and safety….

Q: Do all of these countries collaborate very well in your case?
A: You have to have some knowledge for other member countries….so for example, 

most of the…

Q: What is the major reason that they can cooperate with others?
A: ADRC member countries…Kazastan, Korea, India and next year Indonesia….so 
every year we get together…so some countries are…usually….

Q: How can these representatives from your member countries be sure that their
government will obey the international conclusions?

A: You mean if we make some guidelines/suggestions to other countries will they do
that?

Wang: Yes.
A: ADRC…is not…but IRP….agencies we aim to have a more effective…to their 
recovery…

Q: Do you mean funding is very important to their recovery? How do you decide
how much money each member country has to donate?

A: Management team will summarize the report…sector…and see how much money 
we need….interest…we will support for this…just like this

Q: How if some programs, for example, education program, still do not have
enoughfunding…?

A: Some membership can do adjustments…What is the situation in Taiwan?”

Wang: Government will have to gather some money from corporations…but in 
the recent case…you know the economy in TW is not very good…that means
we don’t have enough money…in the whole NPO we don’t have enough 
money…

A: In case the money comes…sometimes they don’t have the capacity to use the 
money…they don’t know how to rebuild their earthquake housing…and the place 
money…only half of the…and true recovery will be…and they create similar 
capacity…guidelines…goods for better recovery…
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang

Interviewee: Mr. P.

Date: 10/15/2007

Place: UN Center for Regional Development (UNCRD), Hyogo Office, Japan

Code: Scholar-7

Q: The first question I would like to know is UNCRD a United Nations body?
What’s your major task?

A: As you know in united nations,…developing countries may not have enough 
money programs, policies, we had a disaster management…having a UNCRD in 
international development, that time we were very frustrated…much of vacancies, 
a bit more in development. Disaster management…political boundaries, that’s 
why U.N…in 1999, after the earthquake happened, so that there can be many 
working in the organization. And after 1999, when it is established, to…

Q: in Japan or?
A: International, all of the country or the world, but accordingly, Nigeria, and…our 

main to guide disaster management, after the disaster, IRP, working the deduction,
the whole idea in the disaster cycle…the time after work, we go for development
and implementation of technology

Q: How to do that political approach?
A: So far we have IDNDR, so that’s before…and that’s become NDR…it’s a global 

kind of work, having how many, 90 on the world, to show how the earthquake can
be implemented in a particular…so this is a kind of a city of the….the cities 
selected from Europe, from America, different levels of…and after that we did 
a…global earthquake…21 cities in the world…disaster…different levels of…in 
terms of the most important situation…whether the infrastructure…linking to one 
another…something like that…different situations…different cities…in 
comparison with others…activities based on community bases…

Q: Since UNCRD is focusing on the long-term disaster reduction how do you
interact with this other country and organization?

A: Definitely after the disaster we have…after six month…like in Indonesia…we 
work with others…to ensure that when they do disaster reduction they…at that time 
we work…if that’s the time…reduction matters…so that the newly-constructed
houses we have a new technology to incorporate to it and do reduction…
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Q: Do you have any strategy to promote that kind of cooperation or make those
places, countries to accept your experts/expertise?

A: Yeah you know what do we do, like in Indonesia, we have to work with
UNDP…and working with local department and working group…housing, people 
in the…are working there, our experience in Indonesia…then we go there, and we 
have experts there, and we let them cooperate with us.

Q: But sometimes coordination is a hard work. Why do they have to follow your
suggestions?

A: Definitely it’s a hard work.

Q: So, do you have any incentive for target countries to follow your
coordination?

A: Most institution have…but we want to do…and second…why we are here…to 
show the country the people why we are here and to help you…what we can do to 
show them…like if I’m there in….I have to show them…you understand my 
point…everybody can do their work…but if I have some expertise andgood
network, and that we can sort out work…

Q: Maybe UNDP has their own priority to do their work, and UNCRD have your
own priority. When there are many organizations involved, there must be
many kind of preferences. How do you have a common consensus, a common
goal? How about others, not the system of UN?

A: That way we express our interest, according to this,…based on our own interest, 
and if we think it’s good then we go…we don’t have any working relations…if we 
can share…about our agency…because that’s a very instant…we have very good 
disaster management experience.

Q: I think cooperation with other organization is very important for your future.
But why those countries are willing to contribute?

A: It’s a commitment thing…internationalcommitment…assistance…Japanese…their 
responsibility and …a way to getmoney…

Q: How if they do not make the commitment work? For example, what if they
don’t give money?

A: They never go there….the condition to them…

Q: Will those situations have any influence for the cooperation for the future?
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A: It’s just my opinion…political…but my own business…if one country stands on 
this…but at least…and they don’t have inofficial…that way…there’s no other 
way out…and if one country is seriously hit by a disaster…the situation…like in
economic…Indonesia…not because they are…member in housing…and on the 
development…countries….nobody went there…they said that ok….just inviting 
people…and other aspects…and seriously consider….or maybe…but some 
developing countries…there is no contingency….in India…earthquake…in 
governmental…they said no need to do this…and in that situation they can say 
yes…I mean that kind of bargaining…like small countries…and they have 
to…that’s kind of trade-off of international humanitarian…and economic…that he
accepted it…now in Pakistan….very selective…socially important…

Q: How do you make sure that your target country can cooperate smoothly with
you?

A: The idea is to have…with political countries…we don’t do that…what we do is 
exactly what they need…that’s the working…

Q: You just mention disaster reduction is long-term, but on the contrast, there
will be some politician with short terms. How if they won’t have much 
understanding about this orwon’t pay much attention?

A: Definitely politicians will do that…and that’s the system…he has to follow 
that…definitely we have to first convince them…and if we lost work…new 
person comes…like the long-term disaster reduction implementation…housing…
and how do they live is the…perhaps we go into the cities…we ask the
mayor…chief engineer and conduct housing…ask them to change…and then the 
system…once they agree then they always follow…he cannot say that it’s not 
that…it’s always good…you always consider good disaster…

Q: Are there any criteria for you to select the countries you want to contact?
A: If we work for the earthquake…if we go….too many complications…if we choose 
one country…we can encounter many difficultiesand experience…Indonesia…in 
cities…India…cities…one from house…different areas…we go….

Q. In the very beginning you mention the topic of capacity. I’m interested and 
wondering in who do the measurement of capacity?

A: even if there is some demand…the government realize there’s no way to follow 
that…we should let them meet…we have purely…we have to say that you
need…exquisite…government….we have already enough…there are some 
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democratic countries…NGO…you know, funding…capacities…but more…but 
that’s the way…the point is…governmental…we try to convince them 
that…inviting them that…and then the issue…

Q: Why they were convinced by your organization?
A: That’s…the other…why they have different feelings? They have to…we have 
food…

Q: As you know, I come from Taiwan. Since Taiwan is not in the UN, what can
we do if we want to do international disaster reduction? And we have many
major disasters in Taiwan, how can we ask for international assistance once it
is occurred?

A: It sounds like a political issue…that way you’re not a member…in my personal
understanding…if Taiwan wants to promote this thing to other country it’s not a 
problem….now my country wants to give money it’s not a problem…if the UN 
has that…even there is some foundation…cooperation…we can do to 
generalize…definitely…UN should make agreement…ahead…institution…make 
some cooperation…agreement…if we do directly to the agreement at the country
level they may think that…if you go to the …NGO…
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang

Interviewee: Dr. A., Researcher, Hyogo Community Empowerment Center

Date: 10/15/2007

Place: International Recovery Platform, Kobe, Japan

Code: Scholar-8

A: This is the paper I made the presentation in Korea….traditional disaster 
management. People emphasize on intermediate response or recovery…this stage. 
After disaster…they put importance on this stage…but…when big disaster 
occurred we cannot respond to huge disaster enough. That’s why mediation 
preparedness is very important. So just as simple as that, I can say, to the
traditional disaster management, we can focus on this stage, post-disaster matters.
But now we should come up with pre-disaster strategy. This is very important.
This is as simple as ….I will explain to you why this is very important. In the case 
of Japan, because in Japan we have…I think you will understand…these are the 
future earthquakes we will come….this is ocean range earthquake, because in
Japan, many place get together in Japan. And sometimes because big friction. And
because history, we have very big giant ocean-range earthquake. In this area this is
Tokyo. Tong-Hai, and Tong-nang-kai, and Nang-kai. This is a very important
trampline in Japan. The number one metropolitan area and the number two
metropolitan area…this is number three, very huge tranquo line, along the tranquo 
line we historically… three 68488.7 10 99 100-150 years we had huge
earthquakes…and three earthquakes simultaneously happened in this area.
According to this cycle, we have the next occurrence in the future, event
probability in the next thirty years. In the case of Tong-kai 10%, Tong-Nang-kai
50% Nang-kai 40%. We estimated the death tolls and economic loss in the case of
Tong-kai earthquake. 9200 people: death toll; collapsed houses: two hundred sixty
thousand, in the case of Tong Nang Kai and Nang Kai 80, 000 57 trillion. Very
huge and this is kind of Japanese fate, we are on three locations. We cannot
prevent such phenomenon. But we can reduce damage. How to reduce the damage?
This is quite important issue in Japan. For example, Japanese put strategy for us
on reduction…with strengthening housing, evacuation awareness, intensify 
protection, 4, 700 death we can reduce from 4500…, also economic…we can 
leave the number of people. Totally minus …we can save. In the future we should 
put damage to reduce damage...number of economical losses…Some activities 
before disaster is quite important. WCDR. According to the proposal, Kyoto
framework they conclude the importance of disaster prevention”
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Q: How do you make it work?
A: This is just an example, as I mentioned is the strategy for disaster deduction… 
they’re quite important, because sometimes for government plan is just plan, how
do we make the plan work/into practice? To achieve this strategy…disaster 
deduction now in Japan we emphasize public health, usually we put the
importance on central..health…central gov, firefighting agencies, family, 
companies, schools, also mutual health between public and the private are very
important…

Q: Traditionally, most of the people will think the responsibility of disaster
reduction is on the government. How can we change this idea?

A: Now in Japan’s case, such culture is growing. Disaster reduction collaboration
society is growing.

Wang: In the case of Taiwan, we also have this kind of thinking. We have many
disaster awareness educations in school. When some disaster occur, teacher
told that we should go under a table and somewhere safer but actually I think
few people would do that and most people just scream out and wait there for
the earthquake to pass. They can do nothing in the disaster.

A: The important matter is to remember the disaster…In 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake,
just imagine can the government do all the things? Of course no…because it’s 
beyond the government’s capacity…how can I say…we should guard our 
help…we cannot expect the government immediately to come to our side…in the 
near future…the earthquake will come again and nobody can guide you…this is 
very important we have to change our concept…but now global…we try to shift 
the concept from government’s issue to ….corporate matters…

Q: We all know that the capacity of a country is very important in dealing with
the issue of disaster management. Sometimes we will know that most of the
citizens they need some help from outside, but sometimes their government
will say no, I don’t need any assistance. There’s a gap between government 
and people. How can the people do if the government doesn’t want any help?

A: The government should realize how much they have in their own capacity…and 
most of them should realize the influence in disasters…

Q: How to measure capacity?
A: Not scientifically…just from their sense…for example…especially in developing 
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countries…like in Japan…if the buildings collapse…who can handle…the 
response…if all the buildings should collapse…everyone should cooperate with 
each other…any country especially in the case of government…any government
has their own pride…if someone give you the assistance…it will show that the 
government capacity is not enough…but we should put away the pride… 
if…someone should rescue…otherwise…nobody can survive…so many buildings 
will collapse…several thousand people are buried…we should not emotionally… 
we need another assistance…we should change our pride…so many people lost 
their houses…they…only government can save them? No..this is the disaster…the 
government should throw away the pride…coordination is very important…

Q: Why government should ask for outside assistance?
A: Again the future Tong-Kai earthquake the government put the strategy I said…to 
achieve this number we should do this strategy…earthquake disaster 
housing…this is the private housing…so who pays the money? Can government
pay all of the money for making residences? We should make the house
residence…it’s necessary…different government have different incentives… 
financial assistances…some…for example, it is up to each local government…if 
not so effective…financial matter….it’s not enough…to renovate their houses… 
number two, which company…business companies...because some companies try 
to cheat…reliability is quite important…and also, some technical issue…

Q: How does the government do the issue of reliability?
A: Not only government but also private sectors try to…like just I wrote this paper… 
private community…they put on…this is a …200,000 yen….only 200,000 yen…. 
in government…can provide…and also this NPO encourage people to join this 
technique…they make some posters/brochure to…this is not the government’s 
job…it is the NPOs’ job…community base organization…members of the people 
in local community…they established long-year relations…I am the staff of NPO 
and you are the client…we have no…there’s no room to doubt…we meet each 
other…we live in the same area…

Q: We know that Japan donates much money to disaster reduction to the
world…I’m curious why Japan is willing to do this? Why not just leave the
money in your local areas?

A: In the case of Japan, similarly speaking, Japanese people care international
cooperation in developing countries very much…Japan is number two 
economically strong Asian countries…so we have the responsibilities… 
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ODAs…overseas development assistance…we have a lot of that money so we
should donate to developing countries…

Q: Is that because Japan wants to increase the influence in those countries?
A: No…it is just Japanese nationality…we realize that we should give some to the 
developing countries…and it’s a repay…because after WWII we got much
overseas assistance so it’s a repay…Japanese disasters from other countries…we 
understand the feeling from experience…when big disasters occurred 
overseas…we’d like to help the rebuildings…

Q: Some countries will have some conditions. For example, I can provide some
funding for your projects, but they will have condition number 1 and
condition number 2. How about Japan?

A: Usually not…we don’t have that…from the good point of view, we should not put 
such condition…the important matter is to help the people….if such project could 
make use of the disaster reduction then we should do that…we should discuss 
ways to help the victims….self-support or self-relief construction…by disaster 
victims…this is the key issue to reconstruct…sometimes…some developing 
countries…many advanced countries try to assist them…they do not change their 
pace…and they neglect their need or demand…sometimes advanced countries 
push their own ways to affect areas….in Sri Lanka..many donating countries from 
U.S. to Europe…most of the victims are fishermen…these countries gave lots of 
boats…but there are so many kind of boats…one boat…but they neglect 
such ….they give such big boats but they’re not always useful…because they 
need smaller boats…they need simpler boats…how can I say…this much…they 
do not recognize their own need…donates...more priority on the donate side..we 
should change

Q: Is there any mechanism in coordination?
A: That’s a very big issue….because sometimes government can…elite…yes because 
they’re very smart and clever and they can make a good economic report…but 
fortunately they neglect local matters….they do not investigate local 
matters….they realize matters about the needs…

Q: Do you have any specific countries as examples?
A: Most countries…Sri Lanka, Thailand…

Q: All of them or most of them have this situation?
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A: Anybody know the importance of coordination…but nobody….after this in our 
mind we understand we should go to the local side can catch the need of the local
people…

Q: Once the disaster occurred how do you mobilize the resources during the
disaster and after?

A: There’s no such coordination system…even inside the Japanese society…those 
some private NGOs sent their staff individually…but in the case of NGO…we 
have Japan platform…this isthe alliance of Japanese NGOs for relief activities in
foreign countries… this is the kind of alliance in Japanese society…and by joining 
Japan platform the member of NGO…

Q: What do you think is the most important part of the sectors/the core value?
A: Easy to say but difficult to implement

Q: Since there are so many factors to deal with the issue…what is the key 
element for them to deal with the situation?

A: At the airport…international airport…required assistance…united nation can catch 
the whole piece…I know coordination is very difficult…people have 
preferences…In any case we should not look down on the importance of need as 
the…I can give you money…try to depend on outsiders…so they cannot rebuild 
for themselves…but this is just a general opinion…but from each local area…we 
should look for the answer…so regarding the coordination…

Q: How if the local people need assistance immediately?
A: If they like to do something…only they donate money to countries who study very 
well…government go to Japan…in Japan we have lots of mission….

Q: So how do you know which local NGO can help?
A: Study on the desk and we cannot do anything…immediately we go to the local 
site…countries local culture…we accumulate knowledge…we should go to the 
local area and study the local culture and give some assistance…otherwise 
without such studies…self-satisfaction…for example, we don’t know Indonesian 
people…but we have a lot of money…so it is up to them to have the 
money…yeah…so this time the Sri Lanka…apartment house…it took two years
after tsunami disasters…because they’re not happy…apartment is not popular 
there…
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Wang: It reminds me of another thing that sometimes this satisfaction helps the
politicians to do some local politics.

A: But sometimes the government has the resources to do such things….maybe they 
can have some advertisement on TV…government donates thousand million 
dollars to Indonesia…that would be better advertising….today I care about the 
people in Indonesia…what if the government have some kind of…who you liketo
support? Politicians or local people? That’s why I emphasize we should go to the 
local side….make a research…in Jakarta, also in Thailand you should go to 
Phuket, not Bangkok….stories…politicians…I think it is not your mission…you 
should go to the local side…contact the local people…most people do not have 
such kind of knowledge to affected areas….most of the people just care what the 
news on TV educate them….how do these awareness…you should have the 
existing center…but we cannot discourage of this…especially the message from
Japan…to be honest with you this is the different point from western 
countries….we’re negative to just give to countries…they cannot humble…to give 
such information…government in such information…money…saw their money to 
the pocket….just giving their donation to the government…Foreign embassy in 
Tokyo…just give the money to the embassy…they could evaluate the 
money…that’s why we put the importance on the….people’s need…so we could 
find that how can I say…NGO in local areas…to cooperate with them…and we 
should not neglect their culture…because we understand the importance of 
reconstruction….
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Place: School of Political Science, Thammasat University, Thailand

Code: Scholar-9

Q: You said Royal Thai Navy involve lots of disaster management, they have many

projects. Any reasons?

A: Right after tsunami attack, the navy helps rescue injured people and survivors. In

Thailand, local militaries have closed relationship with communities and the

locals. In normal state, they come out to help people in several occasions like

communities work. In emergency, locals know the militaries are well equipped

and ready to deal with disaster so they tend to go for help, especially the navy

where their bases are very close to the tsunami affected communities. After

helping communities survive, recovered, and build back houses, the navy has

launched community education project to expand knowledge of tsunami and how

to prepare to cope with.

Q: There are about 60-80 staffs in NDWC who come from different fields. How

do you do the coordination?

A: Actually 60-80 staffs are permanent junior staffs who report directly to their

supervisor, no problem. Difficulties are at the supervisor and management level

that come from many departments to help in NDWC. Different culture between

organizations especially civilian and military sometimes creates conflict but I

think it is normal in professional organization. Good think for the Thai culture and

norm is the fact that seniority plays a huge role in making people obey to one

another. In addition, when conflict leads to the fact that the work for the people

safety is the ultimate goal, it resolves in one way or the other smoothly at the best

effort at hand.
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Q: Why do you think the single warning center in Indian Ocean countries is not

necessary? If there is no such a center, do you think that the coordination and

cooperation can work smoothly?

A:I didn’t say that a single warning center like the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center in

Honolulu or Japan Meteorological Agency who works as an authorized warning

center for the region is not necessary. You need a single warning center only if

such center can function with full capacity and high expertise and skill like PTWC

and JMA do. Incident command system is needed as usual in disaster and

emergency management especially under time constraint. However, for Indian

Ocean, since we have less knowledge about the ocean than in Pacific area, we

may need to cooperate geographically more than usual. Countries know their

environment the best. Besides, all warning center functions only as advisor.

Whether or not the threat is significant and severe enough to evacuate depends

upon national government consideration. In addition, three years have passed and

every national warning center in the region wants to be regional center. Meeting,

discussion, and negotiation have been on the table for too many times. I think if

the consensus is too difficult, why don’t dedicate time and money to link all

national warning center together in an integrated network in the mean time until

we can have such single competent regional center that everyone agrees upon.

Q: What are the different roles of NDWC and DDPM in your government before

and after the new government in 2006? What are their roles of disaster

management? How do they coordinate with each other in disaster

management (preparedness, reduction, relief, and recovery…)? How do they 

communicate and cooperate with international organizations or INGOs? Any

example or experience?

A: DDPM was two years old when tsunami happened. NDWC was not born yet at the

time. DDPM functioned as a coordinator of disaster management under the

ministry of interior. The interior minister is the director of disaster management at
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the national level. (please read chapter 4 of my dissertation) After NDWC was

established in 2005, NDWC worked under the Office of the PM in coordination

with DDPM in sending warning message to all levels of DDPM in Bangkok and

provinces to warn of disaster threat. (please see chapter 7) After new Civil

Defense Act 2007, DDPM is a primary organization in emergency response and

recovery. The Director General of DDPM can request for assistance from all

department. In addition, the PM chairs as a director of disaster management at the

national level which allows the operation to be well connected and directed.

International organization operation, please see my chapter 4.

Q: You mentioned that the most important thing that might be influence

international cooperation is politics, is that domestic or international level or

both? Can you say more about this?

A: Please see attachment. (several research papers)

Q: Why doesn’t India accept the assistance of buoy from the US, but the US and

Thailand can have a good interaction?

A: You confuse my talking a bit. I can’t really say that the Indian doesn’t accept US 

assistant in the buoy or not and for what reason. I am only able to say that it is

easier in Thailand when the US come help in sharing information and monitoring

activities. I am certain that the Indian doesn’t like the US to be able to detect or 

monitor their activities. That is why some technology from the US might be

questionable for the Indian.

Q: Do you mean the agreement of ASEAN countries would like to cooperate in

disaster management, but in practical, there is no any country are willing to

have the center in their own country because that means a huge cost?

A: What we were talking about is the fact that K. S. told us that ASEAN was able to

have the member countries agree upon coordination in disaster management but I

think it is less action. I think from my personal view, there have been too many
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meetings and agreements upon coordination. UN even has set the

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Coordination (IOC) to work in Indian Ocean

Tsunami Warning System but less action is taken until the Thai government

brought it on (please see my article). Each country has their own operation and

information in their own way and context. Information and disaster operation are

national security for the country. There is less likely to share in that sense, but

rescue and recovery assistant are no problem to provide among the countries.

ASEAN already has ADPC as a regional disaster management coordinator but I

don’t think much is done in the sense. The ASEAN agreement to coordinate looks 

to me like they realize that each country wants to do its own. Each country has

invested in their national center which they want to keep it sustained.

Q: In my memory, you said that the warning system in local community has to

be considered of the capacity, culture of the residents, and some other

elements to make it work better. For example, we have to distinguish the two

sirens of fire and tsunami. The former is warning to rescue to lower floor or

run outside, but the later is considered to rescue to higher place. Am I right?

A: No you misunderstood my saying. I meant that linking the siren tower to hotels’ 

alarm system is a good idea and it will help enhance warning capacity. However,

the warning in the hotel needs to be altered. Fire and tsunami disaster are different.

Once require horizontal evacuation while the other requires vertical. Making

people confuse how to evacuate if using the same alarm is extremely dangerous.

Also, using communities’ radio network to connect with public siren warning 

towers is a good idea because the network spread out to almost every local area.

Besides, it is the voice of their own people whom they trust. In electricity failure,

communities’ broadcast or megaphone tower can help because it runs on solar 

energy and generator. (please see my chapter 4 and 7)
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Interviewer: Chun-yuan Wang

Interviewee: Ms. P., Researcher

Date: 11/22/2007

Place: Bangkok, Thailand

Code: Scholar-10

A: This is the JICA national capacity building for Thailand…so the Japanese team the 
expert…they would like to do some community development…But they do not 
have local people who has…in Thailand not much people know about disaster at 
the community level so they ask me to help…working with the community…so 
that’s all

Q: My first question is why those are called, theoretically speaking, those global
actors are willing to participate in this global cooperation network? For
example, the countries, the INPOs, or international organizations. The second
question is since they already get involved in this activity, how can we make
the operation go more smoothly?

A: Let me tackle the first one…maybe because the issue of the disaster…especially 
the tsunami incident…It’s a transnational disaster…so it’s…a lot of loss…in terms 
of life and property…there’s no warning…there is no clue at all that’s gonna 
happen…when it first happened people were saying there should be a warning 
system..this and that…first the impact of disaster is healed…it’s draw 
attention…it’s politics…for example Japan…this happened in the back yard of 
Japan…you can see Japan mobilize a lot of resources to help the tsunami in every 
country…I think Japan spent the whole money they have….the nature of the
disaster itself draw the attention…the impact of disaster…that was the incident in 
the Pacific. So international organization said If you look at history…but nobody 
cared much because somebody said Tsunami won’t happen in Indian Ocean…or 
it’s a very rare…once the disaster happen people just bring a lot of resources to do 
something…the government just do something to help… humanitarian relief or 
something like that

Q:So can I say the awareness of risk make the government get together…?to do
something?

A: There’s a lot of people died…you see the picture on CNN everywhere…at first I 
thought it was the initiative of the U.S. to set up the warning system in Asia…IOC 
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is going to do the same thing…IOTWS…Germany would like to sell the warning 
system to Indonesia…U.S. would like to sell to Thailand…and India….they can 
do their own warning system…they do not want information sharing….that is 
something that happen after the investment…

Q: How can we ensure that it will go smoothly?
A: I should say there must be a lot more effort…last year I used to working in 
India…right now the Indian government is quite independent…they don’t want 
intervention…right now they have twenty…in Indian Ocean on their own…they 
already produce it…while Thailand got their first donated from U.S….I have 
some friends who work in India….the warning system in Indonesia, 
Malaysia…the system do not talk to each other…they have some part to 
share…they don’t have full access to information….

Q: Do you think that some countries have the capacity to deal with the issue?
Which means they don’t need to cooperate with others?

A:I think regional warning system is important…the impact of the disaster is not just 
important for their country but their neighbors…Incentive? I don’t know…like the
strategy of the U.S.,…Thai government accept it but not the Indians...political 
issue of culture and also the relationship between Indian Oceans too…I used to 
talk with one navy in Thailand he said that deploying buoy near Indian territory it
may affect national security…so this is quite sensitive issue….mistrust among the 
two countries…

Q: So do you think Trust is very important?
A:Yes, political trust….

Q: Some people think it’s not necessary to have only one regional center in
Indian Ocean. They think they can just coordinate and share information
among different countries’centers smoothly. How do you think?

A: Regional center means money and….because you’re talking about million, huge 
money….and to be the regional center means you have credibilityyou can build
your own domestic expertise….Thailand and India they compete to the regional 
center…capability….

Q: So far they still compete?
A: No…I think Thailand still wants to be the leading…because of their political 
culture…it doesn’t support the national disaster warning center…it was 
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established by last government….the last one they would like to push the NDWC 
to be the regional center…

Q: Do the international organizations have great influence in this case?
A: I see only the key players are the U.N and U.N families…American Red 
cross…and in Thailand there aren’t many…the government working on the relief 
and rescue and they have defense volunteers…not many NGOs workingin
Thailand. In international forum I don’t see many…but ADPC/ADRC/
JICA…yes…

Q: How do these organizations have well coordination?
A:They work as a committee…

Q: Regular committee or?
A: They try to make it at a national level…Thai government doesn’t have much 
expertise in this disaster relief…and because Thai government have new…one of
the strategy is to have…it is quite easy for international …Thai has open 
mechanism for that…and because IOC doesn’t have money they would like to 
know who’s doing what…for example UNDP would like to have information 
sharing…

Q: I know Australia involves with IOTWS deeply, why?
A: Australia tries to give assistance to Indonesia…and because they’re in the same 
region and they would like to be the leader…they have close borders…disaster 
warning only benefit the neighbor countries…disaster warning in Thailand will
benefit India more…I think Australia would like to help Indonesia because they 
want to protect themselves…if they put the warning system near Australia…then 
you have maybe only 15 minutes to prepare…that’s why I think Indonesia is 
looking for its partner…But still, what happened is that…I used to have some 
discussion in my university on whether to have the national warning
system…whatever it is, the gov already decided to have it….pressure from a lot of 
aspects…government would like to do something to release the tension ….

Q: Sometimes the politicians have only 3-4 years in their term, maybe their
terms are very short, but for disaster reduction or prevention, it should be a
very long term work. How do you persuade those politicians to notice and
support your work on disaster reduction?

A: You have to have the policy to support it…right now they’re releasing the new 
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act…Because Thailand…prevention and mitigation...they have to change the
approach into disaster mitigation…that’s how it start…and also…for bottom-up
approach they should have awareness addressing…you have to have planning, 
training…drill, practice to make sure that people can respond….Sometimes in the 
rich area there’s no warning …look at people who live on the beach…one 
kilometer far away…how can these people hearing the siren? And sometimes 
government are afraid…so they delay the warning….which doesn’t cover the 
whole area…Capacity at each level is not the same…human capacity…political 
relationship…in Bangladesh…they have it but they don’t evacuate it..the storm 
will bring more fish…that’s why the warning system is just warning in 
Bangladesh…go catch fish…social…political problem in each continent….
Because each country have their own capacity….not everybody is expert…maybe 
the system doesn’t talk to each other…may not give the same information that 
Thailand has…different forecast…this is what I think….and as far as I 
know…and is also about the government willing to share the info they have….
Capacity of the government…the cost of investment….each government is not as 
rich as the U.S….it doesn’t mean that it will impact the…merciful to their 
neighbors…politics is just politics…at least there has been an effort to build up 
regional capacity…it may take another disaster...and time…I suppose it needs
another disaster to test the warning system…if it proves to save life, then sharing 
information…national security…maybe somebody have to tell them…it doesn’t 
make your country fall apart it just help saving life…

Wang: Thank you very much, and good luck for your research.


